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Qapla’

“success!” in Klingon
Preface

Fighter jets are incredible machines. Equally incredible is the skill required to operate them. The pilots of these jets have to excel at observing, communicating, calculating, and making life-or-death decisions while zooming through the sky at inhuman speeds. Excelling at these tasks is only possible by rigorous training. However, defence budget cuts have resulted in fewer aircraft for air forces, and thus fewer aircraft available for real-world training. For instance, the Royal Netherlands Air Force had 213 F-16s available in 1992. Today, in 2019, there are 68 F-16s left. These are planned to be replaced by 37 F-35s in 2023, followed by additional F-35s at a later time. Innovative training methods are thus required to keep fighter pilots ready for future operations.

Another type of incredible machines are modern computers. Over the last decades, computers have become so powerful that they are able to simulate complex virtual worlds, in which humans can interact with life-like virtual entities. The computing power that is available today has also enabled the computers to reinvent their own programming, by means of machine learning algorithms. Since I started my PhD candidacy in 2013, the interest in machine learning has grown exponentially. From credit card fraud detection to self-driving cars, machine learning is now everywhere; so much so, that even the latest smartphones have separate processors dedicated solely to machine learning calculations.

One of the most important training tools in the arsenals of air forces is the flight simulator. A simulator relies on virtual entities called computer generated forces to create interesting situations that resemble the situations that fighter pilots may encounter in the real world. However, modelling and programming the behaviour of these entities remains challenging. As a result, only few behaviour models are created for the entities, and thus the simulators are left underused. In our research, we put one and one together by applying machine learning to fighter pilot training.

Personally, combining fighter jets and machine learning has felt like turning a piece of science fiction into reality. I hope that the research in this thesis will lead to safer skies. To all fighter pilots training in simulators I extend the greeting used by the Klingon warriors in the Star Trek television shows: Qapla'!

Armon Toubman
Almere, November 24, 2019
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1 Introduction

The military philosopher Sun Tzu once said, “Now the general who wins a battle makes many calculations in his temple ere the battle is fought” (translation by Giles, 1994). Today, we have access to a new type of calculations, which is called machine learning. In this thesis, we use machine learning to improve training simulations for air forces.

Air forces are an essential part of modern defence forces. However, air forces worldwide struggle to maintain the combat readiness of their pilots (cf. Ausink, Taylor, Bigelow and Brancato, 2011; Chapman and Colegrove, 2013; Doyle and Portrey, 2014; Church, 2015). In the last decades, shrinking budgets have led to dwindling numbers of operational aircraft, including the aircraft available for training. At the same time, a steady stream of air force deployments has called for pilots at maximum readiness. Maintaining a high level of readiness with smaller numbers of aircraft requires efficient use of alternative means of training, such as simulators (Foster and Fletcher, 2013; Mattingly, Bolton, Walwanis and Priest, 2014; McLean, Lambeth and Mavin, 2016; Bruzzone and Massei, 2017).

Simulators can provide a flexible training environment with access to a wide variety of virtual opponents to train with. Such an opponent is often called a computer generated force (cGF, plural: cgFs), i.e., a computer representation of a real-world force that displays human-like behaviour (cf. Lu and Gong, 2014; Kamrani, Luotsinen and Løvld, 2016). By training with virtual opponents, trainees can build the experience necessary for air combat operations, at a fraction of the cost of training with real aircraft. In practice however, the variety of virtual opponents is not as wide as it can be. This is largely due to a lack of behaviour models, i.e., computational models used to govern the behaviour that the virtual opponents display (cf. Lu and Gong, 2014; Pelosi and Brown, 2016). The goal of the thesis is to investigate to what extent behaviour models for the virtual opponents in air combat training simulations can be automatically generated, by the use of machine learning.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 1.1, we describe the process by which behaviour models are created today. In Section 1.2, we briefly look at the possibility of automatically generating behaviour models. In Section 1.3 we present our problem statement and five research questions. The research methodology is given in Section 1.4. Finally, in Section 1.5 we outline the structure of the thesis.
1.1 The behaviour modelling process

The behaviour modelling process is the process by which behaviour models are created today. For the remainder of this thesis, we define behaviour models as follows.

**Definition 1.1 (Behaviour model).** A behaviour model is a model that maps (a) the observations made by some entity to (b) the actions that the entity should perform.

We define three roles that take part in the behaviour modelling process: (1) the training specialist, (2) the subject matter expert, and (3) the programmer. We refer to the people that fill in the roles as the professionals.

We divide the behaviour modelling process into four steps. The four steps of the behaviour modelling process are shown in Figure 1.1. First, the training specialist writes a behaviour specification for a new cgf. Second, the subject matter expert refines the behaviour specification, using knowledge on the real-world forces that the cgf represents. Third, the programmer creates an executable behaviour model based on the refined behaviour specification. Fourth, the training specialist, subject matter expert, and programmer validate the behaviour model and then make improvements to the model as needed. The four steps are explained in more detail in Chapter 2.

In its current form, the behaviour modelling process brings about two obstacles (see Subsection 1.1.1). Furthermore, we discuss the consequences that the obstacles in the process have for the effectiveness of simulator training (Subsection 1.1.2).

1.1.1 Obstacles in the process

We identify two main obstacles in the behaviour modelling process. We describe them below.

The first obstacle is the observation that the process is labour-intensive. However, the professionals capable of performing the four steps in the process come in limited numbers and are not always available. Furthermore, the four steps in the behaviour modelling process must be performed in the order given, and the professionals depend on each other to complete Step 4. Therefore, unavailability of the professionals hampers the completion of the behaviour modelling process.

The second obstacle is the complexity of human(-like) behaviour modelling (cf. Banks and Stytz, 2003; Stytz and Banks, 2003a; Stytz and Banks, 2003b). The complexity stems in part from the fact that a cgf’s behaviour model has to be able to react as much as possible in a proper way (i.e., as a human would) to all situations that may occur in the simulation (Bourassa, Abdellaoui and Parkinson, 2011). Failure to react appropriately or to react at all to these situations (1) makes the behaviour model brittle, and (2) makes the behaviour produced by the behaviour model to be considered as lacking realism (Bourassa and Massey, 2012). However, eliciting the

---

1See Darken and Blais (2017) for a discussion of the responsibilities of modelling and simulation professionals in the military.
Figure 1.1  The four steps in the behaviour modelling process (adapted from the process described by Gerretsen, Van Oijen, Ferdinandus and Kerbusch, 2017). Step 1: the training specialist writes a behaviour specification for a new CGF. Step 2: the subject matter expert refines the behaviour specification, using knowledge on the real-world forces that the CGF represents. Step 3: the programmer creates an executable behaviour model based on the refined behaviour specification. Step 4: together, the training specialist, subject matter expert, and programmer validate the behaviour model and then make improvements to the model as needed.
knowledge required to model the proper reactions is not a straightforward task (cf. Marcus, 2013; Hoffman, 2014). As a result, behaviour that should have been specified in Step 1 and Step 2 of the behaviour modelling process will only transpire in Step 4. The unspecified behaviour then has to be implemented as an improvement to the model, requiring further work by the professionals.

The two obstacles described above render completing the behaviour modelling process a slow and difficult task. The duration of the process leads to a relatively low number of behaviour models being created. However, at the same time, real-world developments such as (1) new strategies, (2) new tactics, and (3) new equipment are introduced at a high pace. Trainees need to gain experience with these developments in simulations. Therefore, the behaviour modelling process must be reiterated frequently to keep up with the demand for new behaviour models. Furthermore, because of the high pace of real-world developments, the rate of model reuse is low. Lu and Gong (2014) state a reuse rate of behaviour models as low as 10 to 15%.

1.1.2 Consequences for training effectiveness

Because of the low number of behaviour models available for use by cgfs, training specialists are limited in the range of training simulations they can create. A limited range of training simulations has two closely related negative consequences for the effectiveness of the training given by means of these training simulations. We discuss the two consequences below.

The first consequence is that the trainees miss out on the proven benefits of variation in training tasks (such as training simulations). For instance, recent studies show that variation in training tasks improves the cognitive and motor skills of trainees (Taylor and Rohrer, 2010; Vakil and Heled, 2016). Furthermore, variation helps trainees to develop the capability to (1) recognise patterns across situations, (2) adapt their mindset to their situation, and (3) come up with creative solutions (Fletcher and Wind, 2014).

The second consequence is that the behaviour of the cgfs becomes predictable by the trainees. The predictable behaviour may lead to boredom which transpires in the trainees’ behaviour. Furthermore, predictable behaviour may cause the trainees to try to exploit the behaviour of the cgfs, rather than to focus on achieving the learning objectives of the simulations (Lopes and Bidarra, 2011; Silva, do Nascimento Silva and Chaimowicz, 2015).

1.2 Generating air combat behaviour models

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) may offer an alternative to the behaviour modelling process, and improve the effectiveness of training simulations by remedying the two consequences mentioned in the previous section. The alternative is generating behaviour models by means of machine learning. Machine learning programs outperform humans in a variety of tasks (Jordan and Mitchell, 2015), such as credit card fraud detection (Dal Pozzolo, Caelen, Le Borgne, Waterschoot and Bontempi, 2014), cloud computing resource allocation (Hameed, Khoshkbarforoushha,
Ranjan, Jayaraman, Kolodziej et al., 2016), and playing games like poker (Bowling, Burch, Johanson and Tammelin, 2015) and Go (Silver, Huang, Maddison, Guez, Sifre et al., 2016; Silver, Schrittwieser, Simonyan, Antonoglou, Huang et al., 2017b). For such tasks, machine learning programs are able to produce creative solutions through a combination of three properties: (1) computational speed, (2) precise constraint satisfaction abilities, and (3) clever learning algorithms. By taking advantage of these three properties and applying the properties to the development of behaviour models, we gain the ability to develop (1) behaviour models at a higher pace, and (2) models with more variation in the behaviour than is currently possible. As a result, the use of machine learning programs to develop behaviour models has the potential to lift the two consequences that the current behaviour modelling process has on training effectiveness.

However, before we apply machine learning to air combat simulations, it is essential to consider the domain of air combat. The domain of air combat is complex, and machine learning methods that operate within this domain must be suited to the challenges posed by the domain. Below, we list five challenges that emerge when generating behaviour models for use in air combat simulations (Subsection 1.2.1). Next, because air combat is a broad concept, we establish the scope of the thesis (Subsection 1.2.2).

1.2.1 Challenges

Below, we identify and describe five challenges: (a) producing teamwork, (b) computationally evaluating \textit{cgf} behaviour, (c) efficient reuse of acquired knowledge, (d) validating generated behaviour models, and (e) generating accessible behaviour models. The five challenges are not unique to the air combat domain. However, the challenges require solutions that will fit to the domain.

**Challenge a: Producing team coordination.** Nowadays, the smallest unit that carries out air combat missions consists of two. Flying in pairs has major advantages over flying alone, such as (1) improved situational awareness, and (2) the ability for one teammate to apply offensive pressure on opponents while the other teammate is forced to make defensive manoeuvres (cf. Shaw, 1985; Stillion, 2015). The challenge is to \textit{make optimal use of these advantages} in simulations. It requires a form of coordination between the teammates. Thus challenge \textbf{a} is to let the machine learning method also generate the required team coordination between the \textit{cgfs} that use the models.

**Challenge b: Computationally evaluating \textit{cgf} behaviour.** Machine learning methods require the ability to evaluate the behaviour produced by the behaviour models they generate. In reinforcement learning, which is the family of machine learning methods that we focus on in this thesis (see Chapter 2), the evaluation is performed computationally by the reward function. The reward function is named so because it rewards \textit{cgfs} for good behaviour, with the intent to stimulate that behaviour (viz. produce better behaviour
1.2 Generating air combat behaviour models

models). However, the evaluation of air combat behaviour suffers from two issues. First, the concept of good air combat behaviour remains ill-defined. Second, non-deterministic factors influence the success of the behaviour of air combat CGFs. We expand on these two issues in Chapter 4. Reward functions that are used in the air combat domain therefore must take into account the two issues in order to stimulate good behaviour with rewards. Thus challenge B is the computational evaluation of the behaviour displayed by air combat CGFs, with the goal of improving the behaviour models generated for these CGFs.

**Challenge c: Efficient reuse of acquired knowledge.** During the automated generation and testing of behaviour models for a CGF, the machine learning method learns which actions of the CGF are effective in which situations. Therefore, it can be said that the machine learning method acquires and stores knowledge about air combat. It is imaginable that some of this knowledge will be applicable to multiple scenarios in which the CGF may be active. Reuse of air combat knowledge will save computational resources in the search for effective behaviour models for the CGF across different scenarios. Challenge c is enabling the machine learning method used to generate behaviour models to efficiently reuse air combat knowledge that has been acquired previously.

**Challenge d: Validating generated behaviour models.** Just like behaviour models that are manually developed by professionals, behaviour models that are generated by a machine learning method have to be validated. Validation of behaviour models ensures that the behaviour models are fit for their intended purpose. Challenge d is validating behaviour models that have been generated by means of machine learning, to prove that the models are fit for use in training simulations.

**Challenge e: Generating accessible behaviour models.** The creative capabilities that machine learning methods possess have a drawback. In brief, the solutions created by these methods may become too clever and take on forms that are too difficult for humans to comprehend and validate. This is especially problematic for CGF behaviour models, as these models must represent the behaviour of real-world forces at all times. Furthermore, the professionals may wish to inspect and revise behaviour models that have been generated, e.g., in order to slightly adjust the model to better support a learning objective. These professionals are only able to do so if the generated models are constructed in a way that is easily understandable (see, e.g., Luotsinen, Kamrani, Hammar, Jändel and Løvlid, 2016). For this reason, challenge e is generating accessible behaviour models by means of machine learning. We define this accessibility as follows.
**Definition 1.2** (Accessible behaviour model). A behaviour model is accessible if it is directly interpretable by the professionals (i.e., training instructors, subject matter experts, and programmers) who develop and apply the model.²

On various occasions, research has already specifically been focused on the use of machine learning to generate air combat behaviour models. However, as we will show in Chapter 2, the machine learning methods that have been used so far have produced inaccessible behaviour models. In Chapter 2, we will review a machine learning method called dynamic scripting, that was introduced in the previous decade (Spronck, Ponsen, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper and Postma, 2006). Dynamic scripting was designed to directly address the issue of accessibility as we have described it here. We will investigate dynamic scripting’s applicability to air combat simulations.

### 1.2.2 Scope of the thesis

Both air combat and training simulations are complex domains. It means that in our research we will not take the full domains into account. Below, we restrict the scope of this thesis regarding three areas: (1) the mode of air combat that we study, (2) the specific type of training simulations that we consider, and (3) the width of our view on training simulations.

First, air combat is often divided into two modes (Shaw, 1985). Mode (a) is within-visual-range (wvr) air combat, also known as dog-fighting. In a wvr air combat situation, the opposing aircraft engage each other in the visual arena using on-board cannons and short-range missiles. Mode (b) is beyond-visual-range (bvr) air combat. In bvr air combat, opposing aircraft engage each other using medium-range to long-range missiles, while sensing each other using radar and other instruments. Simulations of the two modes of combat require cGFs with different behaviour. Today, the majority of air combat engagements are bvr engagements (Stillion, 2015; Floyd, Karneeb, Moore and Aha, 2017). For this reason, we restrict the scope of this thesis to bvr engagements, i.e., mode (b).

Second, because our main goal is generating behaviour models for use in air combat training simulations, we specify the particular type of training simulations that we consider in our research. The cGFs that use the generated behaviour models will need to support the learning objectives of this type of training simulations. In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to tactical training at the unit (squadron) level. In tactical training, the objective of the trainees is to defeat all opposing cGFs. The cGFs in tactical training simulations require behaviour models that are capable of handling the most common elements of air combat (e.g., acquiring and pursuing targets, firing missiles, and evading incoming missiles).

Third, training simulations are highly complex systems. The study of training simulations lies at the crossroads of multiple fields of research, e.g., knowledge representation, instructional

---

²Doyle and Portrey (2014) take the definition of accessibility a step further, and pose that the behaviour produced by the models should be “transparent to users not involved in the core modeling process.”
theory, human factors, interaction design, competency development, and the modelling of systems, organisations, and behaviours. There are many interactions between these fields. For instance, (a) the development of competencies by the trainees depends on the interaction with the **CGFs**, (b) the interaction of trainees with **CGFs** depends on the behaviour models of the **CGFs**, (c) the behaviour models of the **CGFs** depend on the modelling technique, knowledge representation, and so on. To study such a chain of interactions as a whole is a complex task that is to be considered intractable with the current means of research and the time allotted to our research project. Therefore, in the thesis, we restrict ourselves to modelling air combat behaviours (see Chapters 3 to 5) and evaluating the perception of the modelled behaviours by training specialists (see Chapters 6 and 7).

### 1.3 Problem statement and research questions

The two consequences that the current behaviour modelling process has for training effectiveness (Section 1.1), and the prospect of automatic and fast generation of varied behaviour models (Section 1.2) lead us to the following problem statement.

**Problem statement:** To what extent can we use dynamic scripting to generate air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations, in such a way that the five challenges of generating air combat behaviour models are met?

The use of dynamic scripting would bring us underway to meet challenge E. However, challenges A–D remain to be met. Below, five research questions are formulated based on the remaining challenges. In combination, the answers to the five research questions form the answer to the problem statement.

Meeting the first challenge requires investigating the possibility of using dynamic scripting to generate behaviour models that (1) take into account the presence of teammates, and (2) are able to coordinate their observations and actions with these teammates in some manner. This leads us to the first research question.

**Research question 1:** To what extent can we generate air combat behaviour models that produce team coordination?

Dynamic scripting uses a reward function to evaluate the behaviour displayed by the air combat **CGFs** that use the generated behaviour models. The rewards produced by the reward function are used to adjust newly generated behaviour models in the search for an optimal model. As mentioned (see challenge B), the evaluation of air combat behaviour suffers from two issues. In the literature, these two issues are known as **sparse rewards** and **unstable rewards**, respectively (see Chapter 4). Still, reward functions for air combat behaviour that have been presented in the literature do not always take these two issues into account. However, doing so might lead to
behaviour models that produce a more desirable behaviour. This leads us to the second research question.

**Research question 2:** To what extent can we improve the reward function for air combat **cgf**s?

Dynamic scripting stores the knowledge that a **cgf** builds throughout the **cgf**’s learning process in the form of weight values that are attached to the rules in the rulebase. The weight value of each rule indicates the rule’s importance relative to the other rules in the rulebase. In terms of reuse, it may be possible that the knowledge that is built in one air combat scenario, may also be applied effectively in another air combat scenario. We place the reuse of knowledge in the context of transfer learning, i.e., letting a **cgf** learn in one scenario, and then transferring its knowledge to a **cgf** in a new, unseen scenario. This leads us to the third research question.

**Research question 3:** To what extent can knowledge built with dynamic scripting be transferred successfully between **cgf**s in different scenarios?

We aim for the generated behaviour models to be used in training simulations. Validating the models is an important step in achieving a productive use of the models. The importance of validation is illustrated by Step 4 in the behaviour modelling process. However, since there is no one-size-fits-all solution to the validation of behaviour models, we first have to determine the proper way to do so. This leads us to the fourth research question.

**Research question 4:** How should we validate machine-generated air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations?

The answer to research question 4 is a validation procedure. By means of the procedure, we are able to determine the validity of the behaviour models that we generate in our research. The chosen research approach leads us to the fifth research question.

**Research question 5:** To what extent are air combat behaviour models generated by means of dynamic scripting valid for use in training simulations?

Answering these five research questions will allow us to answer the problem statement. The next section describes the methods that will be used in our research to answer the five research questions.

### 1.4 Research methodology

In our research, we use four methods to answer the research questions: (1) literature review, (2) automated simulations, (3) questionnaires, and (4) human-in-the-loop simulations. We describe the four methods briefly below.
1.4 Research methodology

**Literature review.** We review scientific articles, books, and technical reports that are related to (1) air combat training simulations (see Section 1.1), (2) the use of machine learning in these simulations (Chapter 2), and (3) the five research questions (Chapters 3–7).

**Automated simulations.** By automated simulations we mean software simulations in which one team of CGFs engages another team of CGFs in air combat encounters. In this case, both teams of CGFs employ behaviour models for their behaviour. Because such simulations are implemented purely in software, they have the advantages of (a) being able to run faster than real-time and (b) not being dependent on the presence of human participants.

**Questionnaires.** While reward functions are capable of evaluating the behaviour of a CGF to a certain extent, the final word on the desirability of a CGF’s behaviour comes from the training specialist. In the end, it is the training specialist who has to use the CGF in training simulations. Measuring the desirability of a CGF’s behaviour is therefore an essential part in the validation of behaviour models. We will develop a novel questionnaire, which we call the Assessment Tool for Air Combat CGFs (**atacc**). The **atacc** aims to capture the opinions of training specialists observing the behaviour of air combat CGFs, in such a way that we are able to draw conclusions on the desirability of the behaviour.

**Human-in-the-loop simulations.** By human-in-the-loop simulations we mean simulations in which a team of CGFs using behaviour models engages a team of CGFs controlled by human participants. Training simulations are a prime example of human-in-the-loop simulations. In human-in-the-loop simulations, we are able to observe (1) the behaviour of human pilots, when confronted with CGFs using generated behaviour models, and (2) the behaviour of CGFs using generated behaviour models, when confronted with human pilots.

Below, we briefly describe where we apply the four methods. Table 1.1 gives a summary of the use of the four methods to answer the research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>RQ2</th>
<th>RQ3</th>
<th>RQ4</th>
<th>RQ5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated simulations</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-in-the-loop simulations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature review is used to answer research questions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Furthermore, we use two simulators for our research: (1) the Lightweight Air Combat Simulator (**lwacs**) (see Appendix A) and (2) the Netherlands Aerospace Centre **nlr**’s Fighter 4-Ship simulator (see Appendix D). Automated simulations in Lightweight Air Combat Simulator (**lwacs**) are used to answer research questions 1, 2, and 3. Furthermore, we present the **atacc** in Chapter 6. The
ATACC is developed as part of the answer to research question 4, and is then used to answer research question 5. Additionally, both (1) automated simulations and (2) human-in-the-loop simulations in the Fighter 4-Ship are used to answer research question 5.

### 1.5 Structure of the thesis

This thesis contains eight chapters. Table 1.2 shows which chapters will answer the respective research questions.

**Table 1.2** Answering the problem statement (PS) and the research questions (RQs) per chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>RQ2</th>
<th>RQ3</th>
<th>RQ4</th>
<th>RQ5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td>∼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>∼</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∼ contributes to answer, √ answers

In Chapter 1 we introduce our problem statement and five research questions. Furthermore, the research methodology by which the research questions are addressed is presented.

In Chapter 2, we provide background information from the literature (see also Section 1.1) on four topics: (1) details of the steps in the behaviour modelling process, (2) the potential benefits and drawbacks of the use of machine learning in training simulations, (3) past approaches to using machine learning for generating air combat behaviour models, and (4) dynamic scripting and its applicability to air combat simulations.

In Chapter 3, we introduce three methods for team coordination: (1) TACIT, (2) CENT, and (3) DECENT. We investigate how beneficial the team coordination methods are by means of an experiment, and then answer research question 1.

In Chapter 4, we zoom in on a specific part of the dynamic scripting process, viz. the reward function. We show how the use of three distinct reward functions influences the behaviour of our CGFs, and then answer research question 2.

In Chapter 5, we investigate to what extent the knowledge that is built by a CGF in some air combat scenario can be transferred successfully to a CGF in a different air combat scenario, and then answer research question 3.

In Chapter 6, we design a validation procedure by which behaviour models that are generated for air combat CGFs may be validated. Furthermore, we present the ATACC, and then answer research question 4.
In Chapter 7, we apply our validation procedure to newly generated behaviour models in the Fighter 4-Ship simulator, and then answer research question 5.

In Chapter 8, we conclude the thesis by providing a summary of the answers to the five research questions. Finally, based on these answers, we formulate the answer to the problem statement. Thereafter we present two recommendations for future work.
2 Foundations

In this chapter, we will discuss four topics that are related to our research. First, we will have a detailed look at the steps of the behaviour modelling process (Section 2.1). Second, we will discuss the potential benefits and drawbacks of the use of machine learning on training simulations (Section 2.2). Third, we will describe the three categories of machine learning tasks (Section 2.3). Furthermore, we will take a closer look at reinforcement learning, and the dynamic scripting technique. Fourth, we will give an overview of past research on generating air combat behaviour with machine learning (Section 2.4). Finally, we will conclude the chapter by a summary (Section 2.5).

2.1 The steps in the behaviour modelling process

In this section, we describe the four steps of the behaviour modelling process in detail. The four steps were briefly mentioned in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.1). The description of the steps below serves to create a better understanding of (1) how modern behaviour models are created, (2) the dependencies in the process that lead to the obstacles (see Subsection 1.1.1), and (3) the context in which a machine learning solution for behaviour generation would operate.

Step 1. The training specialist identifies training needs, resulting in a collection of learning objectives (cf. Stacy and Freeman, 2016). To help trainees reach these learning objectives in the simulator, the training specialist requires a cgF with certain behaviour to interact with the trainees. The training specialist writes a behaviour specification containing the required behaviour. As a case in point, consider a training specialist who has set a learning objective for successfully evading long-range missiles. For this learning objective, the training specialist requires a cgF that fires long-range missiles, and therefore writes “long-range missile firing behaviour” in the behaviour specification.

Step 2. The subject matter expert refines the behaviour specification that was written by the training specialist. The subject matter expert knows the behaviour of the real world forces represented by the cgF, such as (1) the technical capabilities of the cgF’s aircraft, and (2)
the principal strategies and tactics of the represented real world forces (see, e.g., Løvlid, Alstad, Mevassvik, De Reus, Henderson et al., 2013). Returning to the example from Step 1, the subject matter expert refines the behaviour specification by, e.g., (1) defining the specific type of missile that the cgf should fire, and (2) adding any manoeuvres that the cgf should make before and after firing.

**Step 3.** The programmer takes the refined behaviour specification and implements the specification as a computer model. We call the resulting program the behaviour model. The behaviour model commonly takes one of three executable forms: (1) the form of a script (cf. Abdellaoui, Taylor and Parkinson, 2009; Toubman, Roessingh, Van Oijen, Hou, Luotsinen et al., 2016a), (2) a finite-state machine (cf. Fu, Houlette and Jensen, 2003; Coman and Muñoz-Avila, 2013), or (3) a behaviour tree (cf Khatami, Huibers and Roessingh, 2013; Marzinotto, Colledanchise, Smith and Ögren, 2014; Zhang, Sun, Jiao and Yin, 2017). When loaded in a simulator, the behaviour model governs the behaviour of the cgf. In other words, the behaviour model selects and implements the cgf’s actions, based on the observations that the cgf makes in the simulator. However, simulators usually only provide cgfs with a limited set of possible observations and actions. It is the programmer’s responsibility to interpret the behaviour specification, and then to accurately translate the specified behaviour into an executable form using the possible observations and actions as provided by the simulator. For example, consider (1) a behaviour specification that calls for a cgf that patrols a section of the airspace, and (2) a simulator that only provides actions by which a cgf can set its own altitude and heading. In this example, the programmer has to interpret the specified patrol and translate it to the correct sequence of altitude and heading settings.

**Step 4.** The professionals work together to validate the behaviour model. Multiple methods exist for validating behaviour models, each method with its own advantages and disadvantages (cf. Petty, 2010; Birta and Arbez, 2013). Validating the behaviour models commonly involves testing and reviewing the behaviour produced by the behaviour models, when used by cgfs. Each of the three professionals validates the behaviour model from their own viewpoint: (1) the training specialist determines whether the behaviour model can be adequately used to help trainees reach their learning objectives, (2) the subject matter expert decides whether the displayed behaviour matches the behaviour of real-life forces, and (3) the programmer establishes whether his\(^1\) interpretation of the behaviour specification was correct with help from the training specialist and the subject matter expert. Finally, the professionals work out and implement improvements to the behaviour model. After any improvements have been implemented, the behaviour model is ready to be used by a cgf in a training simulation.

\(^1\)For brevity, we use “he” and “his” whenever “he or she” and “his or her” are meant.
2.2 Machine learning in training simulations: potential benefits and drawbacks

Because machine learning is a powerful technology, it is important to carefully consider the impact it has on each application domain. In this section, we look at the possible impact of the use of machine learning on training simulations in terms of the potential benefits (Subsection 2.2.1) and the potential drawbacks (Subsection 2.2.2). Note that we purposefully do so before we describe machine learning itself (see Section 2.3). It enables us to confine the description to details necessary for a good understanding of our research.

2.2.1 Potential benefits

Below, we identify three potential benefits that appear when using machine learning to generate air combat behaviour models. They are: (1) faster development of behaviour models, (2) detection of patterns, and (3) online behaviour adaptation.

The first potential benefit is faster development of behaviour models (cf. Doyle, Watz and Portrey, 2015; Oswalt and Cooley, 2019). Computers excel at (1) storing and retrieving knowledge, and (2) calculation. Therefore, given (1) a database that stores the knowledge of a subject matter expert, and (2) a suitable machine learning algorithm, a computer may be able to automatically generate a correct behaviour model based on a behaviour specification (Stytz and Banks, 2003b). Automating the behaviour development process makes the process less dependent on the availability of two of the required professionals, i.e., the subject matter expert and the programmer. Furthermore, the ability to develop behaviour models at high speed enables the training specialist to support learning objectives with multiple and varied behaviour models.

The second potential benefit is the detection of patterns in behaviour. Faster development of behaviour models enables training specialists to see how trainees react to configurations that behave in varying manners. Large data sets of these reactions allow for computer programs by which training specialists can detect patterns in the behaviour of trainees (e.g., areas of improvement for the trainees), and then adjust the current learning objectives to the needs of the trainees (cf. Mittal, Doyle and Watz, 2013; Sottilare, 2013; Ososky, Sottilare, Brawner, Long and Graesser, 2015; Oswalt and Cooley, 2019). Using data sets to improve training as described above is known as educational data mining, adaptive tutoring, and adaptive training (cf. Peña-Ayala, 2014; Goldberg, Davis, Riley and Boyce, 2017). Furthermore, large data sets of behaviour in simulations allow searching for exploitable patterns in the tactics that are taught to trainees, by the use of machine learning and big data techniques. This practice is known as computational red teaming (cf. Abbass, Bender, Gaidow and Whitbread, 2011; Wang, Shafi, Ng, Lokan and Abbass, 2017).

The third potential benefit is online behaviour adaptation. With faster development of behaviour models, it becomes possible for a computer to change the behaviour of computer-generated forces while a training simulation is taking place (viz. online) (cf. Olde and DiCola, 2014; Oswalt and Cooley, 2019).
By adapting the behaviour of a cgf to the behaviour of the trainee in the training simulation, the cgf is able to continuously challenge the trainee (Lopes and Bidarra, 2011). A similar use of machine learning is being investigated in the field of video games (i.e., tuning the behaviour of non-player characters to the player, while the player is playing the video game) (cf. Yannakakis and Togelius, 2014), a field that is strongly tied to the field of military simulations (Smith, 2010).

In our research we will focus on materialising the first potential benefit. It will give a sufficient insight into the impact of machine learning on training simulations.

2.2.2 Potential drawbacks

Already in 2003, Petty (2003) identified the potential drawbacks of using automatically generated behaviour models in simulations for training, analysis, and experimentation purposes. Below, we summarise Petty's work into what we consider to be the two main drawbacks for training simulations, namely (1) the emergence of unrealistic behaviour, and (2) the resulting loss of training control.

Petty (2003) warns against the use of machine learning programs with the goal of automatically generating behaviour models for use in training simulations, as the models may produce unrealistic behaviour. The behaviour of a cgf that represents a particular force (e.g., a specific military branch of a specific nation) should accurately follow the doctrine of that force, in order to be perceived as realistic (cf. Doyle and Portrey, 2014; Bolton, Tucker, Priest, McLean, Beaubien et al., 2016). The doctrine of a military force is a “guide to action”, viz. a handbook for conducting operations that describes how and when the different capabilities of the military should be put to use (see, e.g., Paparone, 2017). Petty uses the term doctrinal behaviour to refer to the behaviour of cgfs that appear to follow their doctrine.

If a cgf fails to follow its doctrine, but the cgf still acts as though it could be operated by a human, then the cgf exhibits what Petty (2003) calls non-doctrinal behaviour. Such behaviour may be the result of a machine learning program that is trying to optimise behaviour models regarding some constraints. Although non-doctrinal behaviour may be physically realistic, real-world forces are unlikely to display such behaviour. In extreme cases, the behaviour of the cgf may surpass the capabilities of a human operator and become non-human behaviour. An example of non-human behaviour is the display of inhumanly fast reaction times to threats.

The emergence of unrealistic behaviour (in the form of either non-doctrinal behaviour, or non-human behaviour) may lead to a loss of training control. As a machine learning program changes the behaviour of cgfs away from doctrinal behaviour, it becomes possible that the cgfs no longer support the training goals that the training specialist has set for a particular simulation. Thus, new tools are required to keep the creative power of machine learning techniques under a permanent check (cf. Shaffer, Ruis and Graesser, 2015; Wray, Woods, Haley and Folsom-Kovarik, 2017). In our research, we aim to mitigate the potential loss of training control by the development of a proper validation method for generated behaviour models (see Chapters 6 and 7).
2.3 Machine learning

So far, we have mentioned machine learning without explaining its details. In this section, we introduce the three categories of machine learning tasks (Subsection 2.3.1). Next, we take a detailed look at reinforcement learning, one of the categories (Subsection 2.3.2). Finally, we discuss dynamic scripting, a reinforcement technique (Subsection 2.3.3).

2.3.1 The three categories of machine learning tasks

Machine learning tasks are commonly split up into three categories: (1) supervised learning, (2) unsupervised learning, and (3) reinforcement learning (cf. Bishop, 2006; Alpaydin, 2010; Jordan and Mitchell, 2015). We briefly describe the three categories of machine learning tasks below. Here, we separate the tasks from the specific techniques that are used to perform the tasks. For instance, neural networks and deep learning techniques can be used to perform tasks in each of the three categories.

**Category 1: Supervised learning tasks.** Supervised learning tasks are tasks in which the computer has to learn a function that maps the inputs to the desired outputs. To learn this function, the computer receives a data set containing the function’s inputs and desired outputs. The classification of data (for instance, credit card fraud detection) is an example of a supervised learning task (see, e.g., Dal Pozzolo et al., 2014). The computer is provided with a data set containing credit card transactions that are labelled by human experts as fraudulent or regular, and then learns a function to identify fraudulent transactions. When the computer is given new transactions, it can detect fraudulent transactions using the function it has learnt.

**Category 2: Unsupervised learning tasks.** Unsupervised learning tasks are tasks in which the computer has to create automatically a model of the data it receives. In unsupervised learning tasks, there is no desired output. Instead, it is the newly created model that is the output of interest. The model captures the structure of the data in ways that human experts may not have foreseen. An example of an unsupervised learning task is clustering. Clustering is the grouping of data points. The computer learns a model of the most important properties of the data points, and divides the data points into a number of groups according to these properties. The groups capture a hidden structure in the data that was given as input. Unsupervised learning tasks such as clustering are commonly part of exploratory data analysis (see, e.g. Peña-Ayala, 2014).

**Category 3: Reinforcement learning tasks.** Reinforcement learning tasks are tasks in which an agent (e.g., a program or robot) that has to learn to act in some environment. The environment provides rewards to the agent when the actions of the agent affect the environment in some desirable way. In most reinforcement learning tasks, the environment
is dynamic. For example, each action performed by the agent changes the environment in some way. As a result, (1) the future states of the environment, (2) the actions that are possible in these future states, and (3) the rewards that are obtained because of these possible actions all depend (at least partially) on the agent’s current actions. Therefore, the computer can only learn which actions lead to the most rewards by actually interacting with its environment. The desired result of reinforcement learning is a sequence of actions that leads to the most rewards.

An example reinforcement learning task is learning to play the video game StarCraft II (Blizzard Entertainment, 2010). The goal of playing this game is to defeat the (virtual or human) opponent. The actions of the agent are, for instance, (a) creating buildings and troops, and (b) using troops to attack the buildings and troops of the opponent. It is up to the agent to learn what to build and how to properly instruct the troops to make their attacks (see, e.g., Lee, Tang, Zhang, Xu, Darrell et al., 2018).

Given the three categories of machine learning tasks, how should the task of generating air combat behaviour be approached? An important consideration is the availability of data to learn from. Real-world air combat data sets are difficult to obtain because of their military nature. Furthermore, if such a data set were available, it is likely that it would not contain sufficient examples for a machine to learn a generalised model of air combat behaviour from. Air combat situations are subject to what is known as the curse of dimensionality (originally introduced by Bellman, 1957; see also Roessingh, Rijken, Merk, Meiland, Huibers et al., 2011; Liu and Ma, 2017). Air combat has so many variables (e.g., the number of participating aircraft, their positions, headings, speeds) that it is unfeasible to enumerate and label all possible states. Additionally, the labelling of air combat behaviour as desirable or not remains an open problem (see Chapter 7).

Simulation technology enables us to create an air combat data set on demand. By treating the task of generating air combat behaviour models as a reinforcement learning task within a simulation, the reinforcement learning agent is able to gradually explore the state space in the search for desirable behaviour. We supply the agent with a simulated fighter jet and a restricted set of actions that the agent can perform at any moment (e.g., changing heading or firing a missile). This way, the agent’s creativity is not bound to a limited set of real-world examples of behaviour, but still restricted to a particular set of actions that it can perform. In the next subsection, we discuss reinforcement learning in detail.

### 2.3.2 Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning is “learning what to do – how to map situations to actions – so as to maximize a numerical reward signal” (Sutton and Barto, 1998, chap. 1). Below, we briefly review the most important concepts in reinforcement learning. We base our review on the works by Sutton and Barto (1998), Heidrich-Meisner, Lauer, Igel and Riedmiller (2007), Alpaydin (2010),
Grondman, Busoniu, Lopes and Babuska (2012) and Arulkumaran, Deisenroth, Brundage and Bharath (2017).

![Diagram of the reinforcement learning loop]

**Figure 2.1** The reinforcement learning loop.

Descriptions of reinforcement learning commonly start by showing the reinforcement learning loop (see Figure 2.1). This loop shows the interaction between the agent and its environment. The agent performs an action. This action has some effect on the state of the environment. The environment provides a reward to the agent. Next, the agent observes the new state of the environment, and selects a new action to perform.

The agent selects its actions by means of its *policy* (i.e., its action plan). The policy is equivalent to what we so far have called the behaviour model. The agent learns by changing its policy in such a way that it can expect to receive more rewards in the future. The changes to the policy are guided by the rewards collected by the agent. However, the agent is never sure which specific action has lead to the rewards that the agent receives, as the reward may be the result of an earlier action. This is known as the *credit assignment problem*. The credit assignment problem is especially present in tasks where the reward is only presented to the agent after a sequence of actions (i.e., *delayed rewards*). Alpaydin (2010) summarises the use of rewards by noting that the agent is not dealing with a *teacher* that shows the agent how to act (such as in supervised learning), but rather with a *critic* that tells the agent how well it is doing. However, as Alpaydin (2010, chap. 18) notes, “the feedback from the critic is scarce and when it comes, it comes late.”

The goal of collecting rewards presents a dilemma to the learning agent. Consider a game with two possible actions, action *a* and action *b*. Earlier, the agent performed action *a*, and then received a reward of +50. Therefore, action *a* is said to have a *value* of +50 to the agent. If the agent has not yet tried action *b*, that action will have a value of 0. The *state-action value* is the estimated reward the agent can expect to receive by performing that action in that state. The function that estimates the state-action values is called the *value function*. The agent’s dilemma is as follows: Should the agent exploit action *a* to continue receiving rewards, or should it explore the use of action *b*, to see if action *b* leads to a higher reward than action *a*? Of course, by performing action *b* the agent also risks receiving (1) a lower reward or (2) no reward at all. Exploitation maximises the expected rewards in the short term, but exploration may yield more rewards in the long term (Sutton and Barto, 1998). Reinforcement learning methods that only allow the learning agent to exploit known action-values are called *greedy* methods. Alternatively, the agent can be allowed to explore some of the time. With small probability \( \epsilon \), the agent selects an action at random, rather than selecting the action with the highest known state-action value.
Methods that allow exploration in this manner are called \( \varepsilon \)-greedy methods.

Moreover, in reinforcement learning an important distinction is made between three classes of techniques: (1) actor-only techniques, (2) critic-only techniques, and (3) actor-critic techniques. Each class of techniques uses value functions and policies in different ways. We describe the three classes of techniques below.

First, actor-only (also called policy-only) techniques learn without a value function. Instead, they employ parametrised policies, and use any obtained rewards to follow a gradient descent over the parameters towards more rewards. Because of the parametrised policies, actor-only techniques are capable of learning policies in continuous action spaces. However, because of the use of gradient descent, information from earlier interactions with the environment is not retained (i.e., there is no real learning taking place).

Second, critic-only (also called value-only) techniques work by estimating the values of all states. Afterwards, the value function is used to derive the policy that is estimated to lead to the most reward. Critic-only methods learn optimal value functions, but the resulting policies are not guaranteed to be optimal (Grondman et al., 2012).

Third, actor-critic techniques try to combine the best features of critic-only and actor-only methods. In actor-critic techniques, the actor and the critic are modelled separately. Initially, the actor performs its actions based on some random policy. The critic detects the rewards that are received, and updates its value function. Next, the actor changes its policy based on the updated value function. The estimates of the critic lower the variance in the actor's policy updates. As a result, the combination of a separate actor and critic has two advantages: (1) increased learning speed and (2) good convergence properties compared to actor-only and critic-only techniques (Grondman et al., 2012). However, the trade-off is that the critic's estimates are inaccurate at the beginning of the learning process, when the critic has not yet seen many states and their values. Still, the two advantages have made actor-critic techniques popular in many domains.

In the last decade, an actor-critic reinforcement learning technique called dynamic scripting was introduced (Spronck et al., 2006). Two properties set dynamic scripting apart from other actor-critic techniques: (1) the behaviour models that it generates are accessible, and (2) by letting domain experts specify all relevant state-action pairs, the dynamic scripting is capable of counteracting the curse of dimensionality. In the next subsection, we further discuss the dynamic scripting technique.

### 2.3.3 Dynamic scripting

Dynamic scripting is a reinforcement learning technique (Spronck et al., 2006). Originally, dynamic scripting was designed as a behaviour generation technique for non-player characters in video games. The design of dynamic scripting was motivated by a discontent with the machine learning techniques that were available at the time (e.g., neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, and Q-learning). Specifically, the available machine learning techniques failed to fulfil eight
requirements that, according to Spronck et al. (2006, p. 219), were essential for maintaining the entertainment quality of video games. The eight requirements are as follows.

**Requirement 1: Speed.** Techniques must be computationally fast.

**Requirement 2: Effectiveness.** Techniques must be effective and produce adequate behaviour at all times.

**Requirement 3: Robustness.** Techniques must be robust against the inherent randomness in video games.

**Requirement 4: Efficiency.** Techniques must be efficient in learning, since each encounter between human players and non-player characters will most likely be different. Furthermore, the encounters are sparse, meaning there are few learning opportunities.

**Requirement 5: Clarity.** The policies that are generated must be easily interpretable by experts such as game developers.

**Requirement 6: Variety.** Techniques must be able to produce variety in the generated behaviour, to keep the video games entertaining.

**Requirement 7: Consistency.** Techniques must produce adequate behaviour from a limited number of learning opportunities with high consistency, independent of the behaviour of the player.

**Requirement 8: Scalability.** The technique must be able to scale the difficulty level of the generated behaviour to the skill level of the human player.

Of course, training simulations do not serve to provide entertainment. Still, there are three parallels between training simulations and video games that make the eight requirements relevant to training simulations as well. In both simulations and video games, a human participant (1) controls some avatar of themselves in a (somewhat realistic) representation of the world, and (2) encounters virtual agents that challenge the participant in some way. Furthermore, (3) the participant aims to reach some measurable goal: either setting high scores and completing levels (in video games), or honing and demonstrating his skills (in simulations). Therefore, it is important to investigate dynamic scripting as a technique for generating behaviour models for air combat CgFs.

Spronck et al. (2006) note that the key to fulfilling the eight requirements is the inclusion of domain knowledge in the machine learning technique. For this reason, they made predefined domain knowledge an integral part of dynamic scripting. Below, we review the workings of dynamic scripting, including the use of domain knowledge in the learning process.

The principal unit of behaviour in dynamic scripting is the behaviour rule. The policies generated by dynamic scripting are groups of behaviour rules. These groups are called scripts. We define behaviour rules and scripts below.
**Definition 2.1** (Behaviour rule). A behaviour rule is an *if-then* statement with an observation as the condition of the statement, and an action as the consequence of the statement.

**Definition 2.2** (Script). A script is a set of behaviour rules that is used as a policy.

A behaviour rule (henceforth: *rule*) directs an agent (e.g., a *cgf*) to behave in the following manner: *if* the agent makes the observation stated in the condition, *then* the agent takes the action stated in the consequence. Listing 2.1 shows an example behaviour rule. In Listing 2.1 and the remainder of the thesis, we use the two conventions for writing rules: (1) the condition and the consequence of a rule are separated by the arrow symbol $\rightarrow$, and (2) rules end with a semicolon.

In normal words, the rule shown in Listing 2.1 means “if I observe the presence of an opponent using my radar, I turn around 180 degrees.” Such a rule only constitutes a limited part of the behaviour that may be desired from a *cgf* inside simulations. Of course, more rules are required to provide behaviour that is applicable to other air combat situations. A script that only contains the rule shown in Listing 2.1 will cause a *cgf* to react only to opponents on its radar. However, other behaviour (e.g., offensive behaviour) may also be desired from the *cgf*.

The rules that dynamic scripting uses to form scripts are stored in a database called the rulebase. We define the rulebase below.

**Definition 2.3** (Rulebase). A rulebase is a database with (1) rules and (2) weight values associated to the rules.

The *weight value* (henceforth: *weight*) of each rule is akin to the state-action values that were mentioned previously (see Subsection 2.3.2). The weights of the rules in the rule base indicate the contribution of each rule towards desirable behaviour. Based on the rewards from the environment, dynamic scripting updates the weights of the rules that were used to obtain the rewards. Furthermore, the weight of each rule influences the probability that a rule is selected, whenever dynamic scripting generates a new script. This way, dynamic scripting learns which rules provide the behaviour that leads to the most rewards.

Additionally, each rule has an associated priority value. When two or more rules fire at the same time (e.g., because they have equal or logically overlapping conditions), the priority value is used to determine which rule takes precedence over the other rules. This way, it can be ensured that only the actions from one rule are executed.

The dynamic scripting learning process consists of three steps: (1) rule selection, (2) control,
and (3) weight updates, as shown in Figure 2.2. Below, we describe the three steps of the learning process.

First, dynamic scripting selects $n$ rules from the rulebase. The selected rules form a script. The number of rules per script $n$ depends on the domain (e.g., the number of possible states and actions, and how the states and actions are used in the rules). Therefore, $n$ must be carefully chosen by a domain expert. The rules are selected from the rulebase based on their weights, by means of repeated roulette wheel selection. In roulette wheel selection, the probability of selecting a rule is equal to that rule’s weight, divided by the sum of all weights in the rulebase.

Second, the script is used to control the behaviour of some agent in its environment. Here, we consider the case of a CGF that inhabits an air combat simulation. The CGF continuously observes its environment using its sensors (see Appendix A). The script checks whether the observations of the CGF match the conditions of one or more rules. Whenever the condition of a rule matches the observations of the CGF, the rule is said to fire, and the CGF performs the action that is defined by the rule.

Third, the behaviour of the CGF leads to updates of the weights in the rulebase. The weights are updated by means of two functions: (1) a fitness function, and (2) a weight adjustment function. The fitness function evaluates the behaviour that the CGF has displayed, and awards a fitness value (viz. a reward) to the CGF. In other words, the fitness function defines what behaviour is desirable (see Chapter 4). For example, the CGF might receive a fitness value of $+1$ if it completes some task, and a fitness value of $-1$ if it does not. The weight adjustment function takes the fitness value of the CGF, and then uses it to calculate the necessary adjustments to the
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**Figure 2.2** The three steps of the dynamic scripting learning process. Adapted from (Spronck, Ponsen, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper and Postma, 2006).
weights in the rulebase. Two mechanisms regulate the weight updates. These mechanisms are (1) restricting the growth of the weights in the rulebase, and (2) keeping the total sum of the weights in the rulebase constant. The growth of the weights is restricted by keeping each weight in the range \([W_{\text{min}}, W_{\text{max}}]\), where \(W_{\text{min}}\) and \(W_{\text{max}}\) are the minimum and maximum weights, respectively. Additionally, when the weights of certain rules must increase, they do so at the cost of the weights of the other rules in the rulebase (and vice versa). The constant redistribution of weights (1) allows the weights to converge to a set of well-performing (i.e., high-weight) rules, yet also (2) enables dynamic scripting to rapidly adapt to new situations. When a well-performing rule suddenly ceases to perform well, the weight that is taken from it is redistributed to other rules, thereby immediately increasing the probability that those other rules are selected for a new script.

An important feature that makes dynamic scripting stand out from other reinforcement learning techniques is the use of rules, and in particular, the origin of the rules. Spronck et al. intended for the rules in the rulebase to be manually written, based on domain knowledge. This way, the domain expert can define rules that make sense regarding the domain knowledge, and then let the dynamic scripting algorithm discover the combinations of rules (i.e., the scripts) that lead to the most desirable behaviour. On the nature of the rules, Spronck et al. (2006, p. 221) note that “it is imperative that the majority of the rules in the rulebase define effective, or at least sensible, agent behaviour.”

The use of manually written rules can be viewed as both a drawback and an advantage. On one hand, writing the rules requires costly domain knowledge and human labour. On the other hand, rules only have to be written one time for each class of agent (e.g., 
\(\text{CGF}\)s that model a particular combination of pilot and fighter jet). Once the rules are stored in the rulebase, the rules can be used by each agent of that class. Furthermore, the rules are not edited by the dynamic scripting algorithm, and therefore remain accessible to the human professionals. Since the introduction of dynamic scripting, various methods have been introduced that automatically write behaviour rules (see, e.g., Thawonmas and Osaka, 2006; Ponsen, Spronck, Muñoz-Avila and Aha, 2007; Kanetsuki, Thawonmas and Nakata, 2015). While these methods have shown the capacity to generate effective rules (i.e., rules that lead to desirable behaviour), they also threaten the control that the professionals need to have over the resulting behaviour (see Subsection 2.2.2).

The combination of (1) rules and (2) domain knowledge makes dynamic scripting a versatile machine learning method. This versatility is shown by the diversity in the applications that can be found in the literature (see Table 2.1). Dynamic scripting has been used in multiple video game genres, each with distinctive features (e.g., real-time/turn-based, continuous moves/discrete moves, control of one or more agents). The demonstrated versatility of dynamic scripting provides a solid foundation for application in the air combat domain.
Table 2.1  A selection of dynamic scripting applications from the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business simulation games</td>
<td>Bijlsma (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighting games</td>
<td>Thawonmas and Osaka (2006), Kanetsuki, Thawonmas and Nakata (2015) and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Majchrzak, Quadflieg and Rudolph (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-person shooter games</td>
<td>Policarpo, Urbano and Loureiro (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform games</td>
<td>Ortega, Shaker, Togelius and Yannakakis (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time strategy games</td>
<td>Ponsen, Muñoz-Avila, Spronck and Aha (2005) and Dahlbom and Niklasson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-playing games</td>
<td>Spronck, Ponsen, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper and Postma (2006), Timuri, Spronck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-based strategy games</td>
<td>Santoso and Supriana (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Past approaches to generating air combat behaviour

The high stakes involved in air operations have invited multiple generations of computer scientists to support the training of fighter pilots by means of innovative machine learning programs. Furthermore, the complexity of the air combat domain (including the behaviour required of air combat CGFs), makes it an interesting application domain for machine learning algorithms. So far, past approaches to the generation of behaviour models for air combat CGFs has focused on neural networks (Subsection 2.4.1) and evolutionary algorithms (Subsection 2.4.2). Despite the continued interest in air combat behaviour modelling, we are unaware of any standardised tests or benchmarks for the performance of behaviour models for CGFs. The nearest example of such a test is a recent competition (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), 2019) aimed at the creation of behaviour models for wvr air combat. Therefore, it remains difficult to assess the impact of each individual study performed in the air combat domain.

2.4.1 Neural networks

Neural networks have been applied in various forms to the generation of air combat behaviour. The strength of neural networks is the ability to emulate complex functions by learning from examples. Four of their weaknesses are (1) the need for long training phases, (2) the tendency to strongly converge toward a single solution, (3) trained neural networks are difficult to understand
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and reason about, and (4) trained networks are practically impossible to manually edit. In other words, neural networks are powerful yet inaccessible. On multiple occasions, researchers have explored the potential of neural networks in the air combat domain. Below, we discuss four works that apply neural networks to air combat behaviour, viz. the works by (a) Rodin and Amin (1992), (b) McMahon (1990), (c) Teng, Tan and Teow (2013), and (d) Liu and Ma (2017).

Early work with neural networks includes the use of a three-layer back-propagation network by Rodin and Amin (1992) for predicting and countering within-visual-range tactical manoeuvres. With a single hidden layer, Rodin and Amin's network could not “satisfactorily distinguish” a set of simple one-versus-one manoeuvres from two-versus-one manoeuvres. Extensive testing of different architectures of the network resulted in a network with two hidden layers. This research exposes the third weakness of neural networks, which is the difficulty of reasoning about its construction. So far, trial and error has been the best way of finding optimal networks. Furthermore, Rodin and Amin report “successfully training” their network after 60,000 iterations.

Second, McMahon (1990) trained a neural network to recognise within-visual-range situations and choose appropriate manoeuvres. The neural network learned from examples. After 17,500 iterations, the network had learned to classify 36 out of 38 situations correctly. The network's classification capability was compared to that of a rule-based system containing expert knowledge. McMahon found that the neural network was able to classify situations correctly 2.5 times more often than the rule-based system. The high rate of correct classification was attributed to the generalising capability of neural networks. The capability to generalise enables neural networks to classify situations with noisy or incomplete data. Such situations are hard to classify for rule-based systems, unless the ability to deal with noisy or incomplete data is explicitly coded from the knowledge that is elicited from experts. Recently, research into new methods for the classification of air combat situations has been continued by Alford, Borck, Karneeb and Aha (2015).

Third, Teng et al. (2013) applied self-organising neural networks with a Q-learning component for online generation of within-visual-range behaviour. The resulting behaviour models were evaluated in small-scale human-in-the-loop experiments. The learning network was able to reach a 93% mean win rate after 120 episodes against a CGF with a fixed behaviour model. Furthermore, the network peaked at a 40% win rate against pilots in training, and below 10% against experienced pilots. Teng, Tan, Ong and Lee (2012) report using available air combat doctrine for building the state- and action-space for the Q-learning component by encoding expert knowledge as if-then rules.

Fourth, Liu and Ma (2017) applied deep reinforcement learning to generate air combat behaviour for an air combat agent. Deep reinforcement learning is a machine learning technique that combines (1) deep neural networks and (2) reinforcement learning. Deep neural networks are a class of neural networks that employ many layers of neurons (hence the term “deep”). The use of many layers allows the networks to not only learn (1) a mapping between input and output data, but also (2) their own feature detectors, by which the networks can adapt themselves to
the most important features in the input data. The combination of a deep neural network with a reinforcement learning technique, such as Q-learning, results in a form of machine learning that is known as deep reinforcement learning. In deep reinforcement learning, the deep neural network is used to approximate the value function for the reinforcement learning technique. This way, the network can use its adaptive feature detectors to learn the values of state-action pairs.

In the past years, deep reinforcement learning has been shown to be a versatile and powerful technique. Recently, a deep reinforcement learning agent called AlphaGo Zero has learned to play the game of Go purely by self-play, and then continued to repeatedly defeat a previous version of itself (Silver et al., 2017b). The previous version, known as AlphaGo Lee, had earlier received acclaim for defeating a human world champion (Silver et al., 2016). Liu and Ma (2017) tested their air combat agent with deep reinforcement learning against another agent that used a minimax decision making algorithm. The rewards for the learning agent were based on (1) the relative positioning of the agents, and (2) the optimal firing range of the learning agent’s weapon. In an experiment consisting of 100 encounters the agent learned to defeat its opponent nearly 60% of the time. These encounters took place after a training session consisting of 5000 encounters.

In the literature, we see neural networks applied in two ways: (1) since the 1990s as a model for partial control of a CGF’s behaviour, such as situation recognition (McMahon, 1990; Rodin and Amin, 1992), and recently (2) as a model controlling the entire behaviour of a CGF (Teng et al., 2013; Liu and Ma, 2017). Because of the black box nature of neural networks, controlling only a part of behaviour increases the possibilities of complete validation of the resulting models. Below we briefly discuss models for partial control. The approach of partial control of behaviour using neural networks is advocated by, e.g., Henninger, Gonzalez, Georgiopoulos and DeMara (2000). A recent example of neural networks learning only a specific part of CGF behaviour is the work by Kamrani et al. (2016), in which CGF representing soldiers learn a troop movement pattern. The use of neural networks for partial control allows for completing complex sub-tasks (e.g., situation classification instead of “air combat” as a whole task) while limiting the effects of the inaccessibility of trained networks, since only the networks performance on the sub-task has to be explained and validated.

2.4.2 Evolutionary algorithms

A second type of algorithm that has been applied to the generation of air combat behaviour is the evolutionary algorithm. The strength of evolutionary algorithms is the ability to generate and try multiple creative solutions simultaneously. However, as is the case with neural networks, their weaknesses are (1) the need for extensive learning phases, and (2) the inaccessibility of the resulting models (depending on the specific evolutionary technique that is used). Below we discuss five lines of development in which evolutionary algorithms were applied to air combat behaviour, viz. the works by (a) Mulgund, Harper and Krishnakumar (1998), (b) Smith, Dike,
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Mehra, Ravichandran and El-Fallah (2000a), (c) Kaneshige and Krishnakumar (2007), (d) Yao, Huang and Wang (2015), and (e) Koopmanschap, Hoogendoorn and Roessingh (2013).

**Line (a): genetic algorithms.** Mulgund et al. (1998) (continued by Mulgund, Harper and Zacharias, 2001) applied a genetic algorithm to find optimal formations for many-versus-many beyond-visual-range engagements. For this application, Mulgund et al. divided air combat tactics into three parts: (1) individual manoeuvres, (2) formations as a form of cooperation for small groups of aircraft, and (3) the use of individual manoeuvres and formations in large groups of aircraft. In their work, they focused on the latter as an optimisation problem, while using "conventional" individual tactics and small formations. Starting from a scenario with equal losses on both sides, the algorithm of Mulgund et al. was able to develop formations for as many as 16 aircraft. Using these large formations and the conventional tactics, all enemy $gfgs$ were defeated without any defeats on the friendly side. While this is an impressive result, it only encompasses a small part of air combat behaviour generation. Furthermore, only a few parameters used by the algorithm are reported.

**Line (b): learning classifier systems.** Smith et al. (2000a) (see also the work by Smith, Dike, Ravichandran, El-Fallah and Mehra, 2000b) generated innovative one-versus-one within-visual-range behaviour for an experimental fighter jet using learning classifier systems (lcss). The work by Smith and colleagues is a prime example of using evolutionary methods for the creative diversity of their solutions. It is explicitly stated that the goal of the study was the discovery of new behaviour, and not finding optimal behaviour. According to Smith et al., the automatic discovery of behaviour for a new aircraft allows simulation experts to give feedback to aircraft designers, customers, and operators about optimal ways to take advantage of the new aircraft's capabilities.

**Line (c): artificial immune systems.** An unconventional approach related to evolutionary algorithms was taken by Kaneshige and Krishnakumar (2007). The algorithm in this work was designed like an artificial immune system. The immune system selected manoeuvres (i.e., antibodies) to defeat detected intruders (i.e., antigens) in within-visual-range air combat. The parameters that were used were specifically chosen so that the algorithm was able to select manoeuvres within two seconds of calculation time. However, these parameters also appeared to limit the diversity of the solutions severely, as the algorithms quickly converged to the manoeuvres with the best performance.

**Line (d): grammatical evolution.** Yao et al. (2015) recently applied grammatical evolution to generate behaviour trees. At the core of their method was a genetic algorithm that operated on behaviour trees represented as bit-strings. The evolution of the behaviour trees was guided by a grammar. The grammar encoded three types of data: (1) the possible conditions and actions
that the behaviour tree could use, (2) the parameters of these conditions and actions, and (3) the structure by which the conditions and actions could appear in the behaviour tree. Use of the grammar served two purposes: (1) it guided the evolution, limiting the search space, and (2) it kept the resulting behaviour tree accessible to humans. However, even though the grammar served to limit the search space, there is no mention of any constraints placed on the creativity of the genetic algorithm. Yao and colleagues tested their method in a one-versus-one beyond-visual-range air combat simulation. In the best case, the agent using the grammatical evolution method learned to outperform its opponent after 60,000 simulations.

**Line (e): optimising a cognitive model.** Koopmanschap et al. (2013) optimised a cognitive model for air combat CGFs by means of an evolutionary algorithm (see also Koopmanschap, Hoogendoorn and Roessingh, 2015). This cognitive model took the form of a network that connected observations to beliefs. Starting with the observations made by a CGF, the network enabled the CGF to form beliefs about its situation. The CGF then selected its actions based on its beliefs. The cognitive model allowed for the modelling of human-like features in the CGF’s reasoning process, such as (1) situation awareness, (2) surprise, and (3) theory of mind (Merk, 2013). The network used by Koopmanschap et al. was constructed by a human expert with domain knowledge. The evolutionary algorithm was used to optimise the connection strengths between the observations and beliefs in the cognitive model. This way, the evolutionary algorithm was able to determine how strongly (combinations of) observations contributed to the formulation of specific beliefs. The network was tested in simulations with air combat CGFs. Koopmanschap et al. assigned a high fitness to the CGF if it defeated an opposing CGF, and a low fitness if the CGF took out a friendly CGF. The evolutionary algorithm outperformed both a hill climbing algorithm and a random search strategy. Wilcke, Hoogendoorn and Roessingh (2014) built upon the work by Koopmanschap et al. by letting the evolutionary algorithm determine the connections between the observations and beliefs, rather than only the connection strengths.

As can be seen above, evolutionary algorithms may provide creative and interesting solutions to complex problems. The creativity of evolutionary algorithms can be a great asset in developing behaviour. However, two drawbacks are: (1) the learning process takes time, and (2) the creativity of evolutionary algorithms must be guided, to ensure no loss of training control occurs.

### 2.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we have provided background information on four topics.

First, we took a detailed look at the four steps of the behaviour modelling process (see Section 2.1). The behaviour modelling process is the process by which behaviour models for training simulations are created today. It is a lengthy process with interdependent steps.

Second, we discussed the potential benefits and drawbacks of using machine learning in training simulations (see Section 2.2). The potential benefits are: (1) faster development of
behaviour models compared to the behaviour modelling process, (2) the automatic detection of patterns in behaviour, and (3) online behaviour adaptation (see Subsection 2.2.1). The two potential drawbacks are: (1) emergence of unrealistic behaviour, and (2) the resulting loss of training control (see Subsection 2.2.2). In this thesis we focus on achieving the first potential benefit, and take care to avoid the two potential drawbacks.

Third, we introduced the three categories of machine learning tasks: (1) unsupervised learning tasks, (2) supervised learning tasks, and (3) reinforcement learning tasks (Section 2.3). Furthermore, we discussed the most important reinforcement learning concepts and reviewed the dynamic scripting reinforcement learning technique.

Finally, we reviewed past approaches to generating air combat behaviour models by means of machine learning (see Section 2.4). The two most commonly used techniques are (1) neural networks, and (2) evolutionary algorithms. However, these two techniques make it difficult to avoid the potential drawbacks of using machine learning in training simulations.
3 Team coordination

In this chapter we investigate research question 1: *To what extent can we generate air combat behaviour models that produce team coordination?*

Team coordination is an essential part of air combat. We will consider what team coordination means, by reviewing it from two perspectives: (1) the air combat perspective, and (2) the multi-agent system perspective. The field of multi-agent systems will provide us with a framework by which we can implement a variety of coordination methods. Subsequently we will experiment with them in our air combat simulations.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, we elaborate on the concept of team coordination from the two perspectives mentioned above (Section 3.1). Based on these perspectives, we develop and present three coordination methods: (1) tacit, (2) cent, and (3) decent. Then, we implement the three methods in a dynamic scripting environment (Section 3.2). Next, we determine the effect of the three coordination methods on the performance of a pair of cgrs by means of an experiment involving automated simulations (Section 3.3). We present the results of the experiment (Section 3.4) and then discuss them (Section 3.5). Finally, we summarise the chapter and answer research question 1 (Section 3.6).
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This chapter is based on the following two publications.


3.1 Two perspectives on team coordination

In this section, we discuss the concept of team coordination. Team coordination is an extremely broad concept that can be viewed from many different perspectives. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to two relevant perspectives: (1) the air combat perspective and (2) the multi-agent system perspective. The air combat perspective shows us the kind of team coordination that we wish to integrate into the behaviour models of air combat cgfs (Subsection 3.1.1), whereas the multi-agent system perspective provides us with a framework to perform the task (Subsection 3.1.2). Combining the two perspectives will result in three coordination methods: (1) tacit, (2) cent, and (3) decent. We present the three methods in Subsection 3.1.3.

3.1.1 The air combat perspective

Today, the smallest unit that performs air combat missions is the two-ship section (also referred to by two-ship or section\(^1\)). As the name implies, a two-ship consists of two aircraft. The two aircraft, as well as the pilots that fly them, are called the lead and the wingman (see, e.g., Borck, Karneeb, Alford and Aha, 2015). In general, the lead makes the tactical decisions for the two-ship, and the wingman follows and supports the lead. To succeed in their missions, the lead and the wingman in a two-ship need to carefully coordinate their actions.

According to Shaw (1985), team coordination in two-ships is based on the principle of mutual support. Shaw does not explicitly define the principle, but rather illustrates it with examples of behaviour. Here, we abstract Shaw's examples into two concepts: (1) creating situational awareness, and (2) a flexible division of roles. Below, we explain these two concepts.

The first concept, creating situational awareness, concerns the gathering of critical information, and using that information to form decisions. Shaw illustrates the importance of creating situational awareness with a straightforward example. A lone fighter aircraft has large blind spots behind and below the aircraft. Therefore, the pilot's ability to visually detect other aircraft
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\(^1\)In this thesis, we use the term two-ship to avoid confusion with other uses of the term section.
is limited. By having fighter aircraft fly in pairs, the blind spots of both aircraft are to a large extent reduced. Although visual detection has nowadays been largely replaced by radar, the same concept still applies. Two radars can be used to monitor a larger piece of airspace than is possible by using only one radar. Furthermore, the use of two radars allows, e.g., the tracking of specific target aircraft by one radar, while at the same time searching for additional aircraft using the second radar is possible. By having available more information that is relevant to their situation, the pilots can make more informed decisions on how to act.

The second concept, a flexible division of roles, partly follows from the first concept. The lead and the wingman begin their operations with a division of roles that is decided in advance. For instance, during the operations, when the lead of a two-ship is engaged by an opponent and has to perform defensive manoeuvres, the wingman remains free to observe the situation. As the lead is busy defending, the wingman is now in the better position to make tactical decisions for the whole two-ship. Therefore, rather than only observing, the wingman can (1) take over the tactical leadership of the lead, and (2) attack the opponent that is pursuing the lead. In other words, by properly coordinating, a two-ship is able to focus on offensive and defensive actions at the same time.

3.1.2 The multi-agent system perspective

The field of multi-agent systems is concerned with the operation of multiple actors in a single environment, such as CGFs in a simulation environment (see, e.g., Connors, Miller and Lunday, 2016). Team coordination has long been studied as an important part of multi-agent systems. Compared to a single agent, multi-agent systems have multiple benefits, such as (1) the ability to act in more than one physical location, (2) higher fault tolerance, as agents can take over the tasks of other agents in case of failure, and (3) flexibility, offered by the application of specialised agents that can cooperate in various manners (cf. Stone and Veloso, 2000; Yan, Jouandeau and Cherif, 2013; Ye, Zhang and Vasilakos, 2017). However, profiting substantially from these benefits requires that the agents coordinate their actions in some way.

Throughout the literature, coordination methods are classified along two axes: (1) the degree of centralisation of the coordination method, (2) the communication that takes place between the agents. Below, we discuss the two axes.

The first axis is the degree of centralisation of the coordination method. On one extreme of this axis are the methods in which the coordination of the agents is managed in a single, central agent. These methods are commonly called centralised coordination methods. In a multi-agent system with centralised coordination, the central agent receives information of all the other agents. It then uses this information to create a global “picture” of the environment. Based on this picture, the central agent plans (what it believes to be) the most optimal actions for each agent. The optimal actions are relayed to the other agents so that the actions can be executed (cf. McLennan, Molloy, Whittaker and Handmer, 2016).
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On the other extreme of the same axis we see the methods in which the coordination is managed in a distributed fashion amongst the agents. We refer to these methods as decentralised coordination methods. Obviously, decentralised methods do not use a central agent to manage the coordination between agents. Rather, all of the agents in the system coordinate their actions amongst themselves. Often, only a local form of coordination is admitted or required (e.g., between agents working in the same room, or on the same task), as the actions of agents do not interfere with all other agents in the system (cf. Su, Zhang and Bai, 2016; Hou, Wei, Li, Huang and Ashley, 2017b).

The second axis is the communication between the agents. On one extreme of the axis we see agents that do not communicate at all. On the other extreme however, we do not see any well-defined actions either. The reason is that any communication that takes place between agents requires a communication scheme. Since all communication schemes involve a combination of (1) information that is communicated, and (2) a means of communication, a wide range of communication schemes is possible. For example, in terms of information, an agent might be able to communicate its observations to another agent, but not its intentions. At the same time, the available means could be noisy, time-lagged, or only allow a limited number of bytes to be transmitted. Coordination methods and agents that employ communication therefore have to be designed with the communication possibilities taken into account. Jennings, Sycara and Wooldridge (1998, p. 18) summarised the issue of designing communication schemes in a single question: “what and when to communicate?”

As has been implied in this section, there are multiple ways to design coordination methods. Designing a coordination method is one of the most challenging parts of inventing multi-agent systems (cf. Rodriguez-Aguilar, Sierra, Arcos, López-Sánchez and Rodriguez, 2015; Evertsz, Thangarajah and Papasimeon, 2017). The introduction of machine learning into the multi-agent system enables the designers of the system to take advantage of the creativity of machine learning in the design of the coordination method (cf. Tuyls and Weiss, 2012). Machine learning allows agents to develop a well-designed coordination method, and try to improve their operations while using that coordination method as a foundation (cf. Panait and Luke, 2005; Foerster, Assael, De Freitas and Whiteson, 2016; Havrylov and Titov, 2017). In the next section, we combine the two perspectives on team coordination into three coordination methods for cgfs.

3.1.3 Combining the perspectives into coordination methods

In this section, we combine (1) the air combat perspective on team coordination, with (2) the multi-agent system perspective on team coordination. Below, we first explain how we combine the two perspectives. Next, we present three coordination methods that follow from the combination.

From the air combat perspective, we derive the context of the agents for whom we are developing the coordination methods. The agents are (1) a lead cgf and (2) a wingman cgf, that together form a two-ship. Any coordination method for this two-ship should (1) help the
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cgfs build situational awareness, and (2) enable a flexible division of roles.

From the multi-agent system perspective, we adopt the two axes along which coordination methods are classified: (1) the extent of the centralisation of the coordination among the agents, and (2) the extent of the communication among the agents. Crossing these two axes results in an axial system that is divided into four quadrants (see Figure 3.1). The four quadrants are:

1. The upper left quadrant, containing decentralised coordination methods without communication.
2. The lower left quadrant, containing centralised coordination methods without communication.
3. The lower right quadrant, containing centralised coordination methods with communication.
4. The upper right quadrant, containing decentralised coordination methods with communication.

Within these quadrants we are able to define particular coordination methods. We define three coordination methods: (1) a decentralised coordination method without communication called TACIT, (2) a centralised coordination method with communication called CENT, and (3) a decentralised coordination method with communication called DECENT. The lower left quadrant is left open without a coordination method. This quadrant requires a centralised coordination method without communication. However, without any form of communication taking place before or during encounters, it is quite difficult to envision what such a centralised coordination method would look like. We consider the development of a centralised coordination method without communication outside of the scope of our research. Below, we describe TACIT, CENT, and DECENT.

**TACIT.** The coordination method TACIT (see Figure 3.1, upper left) has the following two properties: (1) it is a decentralised method, viz. there is no central agent who controls all actions, and (2) it is a method without communication among the agents. This means that the lead and the wingman each select their own actions in an individualistic manner. They do not purposefully exchange information with each other (hence the term tacit). However, the lead and the wingman are able to observe (1) each other, and (2) the results of each other's actions, and then base the selection of their actions on these observations.

The use of TACIT provides an advantage to the designer of the behaviour of the lead and the wingman in the two-ship: (1) the behaviour of the lead can be designed with minimal regard for the wingman, and (2) vice versa (i.e., the behaviour of the wingman can be designed with minimal regard for the lead). However, conversely, the use of TACIT also makes it difficult to include explicitly coordinated interactions in the combined behaviour of the two-ship. Furthermore, it is possible that the behaviour of a team using TACIT will
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![Diagram showing two axes: Centralised coordination (vertical axis) and Communication (horizontal axis). Placed on the axes are three coordination methods: (1) TACIT, the decentralised coordination method without communication (upper left), (2) CENT, the centralised coordination method with communication (lower right), and (3) DECENT, the decentralised coordination method with communication (upper right). We consider centralised coordination without communication (lower left) to be outside the scope of our research.](image)

Figure 3.1 The two axes of team coordination: (1) the extent of the centralisation of the coordination (vertical axis), and (2) the extent of the communication between agents (horizontal axis). Placed on the axes are three coordination methods: (1) TACIT, the decentralised coordination method without communication (upper left), (2) CENT, the centralised coordination method with communication (lower right), and (3) DECENT, the decentralised coordination method with communication (upper right). We consider centralised coordination without communication (lower left) to be outside the scope of our research.

resemble least (out of the three coordination methods) the behaviour of a real-world two-ship, as both the lead and the wingman draw their own plan in the simulation.

**CENT.** The coordination method **CENT** (see Figure 3.1, lower right) has the following two properties: (1) it is a centralised method, viz. there is a central agent who coordinates all actions, and (2) it is a method with communication among the agents. We designate the lead as the central agent of the two-ship. This means that the lead selects all actions for both itself and the wingman. The actions selected by the lead are sent to the wingman to execute. The wingman helps the lead select actions by sending its observations to the lead. In other words, there is two-way communication between the lead and the wingman.

In **CENT**, the lead and the wingman are **tightly coupled**, as the lead needs to know the capabilities of the wingman in order to select actions for it. This presents a challenge to the designer of the behaviour of the two-ship. Furthermore, this challenge may grow when, in the future, a designer desires to reuse an existing lead **CGF** and wingman **CGF** to form a new two-ship using **CENT**. If the communication that occurs between the lead and the wingman is incompatible (viz. the lead does not know how to use the observations of the wingman to select actions for the it), the coordination will fail.
DECENT. The coordination method DECENT (see Figure 3.1, upper right) has the following two properties: (1) it is a decentralised method, and (2) it is a method with communication among the agents. By communicating, both the lead and the wingman receive information from each other’s sensors, in addition to the information from their own sensors. The additional information leads to better situational awareness, by which both the lead and the wingman can make a better informed selection of actions.

In terms of design, DECENT resembles TACIT albeit with the ability of communication. Therefore, a two-ship that uses DECENT can in principle make a better informed decision (i.e., action selection) than a two-ship that uses TACIT. Furthermore, in contrast to CENT, the lead and the wingman perform their own action selection.

An important topic that we did not mention above is the topic of learning. By introducing machine learning to the coordination methods, the two-ship will be able to optimise their coordination with regards to achieving some goal (e.g., defeating an opponent). Machine learning affects the three coordination methods in the following manners. First, a lead and a wingman using TACIT will be able to learn how to act in each other’s presence in order to achieve their common goal. Second, in the case of CENT, the central agent will be able to learn (1) how both (the agent itself and the other agent) should act, and (2) what information the central agent has to send to the other agent in order to start these actions. Third, when using DECENT, the lead and the wingman both have to learn individually (1) how to act, and (2) which information to send to each other in order to influence the other agent to act in a more desirable manner.

Returning to the air combat perspective on team coordination, we note that the three coordination methods and the introduction of machine learning now provide both (1) improved situational awareness, and (2) a flexible division of roles with the two-ship. By communicating information to each other (i.e., in the case of CENT and DECENT), the lead and the wingman can help each other build situational awareness. Furthermore, the introduction of machine learning into the coordination methods allows the lead and the wingman to learn how to (1) regulate and act themselves, and (2) coordinate with each other. Because the lead and the wingman share a common goal, we may assume that each of them will in a natural way learn to assume a particular role in the two-ship, such that each will (1) create tactical advantages for both themselves and the other, and (2) take advantage of the created tactical advantages in order to reach the common goal. In essence, the flexible division of roles is caused by the ability to learn.

### 3.2 Team coordination in dynamic scripting

In this section, we implement the three coordination methods (TACIT, CENT, and DECENT) in a dynamic scripting environment. This entails fitting the concepts of centralisation and communication into the rule-based framework as required by dynamic scripting. By means of the implemented coordination methods, a two-ship of CGFs will be able to learn how to coordinate
their actions with each other. Additionally, for the two methods with communication (CENT and DECENT), the capacity to learn includes the ability to learn what and when to communicate.

We base the implementations in this section on the assumption that the coordinating two-ship will act as the red CGFs in the scenarios that are outlined in Appendix A.4. This means that the goal of the two-ship is to defeat one blue CGF (viz. hit blue with a missile), without being defeated themselves. Below, we describe the implementations of TACIT (Subsection 3.2.1), CENT (Subsection 3.2.2), and DECENT (Subsection 3.2.3) in detail.

### 3.2.1 Implementing TACIT

In order to implement TACIT, we translate its two main properties to a dynamic scripting environment. These properties are: (1) it is a decentralised method, and (2) it is a method without communication among the agents.

We translate the first property by letting the lead and the wingman in the two-ship be individual learners who each use their own rulebase. We treat the lead and the wingman as equals, in the sense that both receive the same rules in their rulebase (except for the wingman who has additional rules for formation flying, see later in this subsection). We translate the second property by designing the rules of each CGF in such a way that a rule only fires based on the observations made by the CGF to which the rule belongs (viz. no observations are communicated between the CGFs).

Figure 3.2a shows the learning process of a two-ship using TACIT. The lead (left) and the wingman (right) each have their own rulebase. The dynamic scripting algorithm generates a script from each of these rulebases (see Subsection 2.3.3, steps 1 to 3). The scripts are used to control the behaviour of the CGFs in the simulation. Based on the outcome of the simulation, dynamic scripting calculates the weight updates for the rules in the rulebases. During the simulations, there is no communication between the lead and the wingman (in contrast to e.g., DECENT, see Figure 3.2c). Below, we briefly describe the rulebases used by the lead and the wingman.

The two rulebases (one for the lead, one for the wingman) are presented in Appendix C. The rules in these rulebases are written in the LWACS scripting language that is described in Appendix B.1. Rather than discussing each individual rule, we divide the rules in each rulebase into three groups: (1) regular rules, (2) filler rules, and (3) default rules. Below, we describe the three groups of rules. At the end of the subsection, we briefly discuss the number of rules that are included in scripts when TACIT is used.

**Regular rules.** Regular rules are basic behaviour rules that map observations to actions. The lead has regular rules for four distinct types of behaviour: (1) firing missiles (five rules), (2) supporting\(^2\) fired missiles (three rules), (3) evading incoming missiles (three rules), and

\(^2\)Certain types of real-world missiles have to be supported, i.e., guided to the target by the radar of the aircraft that fired the missile. While the missiles in LWACS do not require being supported, we have included rules for this behaviour. The reason is that the behaviour (i.e., tracking the target with a radar and following its movements) may provide a
(a) TACIT. Both the lead and the wingman learn by means of dynamic scripting. There is no communication between them.

(b) CENT. Only the lead learns by means of dynamic scripting. The behaviour of the wingman is controlled by means of a predefined, non-learning script. There is two-way communication between the lead and the wingman.

(c) DECENT. Both the lead and the wingman learn by means of dynamic scripting. There is two-way communication between the lead and the wingman.

Figure 3.2 The three coordination methods implemented in dynamic scripting: (a) TACIT, (b) CENT, and (c) DECENT.
evading opponents that have been detected using the radar warning receiver (RWR) (four rules). The wingman's regular rules include the same rules as the lead, plus rules for a fifth type of behaviour: flying in formation with the lead (five rules). For each type of behaviour, three to five variant rules are included, i.e., rules with slightly different values (e.g., firing from 50, 60, 70, 80, or 90 km).

**Filler rules.** Filler rules are rules that by design cannot fire, and therefore never execute an action. The purpose of the filler rules is to give the dynamic scripting algorithm the option to fill a script with rules, without forcing the algorithm to include rules in the script for the sake of reaching the required amount of rules. Without filler rules, the algorithm may include rules in scripts that have low weights (viz. they are “bad” rules). Despite their low weights, these rules can trigger during simulations and thereby cause the CGF to perform undesirable actions.

Because the filler rules cannot fire, they are no candidate for a weight increase or decrease when the CGF receives a reward or punishment, respectively. However, the weights of the filler rules are able to change by means of the weight redistribution performed by the dynamic scripting algorithm (see Subsection 2.3.3). In short, dynamic scripting keeps the sum of the weight values in the rulebase constant, by redistributing the weights of all rules whenever a change has to be made in the weight of any rule.

We include 11 filler rules in the rulebases of both the lead and the wingman. The first six filler rules are instrumental for dynamic scripting to fill an entire script with filler rules (because of the script size of six rules, see below). We add five additional filler rules to make the rulebases for Tacit and Decent contain an equal number of rules. The only difference between Tacit and Decent is the inclusion of rules for communication in the Decent rulebases (see Figure 3.2c) Therefore, equalising the number of rules in the rulebases allows for a fair comparison of the learning speeds of the CGFs.

**Default rules.** Default rules are rules that provide fallback behaviour for the CGFs, when no other rules fire. These rules are automatically appended to every script that is generated by dynamic scripting. The purpose of the default rules is to aid the discovery of combinations of rules. For example, consider a generated script that contains a rule for supporting a missile, but does not contain a rule for firing a missile at any opponent. A CGF using this script will not defeat the opponent, since that requires a missile. By automatically appending a rule for firing a missile (even a sub-optimal rule), the CGF is given a chance to (1) defeat the opponent, (2) give a higher weight to the supporting rule, and (3) retry the supporting rule with a better firing rule from its own rulebase.

The rulebases of both the lead and the wingman include five default rules. Four of these five rules are shared by the lead and the wingman.

---

tactical advantage in some unexpected other manner.
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1. a rule for returning the radar to search mode when the radar no longer detects any opponents,
2. a rule for tracking any opponents, when the radar detects them in search mode,
3. a rule for firing a missile when the lead has a firing opportunity within a range of 40 km,
4. a rule for supporting fired missiles,
   - *lead* a rule for flying in the general direction of the blue **cgf** (to ensure that contact is made between the red and blue teams),
   - *wingman* a rule for flying in formation with the lead.

The default rules have been assigned lower priority values (see Subsection 2.3.3) than the regular rules that provide the same behaviour, so that when such a regular rule is included in a script, the default rule never fires.

**Script sizes using **tacit**

Whenever the dynamic scripting algorithm generates a script from the rules in the rulebase, it only includes a preset number of rules in the script. We call this number the script size $s$. The script size is an important implementation detail, because it directly affects the complexity of possible scripts, and thus also the complexity of the behaviour of the agents that use the scripts. However, there are no guidelines for selecting a correct script size.

We define the script size of the scripts that dynamic scripting generates for **cgres** that use **tacit** to be $s = 6$. We choose this script size because it allows scripts to include at least one regular rule for each distinct type of behaviour (see above, *Regular rules*).

Using $s$ and the size of a rulebase, we are able to calculate the number of possible scripts $S$. The rulebase of the lead contains 26 rules, whereas the rulebase of the wingman contains 31 rules. Here, we do not consider the five default rules that are appended to every generated script. Since a rule can only be included once in the same script, we arrive at the following number of possible scripts (1) $S_{\text{lead}}$ for the lead, and (2) $S_{\text{wingman}}$ for the wingman.

$$S_{\text{lead}} = \binom{26}{6} = 230,230$$

$$S_{\text{wingman}} = \binom{31}{6} = 736,281$$

The total number of combinations of scripts that the two-ship can use in a simulation is therefore $230,230 \times 736,281 = 169,513,974,630$. This number indicates the size of the combined search space that the dynamic scripting algorithms (one for the lead, one for the wingman) will have to traverse, in order to find the optimal behaviour of the two-ship (with optimal behaviour seen from the perspective of the reward function, see Subsection 3.3.2). Note that the total
number of combinations of scripts does not equal the total number of different behaviours that the two-ship can display in simulations, because of (a) duplicated rules in the rulebases (e.g., the filler rules) and (b) rules that supersede each other (e.g., firing from at most 80 km also implies firing from 50 km if the opportunity presents itself). An exploratory calculation involving (a) six rules that provide the same behaviour and (b) five rules that supersede each other results in 41,719 possible behaviours for the lead and 192,160 possible behaviours for the wingman. Using these numbers, the total number of possible behaviours for the two-ship is $41719 \times 192160 = 8016723040$.

### 3.2.2 Implementing CENT

In order to implement CENT, we translate its two main properties to a dynamic scripting environment. These properties are: (1) it is a centralised method, and (2) it is a method with communication among the agents.

We translate the first property by designating the lead as the central agent in the two-ship. The lead learns by means of dynamic scripting. Its rulebase contains rules that (1) define behaviour for itself, and (2) coordinate with the wingman. The wingman can be controlled by any non-learning control method. To stay within the rule-based paradigm, we control the wingman by means of a predefined script. We translate the second property by allowing the cgfs to send messages to each other. The act of sending a message is implemented as an action that can be part of the consequence of a rule. This way, messages can be sent conditionally (i.e., only when a rule with such an action fires). Below, we first describe (A) the rulebase of the lead. Next, we describe (B) the script of the wingman. At the end of the subsection, we briefly discuss the number of rules that are included in scripts when CENT is used.

**A: The rulebase of the lead**

The rulebase of the lead contains rules that define (1) behaviour for the lead and (2) coordination with the wingman. Regarding the behaviour of the lead, the rulebase includes the same three groups of rules that were defined for the tacit lead: (1) regular rules, (2) filler rules, and (3) default rules. The only difference is the number of filler rules. The CENT lead’s rulebase has six filler rules, rather than the 11 filler rules in the rulebase of the tacit lead (see Subsection 3.2.1).

For the coordination with the wingman, the CENT lead’s rulebase contains two additional groups of rules: (4) rules for formation flying (five rules), and (5) directive rules (13 rules). Below, we describe these two groups.

**Rules for formation flying.** The rulebase of the lead includes five rules for formation flying. These rules are the same as the five regular rules for formation flying which the tacit wingman has in its rulebase (see Subsection 3.2.1). However, when one of these rules fires, the lead communicates to the wingman that it should assume a certain formation, rather than assuming the formation itself.
**Directive rules.** Directive rules fire on specific messages that the lead receives from the wingman. We identify the following eight messages that the wingman can send to the lead.

1. The wingman observes a new opponent by means of its radar.
2. The wingman observes a new opponent by means of its RWR.
3. The wingman observes that a missile is flying towards the wingman.
4. The wingman is able to fire a missile at an opponent from <50 km away.
5. The wingman is able to fire a missile at an opponent from <60 km away.
6. The wingman is able to fire a missile at an opponent from <70 km away.
7. The wingman is able to fire a missile at an opponent from <80 km away.
8. The wingman is able to fire a missile at an opponent from <90 km away.

Upon firing, each directive rule causes the lead to send an instruction to the wingman. In response to each of the first three messages, the lead instructs the wingman to perform one of three actions.

1. Turn right ninety degrees,
2. turn left ninety degrees, or
3. turn towards the observed opponent (in case of message 1 or 2).

In response to the remaining five messages, the lead instructs the wingman to fire. Note that the lead does not respond to the messages the same way in each simulation (or at all), since the directive rules are subject to dynamic scripting’s rule selection.

**B: The script of the wingman**

The wingman uses a predefined script to control its behaviour. Consequently, all of the rules in the script are able to fire in each simulation. The script of the wingman consists of three groups of rules: (1) informative rules, (2) executive rules, and (3) default rules. Below, we describe the three groups of rules.

**Informative rules.** Informative rules send a message to the lead to inform it of a new observation made by the wingman. The script includes eight informative rules. Five of the informative rules inform the lead that the wingman is able to fire at the opponent from within a certain distance (50, 60, 70, 80, or 90 km). The remaining three informative rules inform the lead of one of three events.

1. The wingman has detected a new opponent by means of its radar,
2. the wingman has detected a new opponent by means of its RWR, or
3. the wingman has detected that a new missile has been fired at it (see A, *Directive rule*).

**Executive rules.** Executive rules cause the wingman to execute an action upon the reception of an instruction to do so from the lead. The script includes 14 executive rules. Five of the executive rules are for flying in formation (see A, *Rules for formation flying*). Five executive rules are for firing at the opponent (from 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 km). Two executive rules are for executing evasive manoeuvres (turning right ninety degrees and turning left ninety degrees, respectively). The remaining two executive rules direct the wingman towards the observed position of the opponent.

**Default rules.** The script of the wingman includes four default rules. Four of these five rules are shared by the lead and the wingman.

1. A rule for returning the radar to search mode when the radar no longer detects any opponents,
2. a rule for tracking any opponents, when the radar detects them in search mode,
3. a rule for firing a missile when the wingman has a firing opportunity within 40 km, and
4. a rule for flying in the general direction of the blue CGF.

Apart from the default rules, the wingman has no capacity to select and execute actions by itself. All actions of the wingman are selected by the lead, and then communicated to the wingman by means of a directive rule. Because the script of the wingman is predefined and does not change between or during simulations, all instructions that are received lead to the firing of the corresponding executive rule.

**Script sizes using \textsc{cent}**

We define the script size of the scripts that dynamic scripting generates for the lead CGF to be \( s = 12 \). This is a larger script size than the script size we defined for CGFS that use \textsc{tacit}. The reason for the larger script size is that the scripts that are generated for the lead have to include both (1) rules for the lead's behaviour, and (2) rule for the wingman's behaviour.

The rulebase of the lead contains 39 rules, excluding the default rules. Therefore, we arrive at the following \( S_{\text{lead}} \).

\[
S_{\text{lead}} = \binom{39}{12} = 3910797436
\]

Since the script of the wingman is predefined (i.e., \( S_{\text{wingman}} = 1 \)), the number of possible scripts for the lead is also the number of possible behaviours that the two-ship can display in simulations (viz. the search space for behaviours). This search space is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the search space for TACIT (see Subsection 3.2.1). This suggests that it should be easier for CENT CGFS to find good solutions (viz. faster learning). However, in CENT, only the weights of the rules in one rulebase will be optimised (i.e., for the lead), compared to the two rulebases in TACIT (i.e., for the lead and the wingman). We will look at the specific effects of the centralised method and the two decentralised methods in the experiment that is presented later (see Section 3.3).

### 3.2.3 Implementing DECENT

In order to implement DECENT, we translate its two main properties to a dynamic scripting environment. These properties are: (1) it is a decentralised method, and (2) it is a method with communication among the agents.

DECENT shares its first property with TACIT, and its second property with CENT. We therefore turn to TACIT and CENT for translating the two properties. First, as in TACIT, we translate the first property by letting the lead and the wingman in the two-ship be individual learners which each use their own rulebase. Second, as in CENT, we translate the second property by allowing the CGFS to send messages to each other, by means of the rules in the rulebases.

Figure 3.2c shows the learning process of a two-ship using DECENT. The lead (left) and the wingman (right) each have their own rulebase. The dynamic scripting algorithm generates a script from each of these rulebases (see Subsection 2.3.3, steps 1 to 3). The scripts are used to control the behaviour of the CGFS in the simulation. Based on the outcome of the simulation, dynamic scripting calculates the weight updates for the rules in the rulebases. During the simulations, there is communication between the lead and the wingman.

We base the DECENT rulebases on the rulebases that are used by the TACIT lead and wingman. We make two changes to these rulebases. The first change is that we add broadcast actions to the rules in the rulebases. The broadcast actions allow the CGFS to communicate to each other what actions they each are performing. The second change is that we replace five of the filler rules by response rules, i.e., rules that only perform actions upon the reception of specific broadcasts. Below, we describe the two changes. At the end of the subsection, we briefly discuss the number of rules that are included in scripts when DECENT is used.

**Broadcast actions.** We append a broadcast action to each of the regular rules and the default rules (except for default rule 5 of both the lead and the wingman, see Subsection 3.2.1). The appended action sends the intention of the rule that fires to the other CGF in the two-ship. We call the appended action the broadcast action because it indiscriminately sends a message to the other CGF, with no regard for whether (1) the sending CGF or (2) the receiving CGF expects the message to be useful. It is up to the rules in the script of the receiving CGF to take action (or not) upon receiving the message (see below, Response rules).
3.3 Experimental setup

As an example of the appended broadcast action, each rule that makes the *cgf* fire a missile now also sends the message “firing at opponent” to the other *cgf*. In total, we identify seven intentions: (1) searching for an opponent, (2) tracking an opponent, (3) firing at an opponent, (4) supporting a fired missile, (5) engaging an opponent detecting by means of *rwr*, (6) evading an opponent detected by means of *rwr*, and (7) evading a detected incoming missile. The use of broadcast actions to send their intentions to each other gives the *cgfs* (1) a coarse way to inspect each other’s internal state and (2) the means of adjusting their own actions to those of the other *cgf* in the two-ship.

**Response rules.** During the design of the response rules, we noticed that it was a difficult task to produce meaningful rules that respond to each of the different broadcasts. Therefore, we only included five response rules. The five response rules are as follows.

1. If the other red *cgf* is evading an opponent or a missile from that opponent, head towards the approximate location of the opponent.
2. If the other red *cgf* is tracking the opponent, firing a missile at the opponent, or supporting a missile, then head towards the location of the opponent.
3. If the other red *cgf* is evading an opponent, also make an evasive manoeuvre by turning 180 degrees.
4. Equal to response rule (3) but turn ninety degrees right.
5. Equal to response rule (3) but turn ninety degrees left.

**Script sizes using DECENT**

For *DECENT*, we use the same script size as for *TACIT* ($s = 6$). Furthermore, the sizes of the rulebases of the lead and the wingman are also equal to those for *TACIT* (26 and 31 rules, respectively). As a result, the $S_{\text{lead}}$ and $S_{\text{wingman}}$ for *DECENT* are equal to those for *TACIT* as well.

3.3 Experimental setup

We design an experiment to determine which of the three coordination methods leads to the most effective behaviour (i.e., leads to the highest amount of scenarios won). The experiment consists of automated simulations. In this section, we present the setup of the experiment. The setup is divided into six parts: a description of *lwacs* (Subsection 3.3.1), the red team (Subsection 3.3.2), the blue team (Subsection 3.3.3), the scenarios that were used (Subsection 3.3.4), the independent and dependent variables (Subsection 3.3.5), and a description of our method of analysis and the criteria for comparison (Subsection 3.3.6).
3.3.1 The Lightweight Air Combat Simulator

The simulations in this experiment are performed in the Lightweight Air Combat Simulator (LWACS) simulation program. This program was developed at the Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR) for the goal of straightforwardly evaluating behaviour models. Because it was developed at Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR), we had complete access to the source code and were able to modify the program to fulfil our simulation needs. The LWACS program is explained in detail in Appendix A. Below, we provide a brief summary of its functionality.

We set up LWACS to simulate an empty section of airspace. This section of airspace is inhabited by fighter jet CGFs. Each fighter jet CGF carries three kinds of devices: (1) a radar by which it can detect other aircraft, (2) four air-to-air missiles that are used for disabling opponent CGFs, and (3) a RWR by which it can detect radar emissions of other aircraft. The physics model used by LWACS is based on classical mechanics, i.e., the CGFs are able to move through the section of airspace without any notion of aerodynamics. Furthermore, we restricted the movement of the CGFs to the horizontal plane in order to simplify the rules that were required for the behaviour of the CGFs. This way, we were able to get a clear first indication of the suitability for dynamic scripting in the BVR air combat domain.

The section of airspace that is simulated in LWACS contains a particular element of randomness which makes the simulations non-deterministic. This element is the probability-of-kill of missiles. When a missile hits its target, the probability of the missile disabling its target is calculated based on the distance the missile has flown from the moment of launch. As a result, no two simulated encounters are the same, even though the CGFs in the encounters may use the same behaviour model. To draw conclusions on the effectiveness of the behaviour of the CGFs, we simulate a large number of encounters in the experiment.

In LWACS, behaviour models can be created by means of a scripting language. We present this language in Appendix B. The language is used to write scripts containing behaviour rules. In each encounter that is simulated in LWACS, a script is assigned to each CGF. During the encounter, the script governs the behaviour of the CGF. The presence of existing code for parsing and executing scripts made it simple to integrate the dynamic scripting algorithm directly into LWACS.

3.3.2 Red team

The red team (also referred to as red) consists of two fighter jet CGFs, a lead and a wingman. The capabilities of the CGFs are described in Appendix A. The goal of the red team is to learn how to defeat the blue team in three different scenarios (see Subsection 3.3.4). The red team uses each of the three coordination methods implemented in dynamic scripting: (1) TACIT, (2) CENT, and (3) DECENT.

The dynamic scripting algorithm requires a reward function to calculate the adjustment of the weights in rulebases. We design a simple reward function, that we call BIN-REWARD. BIN-REWARD stands for binary reward. The reward function provides a reward signal to each CGF with a value
of 1 if the \textit{cgf} defeats its opponent, and a value of 0 if a member of its own team (including itself) is defeated. The same reward signal is provided to both the lead and the wingman after a simulation. The lead and the wingman then use the reward signal to update the weights in their own rulebases (see Figure 3.2, \textit{Step 3}). We will delve more deeply into the subject of reward functions in Chapter 4.

### 3.3.3 Blue team

The \textit{blue team} (also referred to as \textit{blue}) consists of a single fighter jet \textit{cgf}. The capabilities of the \textit{cgf} are described in Appendix A.2. The goal of the blue team is to defeat the red team, by hitting one of the reds with a missile. The behaviour of blue \textit{cgf} is governed by scripts (see Appendix A.3).

The use of a team with a single \textit{cgf} may surprise the reader, as this chapter emphasises the importance of teamwork in air combat. There are three reasons for including only one \textit{cgf} in the blue team. First, even if teamwork is important, a lone fighter jet armed with air-to-air missiles is still a dangerous opponent. We stress the danger of this opponent by declaring the blue team the winner of a scenario when the blue team hits only one of the red \textit{cgfs}. Second, at this point, it is unclear how well the red team will perform when encountering any opposing agents, as red’s rulebases (and script) are newly designed. The use of a single blue agent is a starting point for evaluating the performance of red. Third, as stated in this chapter and the previous chapter, it is difficult to manually design the behaviour for one agent, let alone two. As a result, the more agents with manually designed behaviour we add, the less confident we can be that together the agents represent a team capable of providing adequate opposition. Later in the thesis, we introduce blue teams with more than one \textit{cgf} (see Chapter 5 and Chapter 7).

### 3.3.4 Scenarios

Simulators need to be configured so that a specific situation or event is displayed in the simulation that is run. This configuration is commonly called the scenario (see, e.g., Durak, Topçu, Siegfried and Oğuztüzün, 2014). We define the term scenario below.

\textbf{Definition 3.1 (Scenario).} A scenario is a simulator configuration that defines (1) the number of \textit{cgfs} in the simulation, (2) the teams that the \textit{cgfs} belong to, (3) the initial positions, headings, and speeds of the \textit{cgfs}, and (4) the termination criteria of the simulation.

In the automated simulations that are performed in \textit{lwacs}, we use the four two-versus-one scenarios described in Appendix A.4: (1) the basic scenario, (2) the close range scenario, (3) the evasive scenario, and (4) the mixed scenario. These four scenarios are repeatedly presented to red. This way, red is able learn how to behave in each of the four scenarios over a run of encounters.
3.3.5 Independent and dependent variables

The experiment uses two independent variables: (1) the three coordination methods (tacit, cent, and decent), and (2) the four scenarios (basic, close range, evasive, and mixed). The combination of these independent variables results in a $3 \times 4$ fully factorial design with twelve conditions. In each condition, we obtain the win rates of red. The win rates are the dependent variable in the experiment.

3.3.6 Method of analysis

We make use of two measures to analyse the win rates of red: we calculate (1) the final performance, and (2) the turning points. Below, we briefly explain the two measures.

**Measure 1: Final performance.** The win rates of red are expected to show a learning curve, viz. increasing in the beginning of a run of encounters, then levelling off when the scripts generated for red cannot be optimised further. We are interested in measuring the performance of red after it has levelled off, i.e., after red has learned to defeat blue by means of dynamic scripting. We define the final performance of red as red’s win rates averaged over the last fifty encounters in each run. The final performance indicates in which condition the reds find the most effective behaviour against blue.

**Measure 2: Turning points.** We calculate the turning point for each condition. This measure was first presented by Spronck et al. (2006). A sliding window ($n = 10$) is placed over the encounters in each run. The turning point is the last encounter in the sliding window, when the red team has won more encounters in that window than the blue team. We use the turning point as an indication of the learning speed of red.

Because of the use of a sliding window, the turning point measure experiences both a floor effect and a ceiling effect. The floor value of this measure is the $n$th encounter, which is the case when the turning point is found in the first $n$ encounters. The ceiling value of the turning point measure is encounter $n_{\text{max}}$, where $n_{\text{max}}$ is the number of encounters in the run. Even if no turning point exists in the results of a run, a turning point at encounter $n_{\text{max}}$ will be measured. The floor and ceiling effects should be taken into account when interpreting the results of the turning point measure.

We investigate the results from the two measures by means of analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Using the ANOVAs, we determine whether red’s final performance and/or turning points differ between the three coordination methods and/or four scenarios.
3.4 Experimental results

In this section, we present the results of the experiment. For each condition, we simulated 50 runs of encounters, with each run consisting of 150 encounters. In total, we simulated 90,000 encounters for the experiment.

Figure 3.3 shows the win rates of red against blue. The win rates are divided over the four scenarios. For each scenario, the win rates of red using each of the three coordination methods are shown. The final performance and the turning points of red are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively. Two two-way ANOVAs were performed.

First two-way ANOVA (final performance)

The first two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (coordination method, scenario) on the final performance of red. All effects were statistically significant at the $\alpha = .05$ level. The main effect of coordination method yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(2, 588) = 16.353, p < .001$, indicating a significant difference between the final performances of red using each of the three coordination methods. The main effect of scenario yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(3, 588) = 52.689, p < .001$, indicating a significant difference in the final performance of red in each of the four scenarios. Furthermore, the interaction between the coordination methods and the scenarios was significant, $F(6, 588) = 3.844, p < .01$. We performed a post hoc Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) test (see, e.g., Holmes, Moody, Dine and Trueman, 2016) to determine the significant differences in final performance between specific pairs of (a) coordination methods and (b) scenarios. First, the post hoc test revealed that (a) the final performance of the reds using CENT differed significantly from that of the reds using either TACIT or DECENT, $p < .001$. Consequently, the final performance of the reds that used either TACIT or DECENT did not differ significantly. Second, the post hoc test revealed that (b) the final performance differed significantly between all scenarios, $p < .001$, except between the close range and mixed scenarios.

Second two-way ANOVA (turning points)

The second two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (coordination method, scenario) on the turning points. The main effect of coordination method was not found to be statistically significant. However, the main effect of scenario was statistically significant at the $\alpha = .05$ level. The main effect of scenario yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(3, 588) = 21.957, p < .001$, indicating a significant difference between the turning points of red in the four scenarios. We performed a post hoc Tukey HSD test to determine the significant differences

---

The results that are reported in this thesis differ from the results that were reported in the two publications. Since these publications, LWACS received multiple updates. The results in this thesis are from new simulations that were run using the latest version of LWACS.
Figure 3.3 The win rates of red against blue. Red used one of three coordination methods: (1) TACIT, (2) CENT, and (3) DECENT. The behaviour of blue depended on four scenarios: (1) the basic scenario, (2) the close range scenario, (3) the evasive scenario, and (4) the mixed scenario.

Table 3.1 The final performance of red. A higher final performance is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination method</th>
<th>Basic scenario μ</th>
<th>Basic scenario σ</th>
<th>Close range scenario μ</th>
<th>Close range scenario σ</th>
<th>Evasive scenario μ</th>
<th>Evasive scenario σ</th>
<th>Mixed scenario μ</th>
<th>Mixed scenario σ</th>
<th>Grand mean μ</th>
<th>Grand mean σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TACIT</td>
<td>.704</td>
<td>.213</td>
<td>.584</td>
<td>.187</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td>.190</td>
<td>.452</td>
<td>.117</td>
<td>.596</td>
<td>.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECENT</td>
<td>.686</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td>.521</td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>.621</td>
<td>.157</td>
<td>.486</td>
<td>.117</td>
<td>.579</td>
<td>.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 The turning points of red. A lower turning point is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination method</th>
<th>Basic scenario μ</th>
<th>Basic scenario σ</th>
<th>Close range scenario μ</th>
<th>Close range scenario σ</th>
<th>Evasive scenario μ</th>
<th>Evasive scenario σ</th>
<th>Mixed scenario μ</th>
<th>Mixed scenario σ</th>
<th>Grand mean μ</th>
<th>Grand mean σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TACIT</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENT</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECENT</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in turning points between specific pairs of scenarios. The post hoc test revealed that the turning points differed significantly between all scenarios, \( p < .01 \), except between the close range and evasive scenarios.

### 3.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of our experiment. We partition the discussion into four parts: our key finding (Subsection 3.5.1), the effect of centralised coordination on performance (Subsection 3.5.2), the learning process of coordinating CGFS (Subsection 3.5.3), and the way forward (Subsection 3.5.4).

#### 3.5.1 Key finding

Our key finding is that the results suggest that out of the three coordination methods that we tested, the CENT method leads to the most effective behaviour for the red two-ship. In three of the four scenarios (viz. the basic, evasive, and mixed scenarios), the CENT method clearly outperforms both TACT and DECENT. In these three scenarios, CENT achieves the highest final performance and the lowest turning points, meaning that it is able to find the best rules at the earliest point in the learning process.

#### 3.5.2 The effect of centralised coordination on performance

What sets CENT apart from TACT and DECENT is that in the CENT method, there is only one CGF (i.e., the lead) that learns by optimising its rulebase. The wingman of this CGF is controlled by means of a non-changing script. In contrast, in both the TACT and DECENT methods, both the lead and the wingman are each optimising their own rulebases at the same time. Therefore, it appears that the presence of only one rulebase that needs to be optimised is a benefit to the performance of the red two-ship. Since each of the two red CGFS is dependent on the other for winning each encounter (viz. defeating the blue and getting a reward), it takes longer for the CGFS to select rules that complement the rules that are selected by their teammate.

It is only in the close range scenario that the performance of CENT is overtaken by another method. In the close range scenario, it is the TACT method that reaches both the highest final performance and the lowest turning point. Based on the results, it appears that in this scenario, it is both (a) the decentralisation of the coordination, and (b) the lack of communication that provide an advantage in this scenario. The blue in the close range scenario is scripted to only fire at the reds when it has approached them within a range of 50 km. This leaves the red CGF under fire with little time to effectively evade the missile. Furthermore, while its teammate is being fired upon, the remaining red only has the same amount of time to setup a counterattack while the blue is busy performing its own attack. The data suggests that in tight situations like
this, it is marginally better to forego the communication, and therefore for each red CGF to try to directly take advantage of the situation.

3.5.3 The learning process of coordinating CGFs

To illustrate the learning process of a CGF, we plot the weights of the rules in a rulebase as they change over time. We do so for two rulebases: the rulebase of the red lead using the cent method in the basic scenario (see Figure 3.4), and the rulebase of the red lead using the cent method in the mixed scenario (see Figure 3.5). The figures show the progression of the weights of each rule (column) from the first encounter (top row) to the last encounter (bottom row). A darker colour indicates a higher weight. In the figures, the rules are identified by their internal code names for brevity (see the bottom of the figures). The specific rules that are associated with these code names can be found in Appendix C.

We make three observations in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. The first observation is that in both figures, two rules come out with the highest average weights. These rules are (1) evadeMissile180, the code name for the rule “if I detect a missile flying at me, turn 180 degrees”, and (2) wingmanAskFireFrom90, the code name for the rule “if my wingman says it is able to fire from 90 km, tell it to do so”. The red lead discovers that these two rules are favourable at an early stage in the learning process.

The second observation is the light patch in Figure 3.4, from code name fireFrom50 to support-right. These rules relate to the firing of missiles. The light patch indicate that the red lead does not favour firing missiles itself, but rather leaves its wingman to fire the missiles to defeat the blue. This is supported by the first observation.

The third observation is that the lead is quite indecisive on the best behaviour for the wingman. This can be seen in both Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 in the columns to the right of wingmanAskFireFrom90. In both figures, these columns are lightly coloured, meaning that the rules that these columns represent received weight increases in some of the runs over which we averaged, and no weight increases in other runs. While there is seemingly no pattern to the colours in these columns, we can distinguish a small difference. In Figure 3.4, the colours appear smoothed, whereas in Figure 3.5, they appear spotty and irregular. From the smoothed colours we conclude that in different runs of encounters, the rulebase of the lead has converged to different combinations of rules for the behaviour of the wingman. In contrast, the irregular colours show how in the mixed scenario, the lead keeps trying out different combinations of rules for the behaviour of the wingman because the blue opponent continually changes its behaviour. We made similar observations in the rulebases that were used with tacit and decent. As the two figures show, the weights in the rulebases reflect (a) the nature of the scenarios that the rulebases were used in, as well as indicate (b) the flexibility of dynamic scripting, seen from the different combinations of rules that lead to clear divisions in roles between the CGFS.
Figure 3.4  The weights of the rules in a rulebase shown as a heatmap graph. The graph shows the progression of the weights (columns) over time (rows, 150 encounters from top to bottom). The colour indicates the value of the weights (see legend on the right). This graph shows the weights in the rulebase of the red lead that used the CENT method in the basic scenario. The weights are averaged over 50 runs of encounters.
Figure 3.5  The weights of the rules in a rulebase shown as a heatmap graph. The graph shows the progression of the weights (columns) over time (rows, 150 encounters from top to bottom). The colour indicates the value of the weights (see legend on the right). This graph shows the weights in the rulebase of the red lead that used the CENT method in the mixed scenario. The weights are averaged over 50 runs of encounters.
3.5.4 The way forward

Although our results favour the CENT method, we still use a different coordination method in the research that we perform in the remainder of this thesis. The situation is as follows. In Chapters 4 through 7, we use the DECENT method for coordination between the CGFS. We have two reasons for this choice.

First, the use of DECENT is somewhat historical. In early experiments, DECENT provided the best performance. Based on this outcome, the choice was made to use DECENT in our simulations to answer the remaining research questions. However, the outcome presented in this chapter is the result of new simulations (based on the idea that new developments should be tested always as much as possible). Hence, we used the latest version of LWACS, as well as revised rules in the rulebases. Although the outcome surprised us, we decided to continue our research with the methodology chosen (see Section 3.3). Still, we report the current results extensively, since they are candidates for future research in this context.

Second, in our view, DECENT has the most interesting properties out of the three coordination methods presented in this chapter. These properties are (a) the communication between the CGFS, and (b) the fact that both CGFS are trying to optimise their own rulebases at the same time. The two properties open the door for CGFS that (a) have to learn to communicate and cooperate with each other, and (b) each CGF may perhaps use a different machine learning technique. Therefore, out of the three coordination methods, we have taken DECENT as the most attractive method for the research in the remainder of this thesis.

3.6 Answering research question 1

In this chapter, we investigated the generation of behaviour models that allow for team coordination between CGFS. Specifically, we addressed research question 1. Below, we summarise the work done in this chapter, and how this work answers the research question.

Research question 1 reads: To what extent can we generate air combat behaviour models that produce team coordination? To answer this question, we reviewed the subject of team coordination from two relevant perspectives: (1) the perspective of air combat, and (2) the perspective of multi-agent systems. Combining these perspectives resulted in three coordination methods (Section 3.1), each of which we implemented in a dynamic scripting environment (Section 3.2): (1) the decentralised coordination method without communication TACIT, (2) the centralised coordination method with communication CENT, and (3) the decentralised coordination method with communication DECENT. The coordination offered by these methods was completely performed within the rule-based framework of dynamic scripting.

In conclusion, we answer research question 1 as follows. The dynamic scripting environment is flexible. It allows us to implement and experiment with three coordination methods: TACIT, CENT, and DECENT. We have shown that each of the three methods enables the CGFS to learn effective
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team behaviour in automated simulations. Therefore, the answer to the research question is that we are fully able to generate air combat behaviour models that produce team coordination by means of dynamic scripting. However, out of the three methods, the \texttt{CENT} method clearly provides the best performance. This is apparent in three out of the four scenarios that we used in the automated simulations. Especially in the mixed scenario, the \texttt{CGFS} using the \texttt{CENT} method demonstrate their ability to quickly adapt to the blue's changing behaviour. For this reason, we recommend to first consider the use of centralised coordination in future air combat simulations. Thereafter the scientific comparison between \texttt{CENT} and \texttt{DECENT} can be continued.
4 Improving the reward function

In this chapter, we investigate research question 2. This research question reads: To what extent can we improve the reward function for air combat CGFs?

We begin this chapter by introducing reward functions and their role in reinforcement learning (Section 4.1). For learning complex tasks by means of reinforcement learning, it is common to use a simple reward function that only rewards the agent when a particular task is completed (see, e.g., Večerík, Hester, Scholz, Wang, Pietquin et al., 2017). Designing reward functions is the topic of section 4.2. We discuss three types of designing reward functions: manual design, inverse reinforcement learning, and inverse reward design. The bin-reward reward function (see Chapter 3) is an example of designing a straightforward reward function. However, its application leads to two problems: sparse rewards and unstable rewards. The first problem, sparse rewards (Section 4.3) means that the agent has to try many (combinations of) actions before a reward is obtained and the task-completing behaviour is reinforced. We propose a solution to sparse rewards in the form of the new domain-reward reward function. The second problem is unstable rewards (Section 4.4), meaning that the environment is non-deterministic and the same actions can lead to different results. We propose a solution to unstable rewards in the form of the new aa-reward reward function.

Moreover, we provide an overview that includes (a) a comparison of the properties and (b) a formal description of each of the bin-reward, domain-reward, and aa-reward (Section 4.5). We compare the effect of the three reward functions on the performance of agents that learn to control air combat CGFs by means of an experiment (Section 4.6). We present the results of the experiment (Section 4.7) and discuss them (Section 4.8). Finally, we conclude the chapter by answering research question 2 (Section 4.9).

This chapter is based on the following publication.

4.1 Reward functions in reinforcement learning

The reward function plays a central role in reinforcement learning (cf. Alpaydin, 2010; Nowé and Brys, 2016; Sutton and Barto, 2018). It provides the feedback by which reinforcement learning agents learn to behave. In the beginning of an agent's learning process, the agent performs actions at will. These actions each cause some change in the environment, viz. they change the environment's state. The more this change is a desirable change in the environment (see below), the more reward is provided to the agent. When and how much the agent is rewarded is determined by the reward function.

The goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to collect as much reward as possible. Rewards are used by the agent to reinforce the behaviour that caused the agent to receive the rewards, so that the same behaviour will be repeated in the future. As a result, the reward function acts as the agent's teacher or critic. The reward function tells the agent what is desirable behaviour, defined below.

**Definition 4.1** (Desirable behaviour). For a reinforcement learning agent, desirable behaviour is behaviour that is beneficial to achieve the intended goal of the agent.

For instance, in an air combat simulation, the behaviour of (an agent that controls a) **cGf** that ultimately provides the most training value for the trainees, may be the most desirable behaviour. However, in, e.g., a video game, behaviour that provides the most entertainment value for the player of the game is the most desirable. Precisely this sort of knowledge has to be captured in reward functions, so that the agent learns which behaviour is desired.

The remainder of this section is outlined as follows. First, we provide a formal description of reinforcement learning to show how reward functions influence the learning process of agents (Subsection 4.1.1). Next, we briefly describe how rewards influence the learning process of agents that learn by means of dynamic scripting (Subsection 4.1.2).

### 4.1.1 A formal description of reinforcement learning

In this subsection, we provide a formal description of reinforcement learning. In particular, we describe the workings of the **Q**-learning algorithm, which is currently one of the most commonly applied reinforcement learning algorithms (originally introduced by Watkins and Dayan, 1992, and restated by Mnih, Kavukcuoglu, Silver, Rusu, Veness et al., 2015; Nowé and Brys, 2016; Sutton and Barto, 2018). In **Q**-learning, reinforcement learning concepts are clearly represented, allowing a straightforward discussion of the components (e.g., agents, actions, and rewards) that make up the algorithm. In Subsection 4.1.2, we discuss how these components fit into dynamic scripting. Furthermore, **Q**-learning has served as the foundation for modern reinforcement learning algorithms such as **deep Q-learning** (Silver et al., 2016).
We describe the agent as being in an environment with state $s_t$ at time step $t$, where the state belongs to the set of all possible states $s_t \in S$. At each time step, the agent performs one of its actions $a_t \in A$. When the agent performs its action $a_t$ in $s_t$, the following occurs: (a) the time step increases to $t + 1$, (b) the agent receives reward $r_{t+1}$, and (c) the environment changes state to $s_{t+1}$. The value of $r_{t+1}$ is calculated by a reward function $r(s_t, a_t)$.

The agent’s choice of action in each state is determined by the agent’s policy $\pi$. The policy maps each state $s \in S$ to the action $a \in A$ that the agent should perform in that state. The goal of the agent is to find the optimal policy $\pi^*$ that maximises the amount of reward that the agent expects to receive based on previously executed policies.

Given the state $s_t$ and the policy $\pi$, the agent can calculate the value $V^\pi(s_t)$ of the policy, viz. the expected cumulative reward obtained by following policy $\pi$ starting in state $s_t$. The calculation of $V^\pi(s_t)$ is shown by Equation (4.1).

$$V^\pi(s_t) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \gamma^i r_{t+i}$$

(4.1)

Here $\gamma$, which is called the discount factor, controls the short- or farsightedness of the agent. If $\gamma \to 0$, the agent is only interested in immediate rewards, whereas if $\gamma \to 1$, the agent considers all rewards that can be obtained in the infinite future (viz. assuming that the task has no predefined duration).

Using Equation (4.1), we can accurately formulate the learning task of the agent. The agent needs to find the optimal policy $\pi^*$, which is the policy that maximises $V^\pi(s)$ for all states. The definition of $\pi^*$ is shown by Equation (4.2).

$$\pi^* = \arg\max_{\pi} V^\pi(s), \forall s$$

(4.2)

Equation (4.2) shows that the optimal policy is the policy with the highest expected cumulative reward, regardless of which states the agent encounters. Because the agent needs to perform actions to change the state of the environment, and thereby receive more reward, we rewrite the definition of $\pi^*$ as follows. In all states, the optimal action to take in state $s_t$ is the action that directly leads to the most reward, plus the value of the next state of the environment. This is shown by Equation (4.3).

$$\pi^*(s_t) = \arg\max_a \left[ r_{t+1} + \gamma V^\pi(s_{t+1}) \right]$$

(4.3)

Because the agent starts learning in a new, unknown environment, it does not perfectly know $V^\pi(s_t)$ from the beginning. Therefore, the agent has to interact with its environment, to determine and record which actions in which states lead to which rewards. To this end, the agent maintains the action-value function $Q(s_t, a_t)$. The action-value of a state-action pair is defined as the immediate reward obtained by performing $a_t$ in $s_t$, plus the discounted value of following the policy in the new state $s_{t+1}$. This is shown by Equation (4.4). The problem of finding the
optimal policy can now be rewritten as taking the actions that have the highest action-value in each state. This is shown by Equation (4.5).

$$Q(s_t, a_t) = r_{t+1} + \gamma V^{\pi^*}(s_{t+1})$$

$$\pi^*(s_t) = \arg\max_{a_t} Q(s_t, a_t)$$

The action selection performed in Equation (4.5) is exploitative, viz. it always selects the optimal action with the highest Q-value. It is possible that different actions will lead to even higher Q-values. However, as long as the agent does not select these different actions, it will not discover their Q-values. Therefore, the agent should sometimes explore by performing a sub-optimal action. A common method of doing this is by introducing a so-called $\epsilon$-greedy mechanism. By such a mechanism, the agent selects a random action with a probability equal to the $\epsilon$ parameter. Otherwise, the agent selects the optimal action. This is shown by Equation (4.6).

$$a_t = \begin{cases} 
\pi^*(s_t) & \text{with probability } 1 - \epsilon \\
\text{random action} & \text{with probability } \epsilon 
\end{cases}$$

By supplying the agent with an update rule, the agent is able to adjust the action-values of actions as new rewards are obtained. The update rule that is used by Q-learning is shown by Equation (4.7).

$$Q(s_t, a_t) \leftarrow Q(s_t, a_t) + \eta \left[ r_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(s_{t+1}, a) - Q(s_t, a_t) \right]$$

Here, $\eta$ is the learning rate. This is a parameter that scales how strongly behaviour should be reinforced by newly received rewards. The exact determination of $r_{t+1}$ for each state transition is left to the designer of the reinforcement learning system (viz. the combination of the learning agent and its environment) to implement in the reward function.

### 4.1.2 The role of rewards in dynamic scripting

In dynamic scripting, rewards play the same role as in other reinforcement learning techniques such as Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992). The goal of the agent is to search for an optimal policy, thereby maximising the expected cumulative reward. However, in dynamic scripting, the mechanism by which rewards affect the search for the optimal policy is slightly different from that for, e.g., Q-learning.

In Q-learning, a reward can be obtained after each action that is performed by the agent. The reward is then immediately used to update the Q-value of this action, as shown in Equation (4.7). The updated Q-value changes what the agent believes to be the optimal policy, as shown in Equation (4.5). Therefore, after each reward, the agent learns and implements better behaviour.
In dynamic scripting, the rewards received by the learning agent are used to change the weights of the rules in the agent's rulebase. As in Q-learning, dynamic scripting rewards each state-action pair. In dynamic scripting, the possible state-action pairs are the rules. However, whereas in Q-learning rewards can be provided to the agent after each action, this is not the case in dynamic scripting. Rather, rewards are only provided in the terminal state of each encounter. We define the terminal state below.

**Definition 4.2** (Terminal state). The terminal state \( r_{\text{terminal}} \) is the last state in an encounter.

Rewards that are only provided in the terminal state are known as sparse rewards, which we discuss in Section 4.3. We refer to reward functions that only specify a fixed reward for a single terminal state, and no rewards (i.e., a reward of 0) for all other states, as binary reward functions. In the case of sparse rewards, each reward indicates to the agent how well the agent's entire script (the equivalent of a policy in Q-learning) is performing, rather than a specific rule that encodes a state-action pair.

Upon receiving a reward, the necessary changes to the weights in the rulebase are calculated by means of the adjustment function. The adjustment function that is used in this thesis is shown in Equation (4.8) (see also Toubman et al., 2014a). The function assumes that the reward \( r \) lies within the range \([0, 1]\). The resulting weight changes based upon \( r \) are restricted to the range \([-25, 50]\).

\[
\text{adjustment}(r) = \max((r - 0.5) \times 100, -25) \tag{4.8}
\]

By use of this adjustment function, if the agent's behaviour was desirable and resulted in a reward \( > 0.5 \), the weights of the contributing rules are increased. Conversely, if the agent's behaviour was undesirable and resulted in a small reward \( < 0.5 \), the weights of the contributing rules are decreased. In the case of a reward of 0.5, no weight adjustment takes place.

Based on early trials, we restricted the maximum decrease in weight to \(-25\), instead of using the symmetrical range \([-50, 50]\). This restriction had an important effect on rules that most of the time lead to successful behaviour, but that would sometimes still receive a punishment. The effect was that the punishment would not decrease the weight of the rule by so much (relatively to the other rules in the rulebase) that it would no longer be eligible for selection the next time a script was generated. The non-deterministic effect of actions leads to a problem known as unstable rewards, which we further discuss in Section 4.4.

### 4.2 Designing reward functions

In this section, we discuss how reward functions are designed. The goal of designing reward functions is to create a reward function that allows the learning agent to learn the desired behaviour as efficiently as possible. We assume that for each task, there is an optimal reward function. Below, we define the optimal reward function.
Definition 4.3 (Optimal reward function). The optimal reward function is the function that allows the learning agent to discover the optimal policy in the minimal number of time steps.

We refer to reward functions that approach the optimal reward function as good reward functions. According to Nowé and Brys (2016), “[d]efining a reward function requires some experience, however coming up with a reward function is often quite straightforward.” While we agree that it is often straightforward to come up with some reward function, it requires more than “some experience” to define a good reward function. The design of good reward functions is quite difficult, as for each learning task, the designer has to consider when, what, and how much to reward (Janssen and Gray, 2012; Hadfield-Menell, Milli, Abbeel, Russell and Dragan, 2017). Sutton and Barto (2018) have listed the design of reward functions as one of the important frontiers in reinforcement learning.

The work by Chrabaszcz, Loshchilov and Hutter (2018) illustrates well how a “straightforward” reward function may influence the search for the optimal policy. They applied an evolutionary strategy algorithm to allow an agent to learn policies for playing a selection of Atari games. As rewards, the agent was given the in-game scores. Therefore, desirable behaviour was implicitly defined as all behaviour that maximised the scores in the games. In one particular game, the agent discovered two distinct bugs that caused the agent to obtain an infinitely high score. One of these bugs was previously unknown. By solely focusing on the scores, in some ways the agent learned to circumvent the game, rather than play it. In real-world applications, such behaviour may present safety concerns.

Ratner, Hadfield-Menell and Dragan (2018) identify three methods by which reward functions are designed: (a) manual design of reward functions, (b) inverse reinforcement learning, and (c) inverse reward design. We review the three methods below.

(a) Manual design of reward functions. A reinforcement learning expert specifies desirable states and the associated reward signals.

(b) Inverse reinforcement learning. A method called inverse reinforcement learning (cf. Abbeel, Coates, Quigley and Ng, 2007; Kitazato and Arai, 2018) is the inference of a reward function by observing behaviour that is demonstrated by an agent other than the learning agent. In other words, an agent (e.g., a human expert) demonstrates how a task should be performed, and the learning agent has to discover the goal (e.g., some terminal state) that this other agent is trying to reach. However, the risk exists that the learning agent infers some goal that is different from the true desired goal. This is especially true in real-world tasks, as shown by, e.g., Abbeel et al. (2007).

(c) Inverse reward design. Inverse reward design is a recent method in which a given reward function is treated as an observation that approximates the intended reward function (Hadfield-Menell et al., 2017). The observed reward function is interpreted as belonging to its context, viz. to the environment in which the learning agent is situated during learning.
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By the use of inverse reward design, the agent is able to reason about the uncertain effectiveness of its reward function in newly encountered environments. Inverse reward design is most helpful in situations where the training environment may differ strongly from the operational environment of the learning agent. For instance, this method allows a learning self-driving car to detect new, unseen situations, and then automatically adopt a more conservative policy to avoid accidents.

In Chapter 3, we made use of a manually designed binary reward function called bin-reward. This function provided to the learning agents a reward signal of one for winning a scenario (viz. defeating the opponent), and a reward signal of zero for not winning a scenario. The reward signal was provided to the agents after the terminal state had been reached in each encounter. The evaluation of intermittent states in air combat is a long-standing problem and a recurring topic of research (cf. Schreiber, Schroeder and Bennett Jr., 2011; Ömer and Ayan, 2013; Ximeng, Rennong and Ying, 2018). So far, no straightforward solution exists. The same problem occurs in, e.g., the game of Go. For instance, the well-known Go-playing programs alphago (Silver et al., 2016) and alphazero (Silver et al., 2017b) were also provided binary reward signals (+1 for winning a game, −1 for losing a game).

Binary rewards provide the learning agent with information that is certain: winning an encounter or game is desirable, and losing is not. However, the learning agent has to adjust its entire policy on the basis of this limited information. The use of binary rewards leads to two problems. The first problem is sparse rewards. Especially when learning a new task, the agent will need to randomly explore the space of states and actions before the first reinforcement of desirable behaviour can take place. The second problem is unstable rewards. This problem occurs in environments that are not completely deterministic, such as air combat. In these environments, because of non-deterministic events, performing \( a_t \) in \( s_t \) may lead to (a) different \( s_{t+1} \) each time that \( a_t \) is performed in \( s_t \), and therefore also to (b) different \( r_{t+1} \) for the same \((s_t, a_t)\) pair. In the two sections that follow, we further discuss sparse rewards (Section 4.3) and unstable rewards (Section 4.4) and propose a solution to each of the two problems.

Looking ahead to Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, we see that previous research has offered solutions to the problems of sparse and unstable rewards in two forms: (1) new reward functions, and (2) structural changes to the learning algorithms. In our own search for a satisfying solution to these problems, we are mainly interested in how much the performance of learning agents can be improved by formulation of a better reward function. The reason is two-fold. First, the structural changes that are proposed are specific to the learning techniques (e.g., Q-learning). Modifying dynamic scripting may inadvertently alter the properties that made it suitable for our research (e.g., the properties of computational speed and variety of behaviour). Second, the design of reward functions for agents learning air combat behaviour may also be relevant to research on the evaluation of human fighter pilots (cf. Schreiber et al., 2011; MacMillan, Entin, Morley and Bennett Jr, 2013; Ömer and Ayan, 2013; Petty and Barbosa, 2016; Ximeng et al., 2018).
4.3 Sparse rewards

In this section we discuss the problem of sparse rewards. The section is outlined as follows. We begin by describing the problem (Subsection 4.3.1). Next, we discuss the reward shaping technique (see, e.g., Grześ, 2017) which is commonly used to counteract sparse rewards (Subsection 4.3.2). We continue by providing an overview of how sparse rewards are dealt with in the literature (Subsection 4.3.3). Finally, we propose our own solution to sparse rewards in the form of the domain-reward reward function (Subsection 4.3.4).

4.3.1 Problem description

In descriptions of reinforcement learning (such as in Subsection 4.1.1), it is assumed that the learning agent receives a reward after each action that it has performed. However, when a binary reward function is used, the agent only receives a reward after the terminal state. If the agent does not receive a reward after each action, the rewards are called sparse rewards (cf. Petrik and Scherrer, 2009; Večerík et al., 2017). The opposite of sparse rewards are dense rewards.

The problem that sparse rewards present to reinforcement learning agents is that the agents have to spend a rather long time to explore a large variety of actions (viz. trying out random actions in states) before a reward is received. It is only at the moment when the reward is received that the agent can reinforce the behaviour which leads to that reward. This is known as sample inefficiency (cf. Goyal, Brakel, Fedus, Lillicrap, Levine et al., 2018; Kaushik, Chatzilygeroudis and Mouret, 2018). Because of sample inefficiency, a large number of interactions is needed to find an optimal policy.

4.3.2 Reward shaping

A common technique for counteracting sparse rewards and increasing sample efficiency is reward shaping (see, e.g., Grześ, 2017). Reward shaping is the augmentation of the reward function with heuristics. These heuristics are extra rewards for reaching certain intermediate states. The intermediate states and the associated rewards are chosen by the designer of the reward function based on domain knowledge. In other words, the designer provides the learning agent with “stepping stones” that the agent can use to understand what behaviour is desired from it.

While reward shaping has lead to successes (see Subsection 4.3.3), it is not without risk. If the designer specifies the wrong intermediate states, it is possible for the states to cause locally optimal policies, viz. policies that obtain the rewards for the intermediate states, but that also block advances towards a globally optimal policy. An example is provided by Popov, Heess, Lillicrap, Hafner, Barth-Maron et al. (2017), who taught a robotic hand the task of stacking blocks. As part of their research, Popov et al. shaped the reward function so that an intermediate reward would be given for grasping the block. In one case, they observed that the robot had learned to grasp a block. However, the manner in which the robot had grasped the block made it impossible
to correctly stack the block on top of another block. This shows that even though reward shaping may sometimes seem like a natural manner of providing more rewards, the effectiveness greatly depends on how well the intermediate states that are rewarded for are defined.

### 4.3.3 Sparse rewards in the literature

Below, we provide six examples of solutions to sparse rewards that have been presented in the literature. We divide the examples into (1) solutions in the air combat domain in the form of specific reward functions, and (2) domain-independent solutions. In the air combat domain, we review the work by (1a) Ma, Ma and Song (2014), (1b) Yao et al. (2015), and (1c) Leuenberger and Wiering (2018). Furthermore, three domain-independent methods were recently proposed for dealing with sparse rewards. These methods are (2a) hindsight experience replay by Andrychowicz, Wolski, Ray, Schneider, Fong et al. (2017), (2b) backward learning by Edwards, Downs and Davidson (2018), and (2c) non-uniform action-value initialisation by Sutton and Barto (2018).

#### (1a) Air combat solution by Ma et al. (2014)

Ma et al. defined a continuous reward function for agents learning to control air combat CGFs. This reward function provides a reward at each time step. The reward is based on the geometry between the CGFs and the opposing CGFs. The function is shown in Equation (4.9).

$$
r_t = \left[ \frac{(1 - |\text{AA}_t|/\pi) + (1 - |\text{ATA}_t|/\pi)}{2} \right] \exp\left( -\frac{|R_t| - M_t}{\pi k} \right)
$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

The reward function uses five parameters:

1. $\text{AA}_t$, the aspect angle\(^1\) between the learning CGF and its opponent at time $t$,
2. $\text{ATA}_t$, the antenna train angle\(^2\) between the learning CGF and its opponent at time $t$,
3. $R_t$, the range between the learning CGF and its opponent at time $t$,
4. $M_t$, the expect maximum effective range of a missile at time $t$,
5. and $k$, a weighting factor for the influence of $R_t$. The value of $k$ that is used for learning is not mentioned.

---

\(^1\)The aspect angle is “[t]he relative angle between the longitudinal symmetry axis (to the tail direction) of the target [aircraft] and the connecting line from target [aircraft]’s tail to attacking [aircraft]’s nose” (Ma et al., 2014). An aspect angle of $0$ indicates that the attacking plane can shoot straight at the target plane’s tail, without risk of being shot back by the target plane.

\(^2\)The antenna train angle is “the angle between attacking [aircraft]’s longitudinal symmetry axis and its radar’s line of sight” (Ma et al., 2014). Modern on-board radar systems can adjust their heading independently of the aircraft to some extent. An antenna train angle of $0$ indicates that the radar is aligned with the longitudinal axis, and therefore has its maximal room to manoeuvre in all directions. This increases the probability of the attacker maintaining a radar lock on the target in the near future.
According to Ma et al. (2014), the rewards provided by their reward function increase from the worst state (viz. the learning agent is under attack from directly behind) to the optimal state (viz. the learning agent attacks the target from directly behind) both continuously and monotonously. However, depending on the discount rate used, this reward function might preclude the exploration of policies that set up a near-optimal state by first moving to a sub-optimal state. For instance, it might be desirable to set up a missile shot by first performing some defensive manoeuvre. It is not mentioned what discount rate is used.

(1b) Air combat solution by Yao et al. (2015)

Yao et al. defined a function by which they measured the fitness of evolved air combat behaviour models. Technically, fitness functions serve a purpose slightly different from the one served by reward functions. In evolutionary algorithms, the fitness function is indirectly the optimisation target of the learning algorithm: viz. evolved solutions are selected based on their fitness, although the solutions are evolved to complete a task, and not to receive a high fitness per se. In contrast, in reinforcement learning, the learning algorithm directly optimises policies for obtaining the highest reward. However, the formulation of the function by Yao et al. makes it suitable as a reward function as well, which is why we have included it here. The fitness function is shown in Equation (4.10).

\[ r_{\text{terminal}} = w_1 \cdot r_{\text{outcome}} + w_2 \cdot r_{\text{safe}} + w_3 \cdot r_{\text{missile}} \]  

(4.10)

The fitness function uses three weighted parameters:

1. \( r_{\text{outcome}} \), which is one for winning, zero for losing, and one-third for a draw,

2. \( r_{\text{safe}} \), which is the ratio of time spent safely during the encounter (viz. not tracked by a radar or a missile) to the duration of the encounter,

3. and \( r_{\text{missile}} \), the ratio of missiles that were fired by the agent and that hit their target, to the total number of missiles fired by the agent.

Yao et al. (2015) used \( w_1 = 0.7 \), \( w_2 = 0.2 \), and \( w_3 = 0.1 \) in their experiment, thereby placing most emphasis on winning, but they also somewhat reward doing it safely and efficiently.

(1c) Air combat solution by Leuenberger and Wiering (2018)

Leuenberger and Wiering used a shaped reward function to reward their agent in a 
\( wvr \) air-to-air combat simulation. The simulated environment incorporated simple models of gravity and aerodynamics. Their learning agent controlled a \( cgf \) equipped with an on-board cannon. The cannon fired bullets in a straight line. The goal of the agent was to destroy an opponent \( cgf \), which was also equipped with an on-board cannon. A \( cgf \) was destroyed if it was hit by
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five bullets. At each time step, Leuenberger and Wiering provided their agent with a reward proportional to the altitude achieved by the agent’s cgf, with a maximum reward of 0.1 at the maximum altitude. This reward encouraged the agent to stay airborne despite the gravity and aerodynamics present in the environment. Additionally, Leuenberger and Wiering provided (a) a positive reward signal of +5 for each bullet that hit the opponent and (b) a negative reward signal of −25 if the agent was destroyed by the opponent.

(2a) Hindsight experience replay by Andrychowicz et al. (2017)

Andrychowicz et al. propose a method called hindsight experience replay. This method was specifically designed to overcome the problems posed by sparse binary rewards. The main idea behind hindsight experience replay is that every policy makes the learning agent successful at reaching some state, even if that state is not the desired state. Andrychowicz et al. speculated that by teaching the agent how to achieve different states, the agent will eventually learn to reach the desired state.

Hindsight experience replay was formulated as follows. The binary reward function \( r(s_t, a_t) \) rewards the agent with a value of one if \( s_t = g \), where \( g \) is some desired state. Otherwise, the reward is zero. The agent interacts with the environment during an episode (also called a trial or encounter), and receives \( r_{t+1} = r(s_t, a_t) \) after every action it performs. Additionally, a sample of additional desired states \( G \) is drawn from the states that were observed by the agent. For each of these goal states \( g' \in G \), the episode is replayed as though \( g = g' \). Consequently, whenever the agent observes state \( s_t \), it is rewarded with a value of one if \( s_t = g' \). The hindsight experience replay method has been shown to outperform other methods of rewarding, e.g., performing a gripping task for a robot hand.

(2b) Backward learning by Edwards et al. (2018)

The method by Edwards et al. (2018) is based on the idea that it is possible to learn in two directions, namely forward and backward. Forward learning is the common way of doing reinforcement learning, viz. predicting what the next state will be and how much reward is obtained in that state, based on the current state and the possible actions. Backward learning involves observing a high-value state, and then theorising on which actions will most likely have led the agent to that state. Goyal et al. (2018) proposed a method similar to backward learning, and even in the same year.

Edwards et al. (2018) formulate backward learning as taking (a) a state \( s_{t+1} \) that has been observed, and (b) an action \( a_t \) that may have led to that state, and then predicting in which predecessor state \( \hat{s}_t \) the action \( a_t \) was performed to arrive in \( s_{t+1} \). By providing the agent with an additional reward \( r(\hat{s}_t, a_t) \), the agent has an “imagined experience”. Next, when the agent observes the real \( s_t \), it will already have a good idea about which action to take to obtain the highest reward. To predict \( \hat{s}_t \), Edwards et al. trained a neural network to model the
function \( b(s_{t+1}, a_t) \rightarrow \delta \), where \( \delta \) is the difference between \( s_t \) and \( s_{t+1} \). This way, the predicted predecessor state \( \hat{s}_t \) can be calculated as \( \hat{s}_t = s_{t+1} - b(s_{t+1}, a) \).

(2c) Non-uniform action-value initialisation by Sutton and Barto (2018)

Sutton and Barto warn against reward shaping because of the possible consequence of the agent getting stuck in a local optimum. They propose a simple alternative method, which is to initialise the action-value function (see Equations (4.2) and (4.4)) with an initial guess of the action-values. Traditionally, the action-values are initialised uniformly (e.g., all zero), so that the agent begins to explore the state space in an unbiased manner. By using non-uniform initial action-values, the policy of the agent is immediately guided into a particular direction. Since the advantage of this method is that the action-values are estimates, it holds that if the guess is wrong, the agent will correct the wrong estimates and continue as normal. However, making the guess requires an injection of human knowledge into the agent, which may be undesirable. Furthermore, for large and complex state spaces where the guesses are most needed, it is also the most difficult task to provide them.

4.3.4 Proposed solution: DOMAIN-REWARD

To counteract the problem of sparse rewards in our air combat simulations, we propose the following solution. We design a shaped reward function that provides rewards in encounters that are both won or lost. We call this reward function DOMAIN-REWARD. The main idea behind DOMAIN-REWARD is that the outcomes of encounters form a spectrum (see Figure 4.1). In this spectrum, the most undesirable behaviour is that the agent loses the encounter in a minimal amount of time, without having fired any missiles at the opponent. Similarly, the most desirable outcome is that the agent wins the encounter in a minimal amount of time, and requiring exactly one missile to destroy an opponent.

From the spectrum of outcomes, we derive three parameters for calculating the reward for an agent:

1. **The outcome of the encounter** \( (r_{\text{outcome}}) \). For simplicity, we model the parameter \( r_{\text{outcome}} \) as a binary reward signal. The parameter can either have a value of zero, if the agent lost the encounter, or a value of one, if the agent won the encounter.

2. **The duration of the encounter** \( (r_{\text{duration}}) \). We express \( r_{\text{duration}} \) as the ratio of the elapsed time to the total time available. In LWACS, the total time available for each encounter is 10 minutes of simulated time, after which the encounter ends automatically and counts as a loss for the red team. In case the agent lost the encounter, we prefer that this encounter was as long as possible, viz. \( r_{\text{duration}} \) approaches 1 (henceforth indicated by the \( \rightarrow \) symbol). However, if the agent won the encounter, we prefer that the encounter was as short as
Figure 4.1 The spectrum of desirable air combat behaviour.

possible, viz. \( r_{\text{duration}} \to 0 \). Therefore, if \( r_{\text{outcome}} = 1 \), we replace \( r_{\text{duration}} \) by \( 1 - r_{\text{duration}} \). This way, the agent is rewarded more for shorter encounters.

3. The number of missiles that were fired \( (r_{\text{missiles}}) \). We express \( r_{\text{missiles}} \) as the ratio of (a) the number of missiles that were fired by the agent’s team to (b) the number of missiles that were available to that team at the start of the encounter (i.e., eight missiles for a two-ship). Similar to \( r_{\text{duration}} \), we wish to differentiate between rewards for encounters that were lost or won. If the agent lost the encounter, we prefer if the agent’s team had created firing opportunities for itself, and that the team made use of these opportunities by firing missiles. This would be indicated by a high ratio, resulting in \( r_{\text{missiles}} \to 1 \). In contrast, we claim that the best victories are the encounters in which the minimal number of missiles is needed to defeat the opponent. Therefore, if the agent won the encounter, we prefer \( r_{\text{missiles}} \to 0 \) and consequently substitute \( r_{\text{missiles}} \) by \( 1 - r_{\text{missiles}} \). However, in a two-versus-one scenario, at least one missile is necessary to defeat the opponent. To compensate for this necessary missile, we define an alternate form of \( r_{\text{missiles}} \), which we call \( r_{\text{missiles}*} \). If the agent’s team has won, we calculate \( r_{\text{missiles}*} \) as the ratio of (a) missiles that were fired by the agent’s team to (b) the number of missiles that were available to that team at the start of the encounter minus one.

We introduce a weight factor for each parameter, so that the importance of each parameter can be controlled in the proposed reward function. For clarity, we show \text{DOMAIN-REWARD} as two functions: one that is used when the agent lost the encounter (see Equation (4.11)), and one that is used when the agent won the encounter (see Equation (4.12)).

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_{\text{terminal}} &= w_1 \times r_{\text{outcome}} + w_2 \times r_{\text{duration}} + w_3 \times r_{\text{missiles}} \\
\end{align*}
\] (4.11)
4.4 Unstable rewards

In this section we discuss the problem of unstable rewards. This section is outlined as follows. We begin by describing unstable rewards (Subsection 4.4.1). Next, we provide an overview of how unstable rewards are dealt with in the literature (Subsection 4.4.2). Finally, we propose our own solution to unstable rewards in the form of the AA-reward reward function (Subsection 4.4.3).

4.4.1 Problem description

In our air combat simulations, the environment is partially non-deterministic: whenever an agent observes $s_t$ and performs $a_t$, it cannot be sure which $s_{t+1}$ and $r_{t+1}$ follow, even if the agent has previously performed $a_t$ in $s_t$. This is somewhat confusing to the agent, as this means that in some cases the estimated value of a state can differ greatly from the reward that is actually obtained. In the literature, this is known as probabilistic or unstable rewards (cf. Tatsumi, Komine, Sato and Takadama, 2015; Chen, Yu, Da, Tan, Huang et al., 2018).

The cause of the unstable rewards in air combat simulations is the probabilistic behaviour of missiles. Air-to-air missiles are never one hundred percent reliable (see, e.g., Zheng and Feiguo, 2017). In order to be successful (viz. hit and destroy the intended target), each missile requires a

\[ r_{\text{terminal}} = w_1 \times r_{\text{outcome}} + w_2 \times (1 - r_{\text{duration}}) + w_3 \times (1 - r_{\text{missiles}}) \]  

We formalise domain-reward and compare it to both bin-reward and aa-reward in Section 4.5. Below, we briefly compare our proposed solution to the fitness function used by Yao et al. (2015). Although the functions are quite similar at first inspection, there are two important differences.

The first difference is that Yao et al. reward missiles that hit their target, but not the firing attempts. Furthermore, their function rewards agents for “winning more” (viz. with fewer missiles and more time spent safely) in a way that is similar to domain-reward, but no reward is provided if the agent loses the encounter. Our function rewards agents for the firing attempts regardless of the outcome of the missile. This way, we can reward agents that fire well, but still lose because of inherent random effects in the effectiveness of missiles. We further discuss these random effects in Section 4.4. By counting the firing attempts (see $r_{\text{missiles}}$), we are able to reward both (a) losing agents for making many attempts, one of which will eventually be successful over the course of many encounters, and (b) winning agents for needing as few missiles as possible to win.

The second difference is the use of the time parameter. In two-versus-one scenarios, the time spent safely parameter used by Yao et al. may provide a wrong indication of the success of the two-ship. It is possible that one agent places itself in temporary danger, so that the other agent can fire a successful shot at the opponent. This is why we consider only the entire duration of the encounter as an indicator of the success of the two-ship.
specific unbroken chain of events. This chain is called the kill chain (cf. Mills, 2009; MacLeod, 2012; Konokman, Kayran and Kaya, 2017). The probability of a particular missile completing an unbroken kill chain is called the probability-of-kill of that missile.

Depending on the application, the kill chain of a missile can include events with any level of granularity. For instance, MacLeod (2012) names three events: (a) the missile is loaded correctly and able to launch successfully, determined by the probability-of-launch $P_L$, (b) the missile reaches and hits its target, determined by the probability-of-intercept $P_I$, and (c) the target is destroyed upon a successful hit, determined by the endgame probability-of-kill $P_K$. The target of a missile is only destroyed if all three of these events occur.

**lwacs** uses a kill chain that differs slightly from the chain by MacLeod (2012). In lwacs it is assumed that all missiles launch successfully (i.e., $P_L = 1$). Furthermore, the concepts of $P_I$ and the endgame $P_K$ are combined to form a “integrated” probability-of-kill. We define this probability-of-kill below.

**Definition 4.4** (Probability-of-kill). The probability-of-kill ($P_k$) of a missile is the probability (in the range $[0, 1]$) that a missile destroys its target, given that the missile intercepts its target.

In lwacs, the $P_k$ of a missile is calculated when the missile intercepts its target based on the distance the missile has flown to the target since its launch. The relationship between the distance flown and the $P_k$ is shown in Figure 4.2. The maximum distance that can be flown by a missile is 80 km. After 80 km, we assume that the missile’s fuel is depleted. Consequently, the missile is no longer able to intercept and destroy its target, and it is removed from the simulation.
The $P_k$ of missiles cause unstable rewards in the following way. If the policy of an agent leads the agent towards firing a missile with a high $P_k$ (i.e., the agent has a high probability of hitting the target, ending the encounter, and obtaining a high reward), there is still a chance that (a) the missile misses its target, and therefore that (b) the agent is not provided with the reward. Then, because executing this policy did not lead to a reward, the policy is adjusted to try other actions when the same states are encountered. However, the policy leading to this missile may have very well been a near-optimal policy. Conversely, missiles with a low $P_k$ have a low probability of hitting their target, but may still lead to a reward. Therefore, the policy leading to the low $P_k$ missile is reinforced and applied in the next encounter. However, it will now take the agent additional encounters to discover that this policy is actually a sub-optimal policy. In brief, the possibility of (a) unsuccessful high $P_k$ missiles and (b) successful high $P_k$ missiles frustrate the search for an optimal policy by requiring additional encounters to correctly estimate the success rate of missiles.

The unstable rewards that result from the probability-of-kill make firing missiles akin to the multi-armed bandit problem. In the multi-armed bandit problem (see, e.g., Kaufmann, Cappé and Garivier, 2016), a reinforcement learning agent has to repeatedly select one of $n$ arms over a number of time steps. These arms function similarly to the arms on real-world slot machines. Upon selection of an arm, the arm provides a reward according to a hidden reward distribution. The goal of the agent is to maximise the total reward that is obtained (cf. Besbes, Gur and Zeevi, 2014; Joseph, Kearns, Morgenstern and Roth, 2016). The agent’s problem is the choice between (a) spending time exploring the reward distributions of the arms, and (b) exploiting the arm that has so far been observed to provide the best rewards to obtain immediate rewards. In air combat simulations, the arms are the policies that lead to and include the action of firing a missile at a target. Theoretically, the agent has to follow each policy multiple times to accurately estimate the policy’s value. However, in practice, the reinforcement learning algorithm changes the policy before the agent has a chance to do so.

### 4.4.2 Unstable rewards in the literature

Below, we provide an overview of three methods that have been presented in the literature with the goal of counteracting unstable rewards. These methods are (a) Double $Q$-learning by Van Hasselt (2010) and Van Hasselt (2011), (b) confidence intervals around rewards by Tatsumi et al. (2015), and (c) confidence intervals around state transitions by Tetreault, Bohus and Litman (2007).

#### (a) Double $Q$-learning by Van Hasselt (2010, 2011)

Van Hasselt proposes a variant of $Q$-learning called Double $Q$-learning. This variant addresses $Q$-learning’s tendency to overestimate action values when unstable rewards are provided to the learning agent. The overestimated action values are the result of the argmax operator when
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actions are selected (see Equation (4.5)). Van Hasselt’s solution is to maintain two Q-functions.

Double Q-learning works as follows. Two Q-functions are defined, called $Q^A$ and $Q^B$. For each state $s_t$, an action $a_t$ is selected by means of a combination of $Q^A$ and $Q^B$, e.g., the average Q-value obtained from the two functions. This is shown in Equation (4.13).

$$a_t = \text{argmax}_{a_t} \frac{Q^A(s_t, a_t) + Q^B(s_t, a_t)}{2}$$  (4.13)

Then, after the action has been performed, either $Q^A$ or $Q^B$ is updated. Which of the two functions is updated can be chosen, e.g., in an alternating manner or at random. A difference with normal Q-learning is that the two Q-functions are updated using each other’s Q-values. The update of $Q^A$ is shown in Equation (4.14). The same is shown for $Q^B$ in Equation (4.15).

$$Q^A(s_t, a_t) \leftarrow Q^A(s_t, a_t) + \eta \left[ r_{t+1} + \gamma Q^B(s_{t+1}, a^*) + Q^A(s_{t+1}, a_t) \right]$$  (4.14)

where $a^* = \text{argmax}_{a_{t+1}} Q^A(s_{t+1}, a_{t+1})$

$$Q^B(s_t, a_t) \leftarrow Q^B(s_t, a_t) + \eta \left[ r_{t+1} + \gamma Q^A(s_{t+1}, b^*) + Q^B(s_{t+1}, a_t) \right]$$  (4.15)

where $b^* = \text{argmax}_{a_{t+1}} Q^A(s_{t+1}, a_{t+1})$

Van Hasselt shows that the use of two Q-functions mitigates the bias that is caused by the use of the argmax operator. As a result, Double Q-learning converges faster on learning problems with unstable rewards than Q-learning does.

(b) Confidence intervals around rewards by Tatsumi et al. (2015)

Tatsumi et al. extended their learning classifier system (LCS, plural: LCSs) with the ability to form confidence intervals around expected rewards. Despite their name, LCSs are a family of rule-based evolutionary reinforcement learning algorithms. Tatsumi et al. used a variant called the accuracy-based learning classifier system (xCS). In an xCS, each rule is a state-action pair combined with a prediction $p$ of the reward that is obtained by performing the action. The xCS keeps track of how accurate the predictions are. When the accuracy of a rule crosses a global lower limit $\epsilon_0$, the rule is likely to be deleted and replaced by a newly generated rule. Tatsumi et al. found that unstable rewards caused low accuracy values in near-optimal rules, leading to the xCS impatiently deleting these rules. Therefore, the xCS never converged to a policy for some environments with unstable rewards.

To solve the problem of impatient deletions, Tatsumi et al. made two changes to the xCS. First, the global lower limit for the accuracy of each rule was replaced by a lower limit $\epsilon_0$ per rule. Second, the lower limit of each rule was updated in an adaptive manner, so that each rule could independently learn to cope with unstable rewards. This was done by maintaining a function $S(s, a) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ that calculated the standard deviation of the rewards obtained by performing $a$ in
This function was updated for each \((s, a)\) pair until \(S(s, a)\) converged for that pair. Then, the \(S(s, a)\) was used to adjust the \(e_0\) of rules that fired on \(s\) to perform \(a\), so that each rule became more “tolerant” of unstable rewards.

(c) Confidence intervals around state transitions by Tetreault et al. (2007)

Tetreault et al. proposed a method for the construction of confidence intervals over estimated cumulative rewards. The method was proposed in the context of a reinforcement agent learning the structure of spoken dialogue in cases where insufficient training data was available to generate reliable policies. The confidence intervals were constructed by counting the state transitions observed by the agent, e.g., by maintaining a function count\((s_t, a_t, s_{t+1})\). Using these counts, Tetreault et al. constructed a Dirichlet distribution. From this distribution, they sampled so-called transition tables that each provided a likelihood of transitioning between each \(s_t\) and \(s_{t+1}\). The transition tables acted as possible models of the environment: by applying a policy \(\pi\) to each of the transition tables, an estimate of \(V^\pi\) was made while taking into account the possibility that the states in the environment transition in a different manner than the agent had observed so far.

4.4.3 Proposed solution: AA-REWARD

Our proposed solution is designing a reward function that rewards agents proportionally to the \(P_k\) of the missiles fired by the agents, rather than proportionally to the effect (i.e., the target is unharmed or destroyed) of the missiles. We call the reward function \(\text{AA-REWARD}\), where \(\text{AA}\) stands for air-to-air combat. In \(\text{AA-REWARD}\), we take into account the property that each missile has the ability to end the encounter. Therefore, it is preferable to end the encounter as soon as possible, by using as few missiles as possible.

We describe \(\text{AA-REWARD}\)’s calculation of the reward on a high level. When the first missile intercepts its target, we assign a reward signal equal to the \(P_k\) of that missile to the shooter of the missile. Normally, when the first missile intercepts its target, the target would be destroyed and the encounter would end. However, as part of our proposed solution, we allow the encounter to continue with all participating \(\text{CGFS}\) as though the missile had failed to destroy its target. We continue to assign reward signals for subsequent missiles that intercept their targets. However, to acknowledge the ordering to the missiles and the ability of each missile to end the encounter (and thereby ending the gathering of reward in this encounter), we reduce the reward that can be earned after each intercept.

The reward that can be earned is reduced as follows. We define a maximally obtainable reward \(m_1 = 1\). When the first missile intercepts its target, a reward signal is assigned that is equal to \(r_1 = P_{k1} \ast m_1\). Here, \(P_{k1}\) is the \(P_k\) of the first missile. Next, the maximally obtainable reward is reduced to \(m_2 = m_1 - r_1\). For each subsequent missile, the reward signal is calculated in a similar manner: \(r_i = P_{ki} \ast m_i\), after which the maximally obtainable reward is recursively reduced to \(m_{i+1} = m_i - r_i\).
### 4.5 Overview of the three reward functions

In this section, we provide an overview of the three reward functions named in this chapter: (1) **bin-reward**, the binary reward function, (2) **domain-reward**, our solution to sparse rewards, and (3) **aa-reward**, our solution to unstable rewards. A comparison of the three reward functions is given in Table 4.1. Below, we describe each of the three reward functions separately. We begin by briefly restating **bin-reward** (Subsection 4.5.1). Next, we provide formal descriptions of **domain-reward** (Subsection 4.5.2) and **aa-reward** (Subsection 4.5.3).

---

**Table 4.1** A comparison of BIN-REWARD, DOMAIN-REWARD, and AA-REWARD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BIN-REWARD</th>
<th>DOMAIN-REWARD</th>
<th>AA-REWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Rewards winning an encounter</td>
<td>Rewards (a) winning an encounter, (b) use of time, and (c) use of missiles</td>
<td>Rewards proportionally to $P_k$ values of missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reward sparsity</strong></td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Least sparse</td>
<td>Somewhat sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reward stability</strong></td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>Somewhat unstable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On intercept of missile</strong></td>
<td>The encounter terminates</td>
<td>The encounter terminates</td>
<td>The encounter continues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, if the first missile that intercepts its target only does so with a low $P_{k1} = 0.1$, a reward signal $r_1 = 0.1 \times m_1 = 0.1$ is assigned to the shooter of the missile. This missile only had a small chance of ending the encounter. For the next missile, the maximally obtainable reward remains large: $m_2 = m_1 - 0.1 = 0.9$. If the second missile intercepts its target with a high $P_{k2} = 0.8$, the shooter of the second missile is now assigned a reward of $0.8 \times 0.9 = 0.72$, and $m_3$ becomes $0.9 - 0.72 = 0.18$.

Compared to the binary reward function, we introduce a gradient into the rewards. The gradient gives the agent more fine-grained feedback on the effectiveness of the behaviour leading up to the $P_k$ of each missile. By letting missiles leave their targets unharmed upon intercept, agents are able to gather more information about the effectiveness of their behaviour. We believe that our proposed solution is an elegant manner to (a) remove subjectively weighted factors such as in shaped reward functions, and (b) remove the concept of winning and losing from the learning process. Thereby, the agents can focus on learning to fire effective missiles, while receiving informative rewards by which the agents can improve their behaviour. We formalise AA-REWARD and compare it to both BIN-REWARD and DOMAIN-REWARD in Section 4.5.
4.5 Overview of the three reward functions

4.5.1 BIN-REWARD

The binary reward function bin-reward provides rewards for winning encounters. Bin-reward is shown in Equation (4.16).

\[
\text{BIN-REWARD}(s_{\text{terminal}}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if the agent won the encounter} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (4.16)

The rewards provided by bin-reward are sparse: the rewards are only provided (a) in the terminal states, and only if (b) the encounter was won by the agent’s team. Furthermore, the rewards provided by bin-reward are unstable: the same policy that causes the team to win one encounter, may cause the same team to lose the next encounter. This instability is caused by the \( P_k \) of missiles, as discussed in Section 4.4.

4.5.2 DOMAIN-REWARD

The reward function domain-reward provides rewards for (a) winning encounters, (b) efficient use of missiles, and (c) efficient use of time.

We define efficient use of missiles as follows: if an encounter was won, missiles were used most efficiently if only one missile was required to destroy the opponent. Conversely, if an encounter is lost, missiles were used most effectively if as many missiles were fired as possible. When an agent has fired all of its missiles, the agent has created many firing opportunities for itself, each of which with the potential to win the encounter.

Moreover, we define efficient use of time as follows: if an encounter was won, time was used most efficiently if the encounter was won as fast as possible. Conversely, if an encounter is lost, time was used most efficiently if the encounter was lost after staying alive as long as possible. When an agent stays alive as long as possible, the agent likely has (a) effective defensive behaviour, as well as (b) the ability to create the most firing opportunities for itself.

For clarity, we split domain-reward into two functions Equation (4.17). The functions are called domain-reward\(^-\) and domain-reward\(^+\). Equation (4.18) and Equation (4.19) formalise these two functions, respectively.

\[
\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}(s_{\text{terminal}}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}^-(s_{\text{terminal}}) & \text{if the agent lost} \\
\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}^+(s_{\text{terminal}}) & \text{if the agent won}
\end{cases}
\] (4.17)

\[
\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}^-(s_{\text{terminal}}) = \frac{1}{8} \frac{m_{\text{fired}}}{m_{\text{starting}}} + \frac{1}{8} \frac{t_{\text{duration}}}{t_{\text{max}}}
\] (4.18)

\[
\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}^+(s_{\text{terminal}}) = \frac{3}{4} + \frac{1}{8} \max(0, 1 - \frac{m_{\text{fired}}}{m_{\text{starting}} - 1}) + \frac{1}{8} \left(1 - \frac{t_{\text{duration}}}{t_{\text{max}}}\right)
\] (4.19)
In Equation (4.18) and Equation (4.19), (a) $m_{\text{fired}}$ is the number of missiles fired by the agent’s team, (b) $m_{\text{starting}}$ is the number of missiles that was available to the agent’s team at the start of the encounter, (c) $m_{\text{starting}} - 1$ is $m_{\text{starting}}$ minus one, (d) $t_{\text{duration}}$ is the duration of the encounter, and (e) $t_{\text{max}}$ is the maximal duration of the encounter.

The rewards provided by **domain-reward** are less sparse than those provided by **bin-reward**. The rewards are still only provided in the terminal state. However, **domain-reward** provides rewards for both winning and losing. Compared to **bin-reward**, we no longer provide a uniform reward signal for winning. Instead, the reward for winning an encounter is defined by a spectrum that is characterised by the agents’ use of missiles and time (see Equation (4.19)). This spectrum ranges from “barely winning” (viz. a low reward for winning after firing many missiles, and late in the encounter) to “winning convincingly” (viz. a high reward for winning after firing few missiles, and early in the encounter). A similar spectrum is used for providing a reward for losing, ranging from “losing decisively” (viz. a low reward for losing after firing few missiles, and early in the encounter) to “barely losing” (viz. a high reward for winning after firing many missiles, and late in the encounter).

Since the rewards provided by **domain-reward** still depend on whether the agents won or lost the encounter, the rewards are unstable. However, compared to **bin-reward**, the effect of the unstable rewards is somewhat mitigated by the use of shaped rewards.

### 4.5.3 AA-REWARD

The reward function **aa-reward** provides rewards to agents proportionally to the $P_k$ values of the missiles fired by the teams of the agents. We formalise **aa-reward** as follows. Whenever a missile successfully intercepts its target, we assign a reward signal $r_{\text{intercept}}$ to the shooter of the missile. The assigned reward signals are not immediately provided to the agents. Instead, the reward signals are provided when a terminal state is reached.

The calculation of $r_{\text{intercept}}$ for the $n$th missile intercept is shown in Equation (4.20). Each encounter, we define a maximally available reward signal of 1. This is the total reward signal that is available in the encounter. Because of the recursive summation used in Equation (4.20), the $r_{\text{intercept}}$ for each missile intercept depends on all missile intercepts that came before it during the encounter. For the first missile, $r_{\text{intercept}}(1) = P_k 1$, as $\sum_{m=1}^{0} r_{\text{intercept}}(m) = 0$ by definition. This missile has the first opportunity to end the encounter, and therefore has the potential to secure the largest part of the maximally available reward signal as a reward signal for the shooter. With each missile intercept, the maximally available reward signal decreases, reflecting the importance of firing missiles with high $P_k$ values before the opponent does.

$$r_{\text{intercept}}(n) = P_k n (1 - \sum_{m=n-1}^{0} r_{\text{intercept}}(m))$$

Since team behaviour is an important concept in air combat (see Chapter 3), we sum the
reward signals that are assigned to each member of a team, and then provide to each member the summed reward signal. The summation is shown by Equation (4.21). Here, $\text{team}(n)$ holds if the $n$th missile was fired by the team of the agent that is being rewarded. Thus, agents are rewarded for both (a) firing missile with a high $P_k$ and (b) enabling team members to do so.

$$\text{AA-REWARD}(s_{\text{terminal}}) = \sum_{\{n | \text{team}(n)\}} r_{\text{intercept}}(n)$$ (4.21)

Regarding the sparsity of the rewards, the rewards provided by $\text{AA-REWARD}$ are by definition less sparse than the rewards provided by $\text{BIN-REWARD}$. Whereas $\text{BIN-REWARD}$ only rewards missile that destroy their target, $\text{AA-REWARD}$ rewards each missile that intercepts its target, regardless of whether the target is destroyed upon intercept. However, the rewards provided by $\text{AA-REWARD}$ remain more sparse than those provided by $\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}$. A team that fires no missiles during an encounter, and therefore loses the encounter, will be provided a reward signal of zero by $\text{AA-REWARD}$. In contrast, $\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}$ will still provide the team with some reward signal for the duration of the encounter.

Furthermore, we observe that out of the three reward functions, the rewards provided by $\text{AA-REWARD}$ are the most stable. In $\text{AA-REWARD}$, the reward signals no longer depend on winning and losing encounters. Instead, we have turned the probabilities of winning and losing into the reward signals that are provided to the agents. This way, a missile fired in some state $s$ by agent $a$ will always result in the same reward signal for $a$. The reward signals stimulate the agents to fire missiles with high $P_k$ values. By firing missiles with high $P_k$ values, the agents automatically increases their chances of destroying their opponents and winning encounters.

4.6 Experimental setup

To determine to what extent the use of $\text{DOMAIN-REWARD}$ and $\text{AA-REWARD}$ lead to improved performance over the use of the simple $\text{BIN-REWARD}$ function we designed an experiment. The experiment consists of automated simulations. In this section, we present the setup of the experiment. The setup is largely similar to the setup presented in Chapter 3. It is divided into five parts: a description of the red team (Subsection 4.6.1), the blue team (Subsection 4.6.2), the scenarios that were used (Subsection 4.6.3), the independent and dependent variables (Subsection 4.6.4), and a description of our method of analysis (Subsection 4.6.5).

4.6.1 Red team

The red team (henceforth: red) consists of two fighter jet $\text{CGFs}$, a lead and a wingman. The capabilities of the $\text{CGFs}$ are described in Appendix A.2. The goal of the red team is to learn how to defeat the blue team in three different scenarios (see Appendix A.4). The red team uses the
DECENT coordination method (see Chapter 3) and learns by means of one of the three reward functions presented in this chapter: (1) BIN-REWARD, (2) DOMAIN-REWARD, and (3) AA-REWARD.

4.6.2 Blue team

The blue team (henceforth: blue) consists of a single fighter jet CGF. The capabilities of the CGF are described in Appendix A.2. The goal of the blue team is to defeat the red team, by hitting one of the reds with a missile. The behaviour of the blue CGF is governed by scripts (see Appendix A.3).

4.6.3 Scenarios

In the automated simulations that are performed, we use the four two-versus-one scenarios described in Appendix A.4: (1) the basic scenario, (2) the close range scenario, (3) the evasive scenario, and (4) the mixed scenario. These four scenarios are repeatedly presented to red. This way, red is able learn how to behave in each of the four scenarios over a run of encounters.

4.6.4 Independent and dependent variables

The experiment uses two independent variables: (1) the three reward functions (BIN-REWARD, DOMAIN-REWARD, and AA-REWARD), and (2) the four scenarios (basic, close range, evasive, and mixed). The combination of these independent variables results in a $3 \times 4$ fully factorial design with twelve conditions. For each condition, we register the win rates of red. The win rates are the dependent variable in the experiment.

4.6.5 Method of analysis

We make use of two measures to analyse the win rates of red: we calculate (1) the final performance, and (2) the turning points. The two measures are explained in Subsection 3.3.6. As in Chapter 3, we investigate the results from the two measures by means of an ANOVA. Using the ANOVA, we determine whether red’s final performance and/or turning points differ between the three reward functions and/or four scenarios.

4.7 Results

In this section, we present the results of the experiment. For each condition, we simulated 150 runs of encounters. The runs initially consisted of 100 encounters in each scenario. However, because it seemed that the performance of the CGFs in (1) the evasive scenario and (2) the mixed scenario had not yet levelled off after 100 encounters, we extended these runs by 50 encounters. In total, we simulated 75,000 encounters for the experiment.
Figure 4.3  The win rates of red against blue. Red used one of three reward functions: (1) BIN-REWARD, (2) DOMAIN-REWARD, and (3) AA-REWARD. The behaviour of blue depended on four scenarios: (1) the basic scenario, (2) the close range scenario, (3) the evasive scenario, and (4) the mixed scenario.
Figure 4.3 shows the win rates of red against blue. The win rates are divided over the four scenarios. For each scenario, the win rates of red using each of the three reward functions are shown. The final performance and the turning points of red are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively. Two two-way ANOVAs were performed.

**Table 4.2** The final performance of red. A higher final performance is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reward function</th>
<th>Basic scenario</th>
<th>Close range scenario</th>
<th>Evasive scenario</th>
<th>Mixed scenario</th>
<th>Grand mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIN-REWARD</td>
<td>.715</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.645</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMAIN-REWARD</td>
<td>.728</td>
<td>.151</td>
<td>.610</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td>.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-REWARD</td>
<td>.792</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>.723</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3** The turning points of red. A lower turning point is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reward function</th>
<th>Basic scenario</th>
<th>Close range scenario</th>
<th>Evasive scenario</th>
<th>Mixed scenario</th>
<th>Grand mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIN-REWARD</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMAIN-REWARD</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-REWARD</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First two-way ANOVA (final performance)**

The first two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (reward function, scenario) on the final performance of red. All effects were statistically significant at the $\alpha = .05$ level. The main effect of reward function yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(2, 1788) = 82.851$, $p < .001$, indicating a significant difference between the final performances of red using each of the three reward functions. The main effect of scenario yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(3, 1788) = 98.510$, $p < .001$, indicating a significant difference in the final performance of red in each of the four scenarios. Furthermore, the interaction between the reward functions and the scenarios was significant, $F(6, 1788) = 2.490$, $p = .021$. We performed a post hoc Tukey HSD test (see, e.g., Holmes et al., 2016) to determine the significant differences in final performance between specific pairs of (a) reward functions, and (b) scenarios. First, the post hoc test revealed that (a) the final performance differed significantly between AA-REWARD and the other two reward functions. Second, the post hoc test revealed that (b) the final performance differed significantly between all scenarios, $p < .001$, except between the evasive and mixed scenarios.
**Second two-way ANOVA (turning points)**

The second two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (reward function, scenario) on the turning points. All effects were statistically significant at the $\alpha = .05$ level. The main effect of reward function yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(2, 1788) = 4.901$, $p = .008$, indicating a significant difference between the turning points of red using each of the three reward functions. The main effect of scenario yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(3, 1788) = 236.285$, $p < .001$, indicating a significant difference between the turning points of red in the four scenarios. We performed a post hoc Tukey HSD test to determine the significant differences in the turning points between specific pairs of (a) reward functions, and (b) scenarios. First, the post hoc test revealed that (a) the turning points differed significantly between aa-reward and domain-reward, $p = .008$. Consequently, the turning points did not differ significantly between aa-reward and bin-reward. Second, the post hoc test revealed that (b) the turning points differed significantly between all scenarios, except between the basic scenario and the close range scenario.

**4.8 Discussion**

In this section, we discuss the results of our experiment. Specifically, we cover three topics. First, we discuss the results achieved by use of domain-reward (Subsection 4.8.1) and aa-reward (Subsection 4.8.2). We conclude the discussion by reviewing the sparsity and stability of the rewards offered by the reward functions (Subsection 4.8.3).

**4.8.1 Using DOMAIN-REWARD**

Both domain-reward and aa-reward were intended to improve upon bin-reward, by improving the sparseness and the stability of the rewards, respectively. However, domain-reward does not deliver improved results: the final performance achieved by cgfs is on average lower than the final performance achieved by cgfs that make use of bin-reward, albeit not by a statistically significant amount. Still, a statistically significant difference is found in the turning points, which in the case of domain-reward are worse than the turning points achieved by using either bin-reward or aa-reward. In other words, domain-reward does not improve upon bin-reward. Of each reward value produced by domain-reward, a part equating 75% of the value is calculated in the same manner as bin-reward calculates its reward value (see Equation (4.18) and Equation (4.19)). Therefore, it appears that the worse performance of domain-reward is caused by the two extra factors we incorporated into the reward value: (a) the use of missiles, and (b) the use of time. These findings once again yet inadvertently highlight the difficulty of designing reward functions.
4.8.2 Using AA-REWARD

Overall, the use of AA-REWARD results in the highest performance gain. The increase in performance over BIN-REWARD is 12.6%. Interestingly, Figure 4.3 shows that the final performance achieved by use of AA-REWARD somewhat matches that of BIN-REWARD and DOMAIN-REWARD during the first 40-80 encounters in each of the four scenarios. In the encounters that follow, the final performance diverges from that of the other two reward functions. This may indicate that the stability of the rewards offered by AA-REWARD only pays off in terms of performance after some time has passed. It is possible that until then, the relative sparsity of these rewards keeps the behaviour of the CGF$s from quickly moving in an optimal direction. Instead, the improvements in behaviour appear to be steady and cumulative, such as can be seen in the clear upward trend in performance in the evasive scenario (see Figure 4.3). Despite the slow divergence of the performance, the results show that overall, CGF$s using AA-REWARD do not learn any slower than CGF$s using BIN-REWARD. Table 4.3 and the second ANOVA indicate that the number of encounters needed by these CGF$s to reach their turning points does not differ significantly.

4.8.3 Sparsity and stability

As shown in Table 4.1, BIN-REWARD provides the most sparse and most unstable reward to CGF$s. Of the two functions that we newly designed in this chapter, only one lead to a significant performance increase over BIN-REWARD, namely AA-REWARD. The less sparse but still quite unstable rewards provided by-domain-reward resulted in no increase in final performance and worse turning points than BIN-REWARD. The somewhat sparse but stable rewards provided by AA-REWARD resulted in an increase in final performance, but no improvement in the turning points. Broadly speaking, it looks like (a) dense rewards lead to worse turning points, and (b) stable rewards lead to the highest final performance. However, our sample size of different reward functions is too small to draw accurate conclusions regarding the specific effects of dense and stable rewards. Furthermore, because Domain-reward was manually designed, there may exist variations of the weights and factors that make up the rewards (see Subsection 4.5.2) that maintain its reward density but lead to better performance.

4.9 Answering research question 2

In this chapter, we investigated the effects of reward functions on the performance of air combat CGF$s. Specifically, we addressed research question 2: To what extent can we improve the reward function for air combat CGF$s? The research question refers to BIN-REWARD, a binary reward function that offers sparse and unstable rewards to the CGF$s. To answer research question 2, we developed two new reward functions. The first new reward function, DOMAIN-REWARD, offers the least sparse rewards, but the rewards remain relatively unstable. The second new reward function, AA-REWARD, offers rewards that are less sparse than those offered by BIN-REWARD, and
the rewards are completely stable. We used both new reward functions in automated air combat simulations, and compared the performance achieved by the cgfs with the performance achieved by using bin-reward. While domain-reward fails to significantly improve the performance of the cgfs, the use of aa-reward leads to a 12.6% increase in final performance. Therefore, we answer research question 2 as follows: by replacing a simple binary reward function (i.e., bin-reward) by a reward function that is tailored to the air combat domain (i.e., aa-reward), we are able to improve the effectiveness of the generated behaviour of air combat cgfs by 12.6%.
5 Transfer of knowledge between scenarios

In this chapter we investigate research question 3: To what extent can knowledge built with dynamic scripting be transferred successfully between cgfs in different scenarios?

As the complexity of air combat scenarios increases, so does the time to learn good behaviour in these scenarios. Decreasing the learning time in complex scenarios may be possible by reusing the knowledge about air combat that has been stored in previously generated behaviour models. The reuse of previously gained knowledge in order to learn and solve new problems is known as transfer learning (see Definition 5.1). Transfer learning has been shown to have the potential of shortening the learning time between domains that are sufficiently similar (cf. Lu, Behbood, Hao, Zuo, Xue et al., 2015). In this chapter, we examine a particular use case, namely the transfer of knowledge from air combat cgfs that have learned to win two-versus-one scenarios, to cgfs that have to learn how to win two-versus-two scenarios. Next, we compare the performance of the cgfs with the transferred knowledge to that of cgfs that learn to behave from scratch in the two-versus-two scenarios. By doing so, we aim to determine to what extent the previously built knowledge aids in the development of behaviour models in the two-versus-two scenarios.

This chapter is organised as follows. First, we introduce the concept of transfer learning (Section 5.1). Next, we present the use case that we use as the foundation of our study of transfer learning in this chapter (Section 5.2). Guided by the use case, we conduct an experiment in which we transfer knowledge between two distinct two-ships of cgfs and then determine the success of the transfer (Section 5.3). We present the results of the experiment (Section 5.4) and discuss them (Section 5.5). Finally, we summarise the chapter and answer research question 3 (Section 5.6).

This chapter is based on the following publication.

5.1 The concept of transfer learning

Transfer learning is a range of methods for reusing knowledge and skills that were gained when performing one task, and that are now applied on another task (cf. Taylor and Stone, 2009; Pan and Yang, 2010; Lu et al., 2015). The idea behind transfer learning is that it is easier for an agent (e.g., a cgf, robot, or software program) to perform a new task when the agent has already learned to perform a similar task. We refer to the task which the agent has already learned to perform as the source task. The new task is referred to as the target task. Below, we define the concepts of (1) transfer learning, (2) source task, and (3) target task.

Definition 5.1 (Transfer learning). Transfer learning is defined as learning to perform a target task by reusing knowledge that was previously gained on a source task.

Definition 5.2 (Source task). In the context of transfer learning, a source task is an intermediate task that a cgf has to learn to perform well, in order for the cgf to gain knowledge that may be useful for performing a different (but still similar) task.

Definition 5.3 (Target task). In the context of transfer learning, the target task is the task of interest, viz. the task that has similarities with the source task and that we desire to be performed by a cgf.

In the remainder of this section, we continue our introduction of transfer learning by briefly discussing three related topics: transfer learning methods (Subsection 5.1.1), transfer learning in reinforcement learning (Subsection 5.1.2), and transfer learning in dynamic scripting (Subsection 5.1.3). Finally, we conclude the section with a note on the burden of human knowledge (Subsection 5.1.4).

5.1.1 Transfer learning methods

Transfer learning methods have been successfully applied in classification, regression and clustering tasks (cf. Lu et al., 2015; Shao, Zhu and Li, 2015; Day and Khoshgoftaar, 2017). In these tasks, due to model availability and the time it takes to train new models, it can be desirable to reuse old models on new data. However, when the new data has different features or a different distribution, the models will have to be adapted. In these cases, the knowledge stored in the old models should be reused as efficiently as possible. The research on transfer learning methods concerns itself with studying effective ways for the reuse of this knowledge.

An example of transfer learning in practice is the work by Ferrucci, Brown, Chu-Carroll, Fan, Gondek et al. (2010). In 2011, an artificial intelligence system called Watson competed with human contestants in the open-domain question-answering television program Jeopardy! (Ferrucci et al., 2010). As part of Watson’s preparation, Ferrucci et al. tested Watson’s question-answering capabilities on various question-answer databases. In one instance, Watson’s capabilities improved
significantly on a new, closed-domain database, by first allowing it to learn to answer Jeopardy!-style questions.

### 5.1.2 Transfer learning in reinforcement learning

Transfer learning has been identified as a useful tool in reinforcement learning (see, e.g., Lazaric, 2012; Bianchi, Celiberto Jr, Santos, Matsuura and De Mantaras, 2015; Hou, Ong, Feng and Zurada, 2017a; Spector and Belongie, 2018). In reinforcement learning, transfer learning enables the reuse of previously learned behaviours (Bou Ammar, Chen, Tuyls and Weiss, 2014). For example, we consider an air combat scenario as the source task, and a more difficult air combat scenario as the target task. In both tasks, the learning CGF needs to discover that it should (1) fire missiles in order to win the scenario, and (2) evade missiles that were fired by the opponent(s) in order not to lose the scenario.

If the source task is relatively easy to complete, we may expect that the learning CGF will quickly discover relevant behaviours for which the CGF will be rewarded. When the CGF (including its knowledge) is transferred from the source task to the target task, the CGF may find that the behaviours for which it was rewarded in the source task are also applicable in the target task. Applying that knowledge then may speed up learning the remaining behaviours that are needed to perform the target task. If the CGF is not transferred, it starts with a tabula rasa instead, and then needs to begin to discover the behaviours that are necessary to win the scenario.

### 5.1.3 Transfer learning in dynamic scripting

The dynamic scripting algorithm, as we have used it in our research thus far, requires predefined knowledge (in the form of rules in a rulebase) to function. While learning to perform a task, a CGF using dynamic scripting builds up new knowledge about which rules are required to perform the task. This knowledge is stored as the weights that are associated to the rules. In the context of air combat simulations, the tasks (viz. the scenarios) that we use in our experiments are quite similar. For instance, in all scenarios, the opponent has to be hit by a missile, before the learning CGF is hit by one of the opponent’s missiles. Therefore, rules that, e.g., enable missile-firing behaviour are required to have high weights in order to win each scenario.

An interesting question that now arises is the following: in the air combat domain, to what extent does the knowledge that was built up in one scenario (i.e., the source task) affect the performance and any further learning in a second scenario (i.e., the target task)? On the one hand, if a transfer of knowledge in this domain leads to higher performance on the target task at a faster rate than CGFs that have to learn to perform the target task starting with zero knowledge, such a transfer may speed up the development of challenging CGFs for real-world training simulations. On the other hand, if we find that the knowledge brought along from an earlier air combat scenario hampers the performance on the next scenario (see Subsection 5.1.4), measures should be taken to erase this knowledge between scenarios.
5.1.4 The burden of human knowledge

In contrast to the expectation that learning to perform the source task aids in learning to perform a related target task, the literature has also shown that it is possible that too much (human) knowledge becomes a burden for an agent such as a cGF. A high-profile example of the “burden of knowledge” is the difference between the alphaGo program (Silver et al., 2016), and the related alphaGo Zero program (Silver et al., 2017b). Both alphaGo and alphaGo Zero are machine learning programs that are designed to play the game of Go by means of a combination of deep neural networks and Monte-Carlo tree search. The alphaGo program learned successfully to play Go by using some 24 million recorded games that were played by humans as training data, and then using some 16 million games from self-play. This was sufficient to defeat the reigning world Go champion Ke Jie (see, e.g., Chao, Kou, Li and Peng, 2018). However, a superior alphaGo Zero was developed thereafter. The new program learned to play Go by self-play only, i.e., by starting tabula rasa and having only the rules of the game at its disposal.

Furthermore, a more generalised version of alphaGo Zero called alphaZero was able to play two games in addition to Go, namely the games of chess and shogi (Silver, Hubert, Schrittwieser, Antonoglou, Lai et al., 2017a). This was achieved in part by taking away assumptions about the game of Go, such as symmetry of the board caused by certain reflections and rotations. In summary, the alphaGo family of programs is an example of how injected knowledge and biases can hamper performance. It remains to be seen whether this is also the case in the learning of air combat behaviour. In any case, we should be aware of the fundamental difference between human knowledge and machine-generated knowledge from scratch.

5.2 Use case

In this section, we present our use case for transfer learning in air combat simulations. Below, we first describe the use case (Subsection 5.2.1). Then, we explain our implementation of the use case using dynamic scripting (Subsection 5.2.2).

5.2.1 Description

The use case entails the transfer of knowledge built up by a two-ship of cGFs to a second two-ship. The first two-ship (henceforth: the reds’) builds up its knowledge by learning to defeat an opponent in a two-versus-one air combat scenario. The second two-ship (henceforth: the reds”’) uses this knowledge to learn to defeat two opponents in four different two-versus-two scenarios. Thus, in our use case the two-versus-one scenario is the source task. By extension, the two-versus-two scenarios are the target tasks.

In order to determine to what extent the transferred knowledge benefits the performance of the reds”’ in the two-versus-two scenarios, we introduce a third two-ship (henceforth: the
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Like the reds\(^{”}\), the reds\(_0\) learn to defeat two opponents in the two-versus-two scenarios. However, unlike the reds\(^{”}\), the reds\(_0\) do so without any transferred knowledge (hence the zero in the name).

5.2.2 Implementation in dynamic scripting

In this subsection, we describe how we implement the use case by means of CGFs that learn by dynamic scripting. In brief, we implement a transfer of knowledge between two CGFs that learn by means of dynamic scripting by copying the rulebase, including the weights, from one CGF to the other CGF. The complete implementation of the use case consists of three steps. Below, we describe each of the three steps.

Step 1. The reds\(^{’}\) build up knowledge in a two-versus-one scenario. The reds\(^{’}\) learn to defeat a blue CGF in the mixed two-versus-one scenario. The learning process of the reds\(^{’}\) leads to new knowledge in the rulebases (in the form of weights).

Step 2. The reds\(^{”}\) use transferred knowledge in two-versus-two scenarios. The rulebases of the reds\(^{’}\) (see Step 1) are copied to the reds\(^{”}\). The reds\(^{”}\) use the copied rulebases as their initial knowledge for learning to defeat two blue CGFs in four distinct two-versus-two scenarios. The two-versus-two scenarios are described in Appendix A.4.2. Three of the scenarios are based on the two-versus-one scenarios that the reds encountered as part of

![Figure 5.1](image-url) Step 1 of the implementation of the use case. A two-ship of red CGFs (the reds\(^{’}\)) learns to defeat a blue CGF in the two-versus-one mixed scenario. The learning process of the reds\(^{’}\) leads to new knowledge in the rulebases (in the form of weights).
Figure 5.2 Step 2 of the implementation of the use case. The rulebase of the reds’ (resulting from Step 1) is copied to the reds”. The reds” use this rulebase to learn to defeat two opponents, in each of four two-versus-two scenarios: the basic scenario, the close range scenario, the evasive scenario, and the lead-trail scenario. We record and store the win rates of the reds” in each of the four scenarios.
Figure 5.3  Step 3 of the implementation of the use case. The reds$_0$ learn to defeat two opponents, in each of four two-versus-two scenarios: the basic scenario, the close range scenario, the evasive scenario, and the lead-trail scenario. In contrast to Step 2, the knowledge of the reds’ is not transferred to the reds$_0$. We record and store the win rates of the reds$_0$ in each of the four scenarios.
5.3 Experimental setup

To determine the success of the transfer in our use case as it is outlined in Section 5.2 we designed an experiment. The experiment consists of automated simulations in LWACS. The capabilities of LWACS are presented in Appendix A. Below, we present the setup of the experiment in detail. The setup is divided into four parts: the red teams (i.e., the reds’, the reds’’, and the reds0) (Subsection 5.3.1), the blue team (Subsection 5.3.2), the independent and dependent variables (Subsection 5.3.3), and a description of our method of analysis, by which we determine the success of the transfer (Subsection 5.3.4).

5.3.1 Red teams

In the use case, there are three red teams: the reds’, the reds’’, and the reds0. Apart from the scenarios in which they operate (and thus build up and/or use their knowledge), the red teams are equal. Each of the red teams consists of two fighter jet CGFs, a lead and a wingman. The capabilities of the CGFs are described in Appendix A.2. The goal of each red team is to learn how to defeat the blue team in a selection of different scenarios (see Section 5.2).
Each of the red teams uses the **decent** method for team coordination. This method has been explained in Subsection 3.2.3. The lead and the wingman both learn by means of dynamic scripting. Each uses their own rulebase. The reward function used during learning is **aa-reward**. This function has been described in Chapter 4.

### 5.3.2 Blue team

Depending on the task, the blue team consists of either one **cGF** (see Section 5.2, Step 1) or two **cGFs**, i.e., a lead and a wingman (see Section 5.2, Step 2 and Step 3). The capabilities of the **cGFs** are described in Appendix A.2. The goal of the blue team is not to be defeated by red. The behaviour of blue is governed by scripts (see Appendix A.3).

### 5.3.3 Independent and dependent variables

Based on the use case, we define two independent variables in the experiment. The first independent variable is whether knowledge is transferred to the red teams that operate in the two-versus-two scenarios. This is the case for the reds’’ (see Section 5.2, Step 2), but not for the reds_0 (see Section 5.2, Step 3). The second independent variable consists of the four two-versus-two scenarios (i.e., basic, close range, evasive, and lead-trail) for which we gather the win rates. Rather than averaging the win rates over the four scenarios, we are interested to see if any changes in performance caused by the transfer of knowledge to the reds’’ vary between the four scenarios. The combination of these independent variables results in a 2 × 4 fully factorial design with eight conditions. The win rates are the dependent variable in the experiment.

### 5.3.4 Method of analysis

In our analysis of the results, we aim to measure the success of the transfer by comparing the win rates of the reds’’ to the win rates of the reds_0. We apply three measures to the win rates in order to perform a meaningful comparison. The measures are (1) the initial performance measure, (2) the final performance measure, and (3) the turning point measure.

The initial performance measure calculates the mean win rate at the first encounter in the learning process. This measure captures how well the knowledge that was built up by the reds_0 can be directly applied by the reds’’ in the two-versus-two scenarios before any further learning is allowed to take place.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we used the final performance measure and the turning point measure to analyse the performance of the learning **cGFs**. The two measures are explained in Subsection 3.3.6. Earlier, we have defined the final performance as the mean performance over the last 50 encounters. For the remainder of this chapter we redefine the final performance measure to be the mean performance of the last 30 encounters. By taking into account fewer encounters, we expect the final performance measure to more accurately reflect the stabilised performance
after learning has taken place. The turning point in the learning process is the encounter at which point a moving window of 10 encounters contains more encounters that were won than encounters that were lost.

By use of the three measures, we are now able to compare the performance of the reds′′ to the performance of the reds₀ in three areas. We perform the actual comparison by means of an ANOVA on the results of each of the three measures. The ANOVAs will show whether the transfer of knowledge leads to significantly better performance in the two-versus-two scenarios.

5.4 Experimental results

In this section, we present the results of the experiment. We begin by presenting the win rates of the reds′ in the two-versus-one scenario (Subsection 5.4.1). The win rates of the reds′ are an intermediary result, obtained by performing Step 1 in the use case (see Subsection 5.2.2). Next, we present the win rates of both the reds′′ (Step 2) and the reds₀ (Step 3) in the two-versus-two scenarios (Subsection 5.4.2). Finally, we present the results of applying the three measures for the success of the transfer (Subsection 5.4.3).

5.4.1 Win rates of the reds′

In this subsection, we present and briefly discuss the win rates that are achieved by the reds′ in the two-versus-one scenario. Figure 5.4 shows the win rate of the reds′. The win rate starts at .407 at the first encounter, and then rises to an average win rate of .644 over the last 30 encounters. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the win rate grows mildly but steadily over the course of the encounters. The win rate is the average of 150 runs of encounters, with each run consisting of 150 encounters in which the reds′ engaged the blue opponent. It is only after this number of encounters that the trend in the win rate became clearly visible, and that it became apparent that the win rate would not grow any further.

5.4.2 Win rates of the reds′′ and the reds₀

In this subsection, we present the win rates achieved by both (a) the reds′′ and (b) the reds₀ in the two-versus-two scenarios. Figure 5.5 shows the win rates. As in Subsection 5.4.1, the win rates are the average of 150 runs of encounters, where each run consists of 150 encounters (so, in total, 22,500 encounters). Here, we make two observations. The first observation is that the win rates of the reds′′ and the reds₀ are clearly separated to some extent. The separation is prevalent in the basic and close range scenarios. Here, the win rate of the reds′′ is clearly higher than that of the reds₀. The win rates converge after around 60 encounters. The second observation is that in the basic and close range scenarios, the win rate of the reds′′ does not seem to improve over time. However, in the evasive and lead-trail scenarios, some improvement is visible in the win rates of both the reds′′ and the reds₀.
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**Figure 5.4** The win rates achieved by the reds’ in the two-versus-one mixed scenario.

**Figure 5.5** The win rates achieved by the reds” and the reds₀ in the two-versus-two scenarios: (1) the basic scenario, (2) the close range scenario, (3) the evasive scenario, and (4) the lead-trail scenario.
5.4.3 Application of the three measures

In this subsection, we present the results of applying the three measures for the success of the transfer to the win rates of the reds” and the reds₀: (A) the initial performance, (B) the final performance, and (C) the turning points. Furthermore, we apply an ANOVA to test for significant differences in the results of each measure.

A: Initial performance

First, we applied the initial performance measure to the win rates of the reds” and the reds₀. Table 5.1 shows the results of applying the measure. In Table 5.1, we see that the initial performance of the reds” is higher than that of the reds₀ in each of the four scenarios. The results indicate that the knowledge that is transferred from the reds’ to the reds” provides an immediately observable benefit to the reds”. However, in the lead-trail scenario the difference in initial performance (0.003) appears to be somewhat negligible.

Table 5.1 The initial performance of the reds” and the reds₀. A higher initial performance is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic scenario</td>
<td>.820</td>
<td>.385</td>
<td>.740</td>
<td>.440</td>
<td>.467</td>
<td>.501</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.740</td>
<td>.440</td>
<td>.467</td>
<td>.501</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evasive scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.616</td>
<td>.488</td>
<td>.252</td>
<td>.435</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead-trail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.470</td>
<td>.480</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand mean</td>
<td>.622</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>.470</td>
<td>.480</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (transfer condition, scenario) on the initial performance of the reds” and the reds₀. All effects were statistically significant at the α = .01 level. The main effect of transfer condition yielded an F ratio of $F(1, 1192) = 29.857, p < 0.001$, indicating a significant difference between the initial performances of the reds” and the reds₀. The main effect of scenario yielded an F ratio of $F(3, 1192) = 36.491, p < 0.001$, indicating a significant difference in the initial performance in each of the four scenarios. Furthermore, the interaction between the two independent variables was found to be statistically significant, $F(3, 1192) = 4.467, p < 0.01$. We performed a post hoc Tukey HSD test (see, e.g., Holmes et al., 2016) to determine the significant differences in initial performance between specific pairs of scenarios. The post hoc test revealed that the initial performance differed significantly between all scenarios, $p < 0.05$, except between the basic and close range scenarios.

B: Final performance

Second, we applied the final performance measure to the win rates of the reds” and the reds₀. Table 5.2 shows the results of applying the measure. In each of the four scenarios, the reds” reach
a higher final performance than the reds₀ do. This means that the reds'' learn more effective behaviour in the scenarios. We observed a similar pattern for the initial performance (see A). However, in the case of the lead-trail scenario, the difference in initial performance was relatively small (0.003). Now, for the final performance, the difference has grown somewhat to 0.044.

Table 5.2  The final performance of the reds'' and the reds₀. A higher final performance is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basic scenario</th>
<th>Close range scenario</th>
<th>Evasive scenario</th>
<th>Lead-trail scenario</th>
<th>Grand mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reds''</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reds₀</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (transfer condition, scenario) on the final performance of the reds'' and the reds₀. All effects were statistically significant at the $\alpha = .01$ level. The main effect of transfer condition yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(1, 1192) = 182.092$, $p < 0.001$, indicating a significant difference between the final performances of the reds'' and the reds₀. The main effect of scenario yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(3, 1192) = 582.882$, $p < 0.001$, indicating a significant difference in the final performance in each of the four scenarios. Furthermore, the interaction between the two independent variables was found to be statistically significant, $F(3, 1192) = 5.685$, $p < 0.001$. A post hoc Tukey HSD test revealed that the final performance differed significantly between all scenarios, $p < 0.001$, except between the evasive and lead-trail scenarios.

C: Turning points

Third, we applied the turning point measure to the win rates of the reds'' and the reds₀. Table 5.3 shows the results of applying the measure. In each of the four scenarios, the reds'' reach lower turning points than the reds₀ do. This means that the reds'' learn more efficiently (viz. learn more effective behaviour in less encounters). The turning points in the evasive and the lead-trail scenarios show the largest differences (19.5 and 20.8, respectively). Thus, the turning points indicate that the knowledge that is transferred from the reds' to the reds'' help the reds'' to efficiently learn to defeat the blue two-ships in the evasive and the lead-trail scenarios.

A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables (transfer condition, scenario) on the turning points of the reds'' and the reds₀. All effects were statistically significant at the $\alpha = .01$ level. The main effect of transfer condition yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(1, 1192) = 90.943$, $p < 0.001$, indicating a significant difference between the turning points of the reds'' and the reds₀. The main effect of scenario yielded an $F$ ratio of $F(3, 1192) = 80.719$, $p < 0.001$, indicating a significant difference in the turning points in each of the four scenarios. Furthermore, the interaction between the two independent variables was found to be statistically
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Table 5.3 The turning points of red. Lower turning points are better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basic scenario</th>
<th>Close range scenario</th>
<th>Evasive scenario</th>
<th>Lead-trail scenario</th>
<th>Grand mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reds''</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reds₀</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant, $F(3, 1192) = 20.993$, $p <= 0.001$. A post hoc Tukey hsd test revealed that the turning points differed significantly between all scenarios, $p < 0.01$, except between the basic and close range scenarios.

5.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of the experiment. We cover three topics. First, we determine the success of the transfer (Subsection 5.5.1). Second, we discuss the performance of the reds'' in the new, unseen lead-trail scenario. Third, we briefly review the stationary win rates in the basic and close range scenarios (Subsection 5.5.3).

5.5.1 Success of the transfer

The results show clearly and consistently that the reds'' outperform the reds₀. As we defined in our use case (see Section 5.2), the common goal of the reds'' and the reds₀ was to defeat two blue opponents in two-versus-two scenarios. However, the reds'' received a transfer of knowledge of the knowledge built by the reds' in a two-versus-one scenario.

In Subsection 5.3.4, we defined three measures for the success of the transfer: (a) the initial performance measure, (b) the final performance measure, and (c) the turning point measure. The application of these measures to the win rates of the reds'' and the reds₀ shows that:

(a) the transferred knowledge provides an immediate advantage to the reds'' in defeating the blue two-ship, before any learning by the reds'' takes place,

(b) the transferred knowledge enables the reds'' to learn more effective behaviour than the reds₀ throughout the encounters with the blue two-ship, and

(c) because of the transferred knowledge, the reds'' require less time than the reds₀ to start winning over 50% of the encounters with the blues.

Based on these results, we may conclude that the transfer of knowledge as outlined by our use case is to a large extent successful. Of course, for practical reasons our use case only includes a narrow selection of air combat scenarios. However, since our findings are consistent in each of
the four two-versus-two scenarios, we may expect that the success of the transfer will generalise to some extent to other scenarios as well.

5.5.2 Improved performance in the lead-trail scenario

Out of the four two-versus-two scenarios in the use case, the lead-trail scenario is perhaps most interesting. In this scenario, the blues use a tactic that is not represented in the two-versus-one scenario. Therefore, this tactic is also not represented in the knowledge that is transferred from the reds’ to the reds”. Thus, the lead-trail scenario allows us to determine how well the transferred knowledge generalises to scenarios in which the opponents use new, unseen tactics.

In the results, we see that the initial and final performance of the reds” are only slightly improved by the transferred knowledge (see Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively). However, compared to the reds0, the turning points of the reds” are reduced by nearly 50% (from 42.4 to 21.6). So, in the case of the new, unseen tactic, the transferred knowledge does not appear to increase the effectiveness of the behaviour of the reds”, while it does increase the speed by which they find effective behaviour against the tactic.

In a survey of the rulebases of the reds’ (i.e., the knowledge that was transferred to the reds”), we observed that (a) the red lead had assigned a high weight to a particular evasive rule (i.e., evade incoming missiles by turning 180 degrees), but also that (b) the lead and the wingman had not converged to a role division for firing missiles. Therefore, we suspect that the combination of (a) the lead’s preference for this particular evasive rule and (b) any firing rules in the rulebases of the two-ship with weights higher than the starting weights were sufficient to kick-start the learning process of the reds”.

Our results are in line with other works studying transfer learning in reinforcement learning applications. For instance, Spector and Belongie (2018) studied transfer learning in an application involving the automated playing of a simple Atari-like game. They report an increase in learning speed of 50 times in the case with transfer over the case without transfer.

5.5.3 Stationary win rates

In Figure 5.5, we see upward trends in most of the win rates. However, the win rates of the reds” in (a) the basic scenario and (b) the close range scenario do not show an upward or downward trend. Instead, they appear to remain stationary around 0.8. This indicates that some form of optimum has been found in the weights in the rulebases of the reds”. Here, one of two situations is possible. On the one hand, the reds” may be just successful enough to maintain the weights in the rulebase, without being forced to try new combinations of rules in the scripts. On the other hand, the stationary win rates might be the highest possible win rates that can be achieved in the scenarios using the rules that the reds” (and thus also the reds0) have available in their rulebases. An exhaustive search of the win rates that are achieved by all possible scripts in the basic and close range scenarios might indicate which of the two situations is currently at hand.
Still, if the reds” no longer improve their behaviour, is there any benefit of the transfer of knowledge for the basic and close range scenarios? Despite the win rates of the reds” remaining stationary, they also remain above the win rates of the reds\(_0\). It takes nearly forty encounters for the win rates of the reds\(_0\) to approach that of the reds”. This shows that overall, the transfer of knowledge leads to a better performance. However, the stationary win rates of the reds” may also indicate that given blue’s behaviour in these scenarios, the learning problem becomes easier when a second opponent is added. In essence, the reds may have been able to collect more reward (i.e., fire missiles with a higher \(P_k\)) because of the addition of a second, possibly easy-to-hit target. Further research should point out whether this causal relation actually exists.

5.6 Answering research question 3

In this chapter, we investigated the transfer of knowledge between cgfs. Specifically, we addressed research question 3.

Research question 3 reads: To what extent can knowledge built with dynamic scripting be transferred successfully between cgfs in different scenarios? To answer this question, we designed and implemented a use case for transfer learning in air combat simulations (Section 5.2). The use case consists of three steps. In Step 1 of the use case, a two-ship of red cgfs (which we call the reds’) engages a blue opponent in a two-versus-one scenario. In Step 2, the knowledge built up by this two-ship is transferred to a second two-ship (the reds”), who then use the knowledge to learn how to defeat two blue opponents in four different two-versus-two scenarios. In Step 3, a third two-ship (the reds\(_0\)) also learns how to defeat the blue two-ship in the four two-versus-two scenarios. However, they do so tabula rasa, viz. without a transfer of knowledge.

We used three measures to determine the success of the transfer: (a) the initial performance measure, (b) the final performance measure, and (c) the turning point measure (Section 5.3). The reds”, using the transferred knowledge, reach significantly higher performance than the reds\(_0\) did, on each of the three measures. Even in the lead-trail two-versus-two scenario (which the reds’ had not seen, and thus could not transfer any knowledge of to the reds”), the transferred knowledge allowed the reds” to learn more efficiently than the reds\(_0\).

In conclusion, we answer research question 3 as follows. Based on the results of the simulations as outlined in the use case, we may conclude that we have to a large extent successfully transferred knowledge between air combat cgfs in different scenarios. Because air combat simulations often share common elements, we expect that the success of the transfer may extend beyond the scope of our use case as well.
6  A validation procedure for generated air combat behaviour models

In this chapter, we investigate research question 4. This research question reads: *How should we validate machine-generated air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations?*

Validation is an important step in the development of behaviour models, since it provides a structured way to determine whether the models are useful with regards to their intended purpose. However, there is no *one-size-fits-all* solution to the validation of behaviour models. Many different validation methods are available, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. It is up to the developer of the behaviour models to consider which validation methods are best applied.

We begin this chapter by briefly reviewing the available literature on (1) the validation of behaviour models and (2) the validation methods (Section 6.1). Next, we introduce new terminology (Section 6.2) tuned to the behaviour models designed for groups of four cgfs. These models and their validation are the subject of this chapter. Therefore, we design a validation process in a step-by-step manner (Section 6.3). Subsequently, we describe two specific elements of the validation process in detail. These elements are (1) the novel Assessment Tool for Air Combat cgfs (ATACC) which is presented in Section 6.4, and (2) the statistical analysis that is performed on the results of the ATACC, which is described in Section 6.5. Then, we present the steps for implementing the validation process (Section 6.6). Finally, we conclude the chapter by answering research question 4 (Section 6.7).

This chapter is based on the following publication.

6.1 Validating behaviour models

Since the advent of the use of simulation in military training (see, e.g., Sargent, 1939) there has been a rising interest in the validation$^1$ of simulation models (cf. Sargent, 2011; Kim, Jeong, Oh and Jang, 2015). Many definitions of validation have been stated throughout the literature (cf. Petty, 2010; Birta and Arbez, 2013; Bruzzone and Massei, 2017). When military simulations are discussed in particular, references are made to the definition of validation that is used by the US Department of Defense (2009). We use this definition from now onwards. For convenience, we restate the definition.

**Definition 6.1 (Validation).** Validation is "[t]he process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model" (US Department of Defense, 2009).

The definition names four important concepts. The concepts are (1) a process, (2) a degree of accuracy, (3) a model (or simulation), and (4) the intended use of the model. We can readily fill in concepts (3) and (4). Regarding concept (3), the models that we wish to validate are newly generated behaviour models. Furthermore, regarding concept (4), the intended use of these models is to produce behaviour for opponent CGs in air combat training simulations. However, this leaves open two questions for us to investigate: (1) what does the process precisely entail?; and (2) how should we determine the accuracy of the models? We discuss the two questions in Subsection 6.1.1 and Subsection 6.1.2, respectively. Subsection 6.1.3 concludes the section and provides an outlook on the remainder of the chapter.

6.1.1 What does the validation process precisely entail?

First, we investigate the question of what the process precisely entails. There is no one-size-fits-all solution for validation processes, since all different models have (1) different intended uses, and (2) different associated works available for use in the validation. Here, we use the notion of associated work to refer to a range of results of works performed, e.g., (1) baseline models, (2) expected output data, (3) conceptual diagrams of the modelled phenomenon, or (4) expert knowledge. This being so, we still observe that the various validation methods to be applied are well described in the literature. Petty (2010) names four types of validation methods for behaviour models: (1) informal methods, (2) static methods, (3) dynamic methods, and (4) formal methods. Below, we briefly describe these four validation methods, and provide examples of each. The descriptions and the examples are based on (Balci, 1994; Petty, 2010; Sargent, 2011).

---

$^1$Validation is often paired with the related concept of verification. Whereas validation tries to answer the question did we build the right model?, the question that verification tries to answer is did we build the model right? We informally verified the generated models in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 by measuring their performance in automated simulations. The validation procedure that we design in this chapter is intended for determining whether the generated models are suitable for human-in-the-loop simulations.
Type 1: Informal methods. Informal methods are (mostly) qualitative methods that rely on subjective evaluations by subject matter experts of (1) the model or (2) associated works. Examples of informal methods are (a) inspection, (b) face validation, and (c) the Turing test.

Type 2: Static methods. Static methods evaluate (1) the structure of the model and (2) the flow of data within the model, both without executing the model. Examples of static methods are (a) data analysis, and (b) cause-effect graphing.

Type 3: Dynamic methods. Dynamic methods execute the model and evaluate the output that is produced by the model. Examples of dynamic methods are (a) sensitivity analysis, (b) predictive validation, (c) comparison testing, (d) regression analysis, and (e) hypothesis testing.

Type 4: Formal methods. Formal methods are methods that are based on mathematical proofs of correctness. According to both Balci (1994) and Petty (2010), formal methods provide (1) the most reliable conclusions of all validation methods, but at the same time are (2) the most difficult methods to apply to complex models. Examples of formal methods are (a) inductive assertions, and (b) predicate calculus.

An important factor in the choice of validation method(s) to use is the availability of associated works (Petty, 2010; Sargent, 2011). For example, dynamic methods can only be applied if (1) it is possible to execute the model with input that is relevant with regard to the intended use of the model, (2) data can be collected on the execution of the model, and (3) it is known how the collected data should be interpreted (e.g., compared to another available set of data). In other words, the choice of validation methods is always limited by practical considerations.

6.1.2 How should we determine the accuracy of the models?

The second question we would like to investigate reads: how should we determine the accuracy of the models? For instance, for a physics-based model, the accuracy of the model can be defined in terms of the number of faults that is allowed when the data that the model produces is compared to data that is measured in the real world. However, for behaviour models the question is particularly difficult to answer, since the notion of fault is difficult to grasp (see, e.g., Hahn, 2013; Hahn, 2017). Goerger, McGinnis and Darken (2005) identify five causes to the difficulty of validating behaviour models in general. Four of these causes relate to the problem of defining the accuracy of a behaviour model. These four causes are: (1) the cognitive processes that are modelled may be nonlinear, which makes the processes as well as their models hard to reason about, (2) it is impossible to investigate all possible interactions that may arise in simulations.

\[^2^\text{The fifth cause is the lack of a standard validation process, which we discussed in Subsection 6.1.1.}\]
because of the large number of interdependent variables in the models, (3) the metrics for measuring accuracy are inadequate, (4) there is no “robust” set of input data for the models.

An important consequence of the difficulty of validating behaviour models is that the outcome of a validation should not be interpreted as either “the model is valid” or “the model is not valid”, as it is practically impossible to “completely validate” a model (Birta and Arbez, 2013). Therefore, Birta and Arbez (2013) note that “degrees of success must be recognized and accepted.” For them, it is important that the chosen validation methods are able to adequately reflect on the extent of the validity of the models.

6.2 Terminology

In the previous chapters, we have mostly considered two-ships of CGFS. However, the human-in-the-loop simulations that we will discuss in this chapter (as well as in the next chapter) are designed to accommodate four human participants. In the simulations, the human participants are opposed by a team of four CGFS. Therefore, we now introduce the term four-ship to refer to such a team.

The larger team size requires us to rethink the manner by which we will discuss the behaviour models that produce the behaviour for the CGFS in a four-ship. So far, our experience has been that the behaviour models for the CGFS in a four-ship are treated as a single model. In particular,

---

3We interpret Goerger et al.’s (2005) use of “robust” here as “exhaustive.”
when these behaviour models are designed by professionals, the behaviour models are carefully
tuned to each other. So, they usually provide the illusion of a cohesive team at work. For this
reason (being a cohesive team), we henceforth consider the four behaviour models that together
control the behaviour of a four-ship to be an indivisible unit. For convenience, we introduce the
term 4-model to refer to the behaviour models of a four-ship. We define this term below.

**Definition 6.2 (4-model).** A 4-model is a combination of four behaviour models, which together
are used to control the behaviour of a four-ship of air combat CGFs.

Using the term 4-model, we are now able to make a distinction between (1) 4-models that
have been written by the professionals, and (2) 4-models that have been generated by means
of machine learning. We introduce the terms 4p-model (where the p stands for professional) and
4m-model (where the m stands for machine learning) to refer to these two kinds of 4-model,
respectively. We define these terms below.

**Definition 6.3 (4p-model).** A 4p-model is a 4-model that is written by professionals.

**Definition 6.4 (4m-model).** A 4m-model is a 4-model that is generated by means of machine
learning.

### 6.3 Designing a validation process

In this section, we design a validation process for the validation of air combat CGF behaviour
models. We do so along five design steps. These design steps are: (1) outlining the process, (2)
adding a baseline, (3) obtaining behaviour traces in human-in-the-loop simulations, (4) assessing
the behaviour traces, and (5) equivalence testing. Below, we describe each of the five design
steps and the rationale behind them.

**Design step 1: Outlining the process.** As the first design step, we draw the outline of the
validation process. Figure 6.1 shows the outline. The validation process is placed in the
middle of the figure. To the left of the process are the 4m-models that we wish to validate.
Therefore, the 4m-models are the input to the validation process. The output of the
validation process is the extent of the validity of the 4m-models (right).

**Design step 2: Adding a baseline.** The subjects of the validation (i.e., the 4m-models) are by
themselves not sufficient input for the validation process. As Petty (2010) stated succinctly,
validation “[is a] process[] that compare[s] things.” Therefore, we require either (1) a

---

4The five design steps that we present in this section are an idealised abstraction of the design of our validation process.
This abstraction is presented for the reader’s convenience. In reality, the design was a demanding fuzzy optimisation task
that required careful balancing of (1) the objective that we were trying to reach, and (2) the resources (both digital and
human) that were available to us.
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baseline model, (2) a set of expected output data, or (3) implicit expert knowledge as a reference to compare against the 4M-models.

For complex air combat behaviour models, it is almost infeasible to compile a set of expected output data, since the output depends on a wide range of possible interactions with other entities. However, what we do have available are behaviour models that have been written previously by professionals (i.e., 4P-models). These 4P-models constitute a sample of all behaviour models that have been written by the professionals. The sample is in some sense comparable (see below) to the sample of 4M-models that have been generated by machine learning. Furthermore, we argue that since the 4P-models have been developed by means of the behaviour modelling process (see Section 2.1), the 4P-models have been validated to some extent. As a second design step, we therefore add 4P-models as the second input to the validation process (see Figure 6.2, highlighted).

Design step 3: Obtaining behaviour traces in human-in-the-loop simulations. Currently, a comparison of the 4M-models to the 4P-models in a meaningful way is a hard problem because of the aforementioned dependency on a wide range of input. We are unable to accurately predict if the models will produce comparable behaviour purely by inspecting the models. Therefore, as the third design step, we provide the models with the necessary input. We do so by submitting the models to human-in-the-loop simulations.

In the simulations, human pilots provide realistic input to the models, meaning that the behaviour of the pilots makes sense in the context of the training simulations for which the models are intended. Furthermore, by letting human pilots engage cGFS in simulations, we are able to obtain a sample of behaviour traces, i.e., recordings of the behaviour that the cGFS display. Figure 6.3 shows the composition of this design step. The human-in-the-loop simulations and the pilots are highlighted. The behaviour traces (not shown) serve as input to the remainder of the validation process.

Design step 4: Assessment of the behaviour traces. As the fourth design step, we aim to summarise the behaviour that is encoded in the behaviour traces into values that are (1) meaningful and (2) comparable between the 4M-models and the 4P-models. We do so by a structured form of face validation, which is one of the informal validation methods.

However, there is little to no information available on measures for cGFS behaviour that are relevant to training simulations. Therefore, in this design step, we make use of the

---

5The solution to this objection is using scenario models. However, well-balanced, adequate scenario models are beyond the scope of our research. Still, we use a similar idea by introducing the use of behaviour models which are written by professionals.

6An idea that was put forward at an early iteration of the design was to measure the improvement in skills of the human pilots after training in simulations with cGFS with 4M-models, in contrast to 4P-models. However, this idea brought along new problems, such as (1) selecting the right task to train in simulations, (2) choosing the right measures for the performance of the humans, and (3) using an appropriate training schedule.
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**Figure 6.1**  Design step 1. The outline of the validation process.

**Figure 6.2**  Design step 2. The 4P-models are added as a baseline.

**Figure 6.3**  Design step 3. The 4M-models and the 4P-models are executed in human-in-the-loop simulations with the participation of human pilots.
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Figure 6.4 Design step 4. The results of the human-in-the-loop simulations are subjected to assessments by assessors that make use of an assessment tool.

Figure 6.5 Design step 5. The results of the assessments are analysed by means of equivalence testing.

implicit knowledge of expert evaluators. We leverage this knowledge in two manners. First, we elicit knowledge on measures for behaviour of air combat CGFS, and then structure this knowledge into an assessment tool (see Section 6.4). This tool enables a structured assessment of CGF behaviour. Second, expert evaluators review the behaviour traces that we have collected, and then assess the behaviour that the CGFS display. The assessments are performed by means of the newly developed assessment tool.

The use of expert evaluators as assessors relates back to the question of how should we determine the accuracy of the models. Since we are unable (as of yet) to codify the measures for the accuracy of CGFS behaviour in a manner that is (1) complete and (2) objective, the main source of these measures is the implicit knowledge of expert evaluators. Sadagic (2010) used a similar validation method in a similar context (i.e., the behaviour of urban warfare CGFS).
Figure 6.4 shows the addition of (1) the assessment (centre, highlighted), including (2) the assessors (bottom, highlighted) and (3) the assessment tool (top, highlighted) to the validation procedure.

**Design step 5: Equivalence testing.** At this point in the validation process, we have two sets of data: (1) the assessments of the 4P-models, and (2) the assessments of the 4M-models. We wish to compare these two sets of data in a meaningful way. Since we used the 4P-models as the baseline, we assume that the assessments of the 4P-models contain information about the desirable properties of air combat CGF behaviour. Based on this assumption, we define the following measure of validity of the 4M-models.

**Definition 6.5** (Measure of validity of the 4M-models). The 4M-models are valid to the extent that (1) the assessments of the 4M-models and (2) the assessments of the 4P-models can be measured to be equivalent.

Obviously, a simple comparison (viz. determining if the difference between the assessments equals zero) of the assessments is too strict. The results of our assessments include noise from multiple sources (e.g., the pilots in the human-in-the-loop simulations, and bias of the assessors). Furthermore, standard statistical significance tests do not suffice, since these tests check for differences rather than for equivalence. We found a solution in a form of comparison testing that is called *equivalence testing*. We further describe the equivalence testing in Section 6.5.

Figure 6.5 shows the result of this design step. We replace the remainder of the validation process by equivalence testing (highlighted). The output of the equivalence testing is the extent of the validity of the 4M-models.

In summary, we have designed a validation procedure by means of which behaviour models for CGFs may be validated. In the procedure, we use two validation methods: (1) face validity in a structured form by means of an assessment tool, and (2) comparison testing between the assessment results of the 4P-models and the 4M-models. However, two gaps remain in the procedure. The first gap is the assessment tool by which the assessors can assess the behaviour that the models produce in a structured manner. We develop this tool in Section 6.4. The second gap is the comparison testing that is performed on the results of the assessments. We describe the comparison testing in Section 6.5. Afterwards, in Section 6.6, we provide a step-by-step procedure for implementing the validation procedure.

### 6.4 The Assessment Tool for Air Combat CGFs

In this section, we present the Assessment Tool for Air Combat CGFs (*atacc*). Below, we first describe the development of the *atacc*. Next, we look at its implementation.
We consulted four former instructor pilots for the development of a novel assessment tool. During multiple brainstorming sessions, we identified (1) an appropriate format for the tool, and (2) the specific behaviour that we wished to measure with the tool.

The assessment of behaviour is a major topic of research in the fields of (1) behavioural sciences and (2) human resource management (cf. DeNisi and Murphy, 2017). For this reason, we performed a literature review in order to find formats which could be used as a basis for our assessment tool. The review guided us towards the tool known as the behaviourally anchored rating scale (BARS) (Debnath, Lee and Tandon, 2015).

A BARS (plural: BARSS) is a scale that is intended to measure specific performance dimensions (Snell, Morris and Bohlander, 2015, p. 321). In order to aid the assessors who use the BARS in identifying the behaviours, the levels of the scale are marked with anchors. These anchors consist of critical incidents, e.g., objectively observable behaviours that are (un)desirable in the performance dimensions. We refer to the work by Phillips, Shafer, Ross, Cox and Shadrick (2006) for an example of BARSS for tactical behaviour in the military domain.

Together with the instructor fighter pilots, we identified three performance dimensions that should be taken into consideration in the assessment of the behaviour of air combat CGFs. These performance dimensions are (1) the challenge provided by the CGFs, (2) the situational awareness that the CGFs display, and (3) the realism of the behaviour of the CGFs. Below, we briefly describe the three performance dimensions.

**Performance dimension 1: Challenge.** The tool should measure whether (1) the CGFs behave in such a way that the human participants in the simulations need to think about and adjust their actions, and (2) whether the CGFs provide some form of training value to the simulations.

**Performance dimension 2: Situational awareness.** The tool should measure whether (1) the CGFs appear to sense and react to changes in their environment, and (2) whether multiple CGFs belonging to the same team appear to acknowledge each other’s presence.

**Performance dimension 3: Realism.** The tool should measure (1) whether the CGFs behave as can be expected from their real-world counterparts, and (2) whether the CGFs use the capabilities of their platform (including, e.g., sensors and weapons) in a realistic manner.

After the identification, we attempted to formulate examples of behaviour that relate to each of the performance dimensions. This was done in an iterative manner, so that examples that were proposed could be critically analysed by each of the instructor fighter pilots. We formulated eight examples of behaviour in total. Below, we list these eight examples of behaviour. In each of the examples, red air refers to the CGFs, whereas blue air refers to the human participants in the human-in-the-loop simulations. Four of the examples relate to performance dimension 1, *Challenge.*
Example of behaviour 1. Red air forced blue air to change their tactical plan.

Example of behaviour 2. Red air forced blue air to change their shot doctrine\(^7\).

Example of behaviour 3. Red air was within factor range\(^8\).

Example of behaviour 4. Blue air was able to fire without threat from red air.\(^9\)

Subsequently, two examples relate to performance dimension 2, *Situational awareness*.

Example of behaviour 5. Red air acted on blue air’s geometry.

Example of behaviour 6. Red air acted on blue air’s weapon engagement zone\(^10\).

The remaining two examples relate to performance dimension 3, *Realism*.

Example of behaviour 7. Red air flew with kinematic realism.

Example of behaviour 8. Red air’s behaviour was intelligent.

Next, we attempted to define critical incidents based on the eight examples of behaviour. In other words, we tried to formulate desirable and undesirable instances of the examples of behaviour, that could be observed in an objective manner. The critical instances could then be placed as anchors on their respective performance dimensions in order to form the *bars*. However, despite our best efforts, we were unable to define satisfactory critical incidents that (1) objectively described situations that could be observed, and (2) once observed in a simulation, would indicate the performance of the *cgfs* in a performance dimension for the entire simulation. Consequently, we were unable to use the *bars* format for our assessment tool.

Rather than abandoning the examples of behaviour that were formulated, we decided to substitute the *bars* format by a related format. This format is the behaviour observation scale (*bos*). In contrast to a *bars*, a *bos* defines examples of behaviour and attempt to measure the frequency of the occurrence of the examples (Snell et al., 2015, p. 321). Following the new way, rather than requiring predefined anchors to guide the assessors, it is the assessor who determines if a given behaviour is displayed, and if so, how often. Here, an appeal is made to the implicit expert knowledge that the assessor possesses on critical incidents that we are as of yet unable to explicitly define.

We created a new *bos* for the assessment of air combat *cgfs*. In this *bos*, we used the eight examples of behaviour that were defined earlier in this section. We attached a five-point Likert scale to each example of behaviour, to indicate that example’s occurrence in a simulation: (1) never, (2) rarely, (3) sometimes, (4) often, or (5) always.

\(^7\) Jargon: pre-briefed instructions for the use of air-to-air weapons.

\(^8\) Jargon: the range within which opponents have to be taken into account in the selection of tactical actions.

\(^9\) We formulated this behaviour from the viewpoint of blue air, since we were unable to satisfactorily state the behaviour from the viewpoint of red air.

\(^10\) Jargon: the airspace in front of a fighter jet in which a fired missile can be effective.
In addition to the eight examples of behaviour, we added a ninth example. This example states on a high level the behaviour that we desire from the cgfs that are being assessed. The purpose of the ninth example is to capture the general opinion on the suitability of the behaviour of cgfs. Therefore, this example functions as a sort of control item on the bos. Below, we state the ninth example of behaviour.

**Example of behaviour 9.** Red air’s behaviour tested blue air’s tactical air combat skills.

The ninth example of behaviour is also rated using a five-point Likert scale, but with different options than the first eight examples: (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) undecided, (4) agree, or (5) strongly agree.

### 6.5 Equivalence testing

We incorporate Schuirmann’s (1987) two one-sided t-tests (TOST) method in the validation process to determine the equivalence of (1) the responses given on the ATACC for 4P-models, and (2) the responses given on the ATACC for 4M-models. The TOST method involves the application of two one-sided t-tests. They should calculate to what extent two measured means do not differ from each other, given a margin of error that is called the indifference zone. We briefly introduce the TOST method below (Subsection 6.5.1). Next, we explain how we use the TOST to measure the extent of the validity of the models that are the subject of the validation (Subsection 6.5.2).

#### 6.5.1 Equivalence testing with TOST

The TOST method tests for equivalence of the means of two populations (cf. Meyners, 2012; Anderson-Cook and Borror, 2016; Lakens, 2017). This means that the method (1) starts with the assumption that two populations are different, and then (2) collects evidence to show that the populations are the same. Note that this is the opposite of traditional tests that compare two populations (e.g., Student’s t-test), which (1) start with the assumption that two populations are similar or even the same, and then (2) collect evidence to show that the populations are different.

In TOST, the assumption that two populations are different (viz. the null hypothesis or \( H_0 \)) is stated as follows.

\[
H_0 : \quad \mu_A - \mu_B \leq \delta_L \quad \text{or} \quad \mu_A - \mu_B \geq \delta_U
\]  

(6.1)

Here, the difference of the means of two populations A and B are compared. Two populations are considered different if the difference of their means lies outside of the indifference zone \([\delta_L, \delta_U]\). For the remainder of this chapter, we assume that the indifference zone is symmetrical, i.e., \( \delta = \delta_U = -\delta_L \). However, we are interested in examining the alternative hypothesis (or
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$H_1$) that the means are not different, i.e., the difference between the means lies inside of the indifference zone. Following from $H_0$, we formulate $H_1$ as follows.

\[ H_1 : \delta_L < \mu_A - \mu_B < \delta_U \] (6.2)

If the \textsc{tost} finds evidence that the difference of the means lies within the indifference zone under the assumption that it does not, we reject $H_0$ and do not reject $H_1$, meaning that we conclude that the populations are the same (up to a very small difference). Finding this evidence is done by splitting $H_0$ into two hypotheses which can be tested using standard one-sided $t$-tests. The $p$-value of the \textsc{tost} then becomes the maximum of the two $p$-values that are obtained from the two one-sided $t$-tests.

The outcome of the \textsc{tost} greatly depends on the value chosen for $\delta$. Until recently, $\delta$ could not be calculated directly. It was either (1) prescribed by regulatory agencies (e.g., in the field of pharmacology) or (2) determined by subject matter experts based on reference studies or expectations about the data (e.g., in psychology) (cf. Meyners, 2012; Anderson-Cook and Borror, 2016; Lakens, 2017). For our validation, it is difficult to determine a suitable $\delta$, since we have neither a regulatory agency, nor a reference study available. However, in 2016, an objective calculation of $\delta$ was introduced by Juzek (2016). The calculation of this delta $\delta$ (henceforth: Juzek’s $\delta$) is as follows.

\[ \delta = 4.58 \frac{s_p}{N_p} \] (6.3)

Here, $s_p$ is the pooled standard deviation in the two samples under comparison, and $N_p$ is the pooled number of data points in the samples. Juzek found the coefficient (4.58) by simulating a large number of \textsc{tost} applications. The coefficient was approximated in such a way that Juzek’s $\delta$ gives the \textsc{tost} the appropriate statistical power ($1 - \alpha = 95\%$, $1 - \beta = 80\%$).

### 6.5.2 Measuring an extent of validity

As mentioned in Section 6.1, the validation process should not produce an absolute outcome. Rather, the process should reflect degrees of success, i.e., the extent to which models can be said to be valid. Although we have selected the \textsc{tost} method for our equivalency tests, we have not yet defined how the results of the \textsc{tost} should be interpreted to arrive at a judgement on the validation of the 4M-models.

The \textsc{tost} provides us with a test of equivalence of the assessments for each example of behaviour. In other words, nine tests of equivalence are performed in total to compare the ATACC assessments of the 4M-models to the ATACC assessments of the 4P-models. Therefore, we propose that we measure the extent of the validity of the 4M-models along the number of equivalences that are found by the \textsc{tost}. 


6.6 Implementing the validation process

In this section, we briefly state a step-by-step procedure that can be followed to implement the validation process that was described in this chapter. The procedure consists of five steps. We describe these steps below.

**Step 1. Defining the baseline.** We collect a set of $4P$-models to serve as the baseline. The size of this set is a trade-off between (1) the $4P$-models that are available to use, and (2) the number of $4P$-models that can be practically used in human-in-the-loop simulations, so that after the generation of $4M$-models (see Step 2) sufficient behaviour traces per $4P$-model can be (a) collected (see Step 3) and (b) assessed (see Step 4).

**Step 2. Generating models by means of machine learning.** We generate a set of $4M$-models by means of dynamic scripting. These $4M$-models are the subject of the validation. Here, the same trade-off on the size of the set of $4P$-models (see Step 1) holds for the size of the set of $4M$-models.

**Step 3. Human-in-the-loop simulations.** The $4P$-models and the $4M$-models are used to control the behaviour of a four-ship of $CGFs$ in human-in-the-loop simulations. In the simulations, the $CGFs$ are opposed by a four-ship that is controlled by human participants. The behaviour that both the $CGFs$ and the human participants show is recorded as behaviour traces that can be reviewed at a later time.

**Step 4. Assessments.** Subject matter experts assess the behaviour traces that were obtained from the human-in-the-loop simulations. The assessments are performed by means of the ATACC.

**Step 5. Equivalence testing.** We perform equivalence tests to compare (1) the behaviour produced by the $4P$-models to (2) the behaviour produced by the $4M$-models. The results of the equivalence tests indicate to what extent the $4M$-models are valid for use in training simulations.

6.7 Answering research question 4

In this chapter, we addressed research question 4. This research question reads: *How should we validate machine-generated air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations?* To answer this question, we investigated the validation methods that are available in the literature (Section 6.1). Next, we defined new terminology (Section 6.2) that allows us to refer concisely

---

11In the future, the validation procedure presented in this chapter may be adapted to compare the behaviour of $4M$-models that have been generated using different machine learning techniques, such as deep learning as it has been applied in the *ALPHAGO* program (see, e.g., Silver et al., 2016, 2017b).
to the combined behaviour models of a four-ship of cgfs. With the use of the new terminology, we designed a validation process for the validation of behaviour models for air combat cgfs (Section 6.3).

The validation process has two important features. The first feature is the use of a novel assessment tool for the assessment of the behaviour that cgfs display in human-in-the-loop simulations (Section 6.4). The second feature is the use of equivalence testing, a form of hypothesis testing that determines whether two sets of data may be considered equivalent (Section 6.5). In the validation process, equivalence testing is used to determine whether the behaviour that is produced by generated models is assessed as equivalent to the behaviour that is produced by models that are written by professionals. Finally, we summarised the implementation of the validation process, including (1) the use of the ATACC and (2) the equivalence testing by means of TOST, into a step-by-step procedure (Section 6.6). This procedure forms the answer to research question 4.
In this chapter, we investigate research question 5: *To what extent are air combat behaviour models generated by means of dynamic scripting valid for use in training simulations?*

To answer this question, we implement the steps of the validation procedure that we presented in Chapter 6. Since we designed the validation procedure with five steps, we cover all steps in five sections (from Section 7.1 to Section 7.5) as follows. First, we describe the four 4p-models that together act as the baseline of the validation (Section 7.1). Second, we describe the 4m-models that together act as the subject of the validation (Section 7.2). Next, we discuss the human-in-the-loop simulations that are performed with the help of human F-16 pilots (Section 7.3). These pilots engage four-ships of cgfs that use the 4-models, in a manner that resembles the operation of training simulations. The behaviour of the cgfs in these simulations are assessed by a group of expert assessors (Section 7.4). We present the results of the assessments, including the equivalence tests that are performed (Section 7.5). Additionally, we discuss the results and our interpretation of the validity of the generated 4m-models (Section 7.6). Finally, we conclude this chapter by answering research question 5 (Section 7.7).

This chapter is based on the following publications.


7.1 Defining the baseline: The 4P-models

We had to obtain four 4P-models that were written by professionals for use in training simulations. For this task we could rely on the work performed previously by a group of professionals (see Netherlands Aerospace Centre, 2017a) who had designed and worked out four 4P-models. These four 4P-models were inspected by us and considered to be fit for the task to be a sample that forms the baseline in the validation process (see Step 1, Defining the baseline, Section 6.6).

The differentiating factor between the four 4P-models was the starting formation of the involved cgfs. Each starting formation defines (1) the spatial configuration of the cgfs, and (2) their initial speeds. Therefore, the starting formation is an important factor in the interactions between the cgfs and the human participants in human-in-the-loop simulations. We refer to the four starting formations as $F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$, and $F_4$. We return to the four starting formations in Section 7.2, where they are used in the 4M-models that are generated.

The 4P-models were modelled by the professionals in the SMART BANDITS\(^1\) behaviour modelling program (Netherlands Aerospace Centre, 2017a). As such, the 4P-models were in the form of finite-state machines (FSMS). As a modelling technique, FSMS allow behaviour modellers to organise behaviour into different states, only one of which can be active at the same time (cf. Adam, Taillandier and Dugdale, 2017; Yildiz, Akcal, Hostas, Ure and Inalhan, 2018). Based on observations by the cgf that uses the behaviour model, the cgf enters a certain state in the model, and then only executes the behaviour belonging to that state. Models in the form of FSMS are easily displayed in a graphical manner, in contrast to, e.g., scripts. Especially as the number of rules in a script grows, it becomes difficult for the behaviour modeller to keep track of the possible interactions between the conditions and consequences of all rules in the script. Instead, FSMS clearly indicate which transitions between states are possible, and when these transitions are made.

7.2 Generating behaviour models: The 4M-models

Next, we had to generate four new 4M-models. We did so by means of machine learning, in the form of the dynamic scripting technique. This sample of 4M-models is the subject of the validation (see Step 2, Generating models by means of machine learning, Section 6.6).

Our goal was to generate a “counterpart” 4M-model to each of the four 4P-models. To generate these counterparts, we formulated two requirements for the 4M-models. First, we required that each 4M-model should use the same starting formation (either $F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$, or $F_4$) as its counterpart 4P-model. The reasoning for using the same starting formations is that we viewed these starting formations as an essential part of the training simulations. Furthermore, reusing the same starting formations was a manner of forcing dynamic scripting to work within the same constraints as the

\(^1\)The SMART BANDITS program is introduced in Appendix D as part of the Fighter 4-Ship simulator.
professionals do, when modelling the behaviour of the cgfs. Therefore, pairing each 4P-model with a counterpart 4M-model allows for a fair comparison between the modelling capabilities of the professionals and dynamic scripting.

As the second requirement for the counterparts, we required the 4M-model counterparts to use the same modelling technique as the 4P-models. In pretests when we trained ourselves with the problem at hand, we detected an important difference between (a) the behaviour that is produced by scripts such as generated by dynamic scripting, and (b) the behaviour that is produced by FSMs such as created in SMART BANDITS. In a direct comparison, the behaviour produced by the scripts appeared to be erratic and indecisive at certain moments during the simulations. We attribute this indecisiveness to unforeseen interactions between some rules and specific observations made by the cgfs. As an example, consider the case where a red cgf is simultaneously (a) attacking a blue cgf, as well as (b) being attacked by another blue cgf. Due to small changes in the movements of the two blue cgfs affecting the firing of red’s offensive and defensive rules, the red cgf would appear to oscillate between (a) continuing to attack the first blue cgf, and (b) defending against the attack of the second blue cgf. This behaviour, while possibly (and unexpectedly) quite effective in automated simulations, is very \textit{unhumanlike} and therefore unacceptable in a real-world human-in-the-loop simulation.

Rather than attempting to augment the rules to prevent this behaviour, we decided to modify the dynamic scripting algorithm, enabling it to generate FSMs. We will elaborate on the reason for generating FSMs by means of dynamic scripting in Appendix E. In this appendix, we also describe the modifications that we made to the dynamic scripting algorithm. In brief, we divided FSMs into their constituent states and transitions, and then treated these states and transitions as rules for use in dynamic scripting’s rulebase. For simplicity, we continue to use the term \textit{rules} and \textit{rulebase} in the remainder of this chapter.

Below, we further discuss how the 4M-models were generated. First, we briefly discuss the origin of the rules that were used in the rulebases of the cgfs (Subsection 7.2.1). Thereafter, we describe the automated simulations by means of which we generated the 4M-models that later acted as the subjects of the validation (Subsection 7.2.2).

### 7.2.1 The rules in the rulebases

Because dynamic scripting requires a rulebase with rules in order to generate a behaviour model, we had to consider an appropriate source for the rules. We chose to derive the rules from the four 4P-models that we had available (see Section 7.1). To do so, we divided the 4P-models into their constituent states and transitions. From these states and transitions, we extracted any states and transitions related to the starting formations of the cgfs. Then, we removed any duplicates. The remaining rules formed the rulebase to be used by dynamic scripting.

Because dynamic scripting only recombines rules, and does not synthesise any new rules, the algorithm could only generate FSMs that closely resembled the 4P-model. Therefore, we
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augmented the rulebase with rules that we call variant rules. Each variant rule was based on one of the rules that already existed in the rulebase. In each variant rule, we made one or more small changes compared to the rule on which the variant was based, in terms of altered values such as (but not limited to) headings, time-outs, and sensor readings. For example, if a state directed the cgf to turn 90 degrees, we added also a variant of that state which directed the cgf to turn $-90$ degrees. The rationale behind the altered values was to choose values that were (1) sensible (e.g., not firing all missiles at once) and (2) meaningful (viz. rather adding a few variants with large changes in values, than adding many variants with small changes in values). The variant rules were added to the rulebase alongside the existing rules.

Additionally, during the translation of the states and transitions to the rules, we discovered that transitions leading from one state to another were tightly coupled to the states from which the transitions originated. Therefore, rather than implementing each transition as a separate rule, we embedded each transition into the rule that defined the state from which the transition originated.

So, we created sixteen copies of the rulebase. These copies formed four groups of four rulebases. Each group of four rulebases served as a starting point for one of the four 4M-models that were generated (see Subsection 7.2.2). Finally, we assigned one of the four starting formations to each of the four groups, and then added this starting formation as a rule to each rulebase in that group.

7.2.2 Automated simulations

In the end, we generated four 4M-models by means of automated simulations. In this subsection, we describe the strategy by which we did so. The strategy, which we refer to as the generation strategy, consists of three steps. Figure 7.1 shows the three steps graphically. Below, we discuss the three steps of our generation strategy.

**Step 1.** Four red cgfs engaged four blue cgfs in simulated air-to-air combat encounters. The reds learned by means of dynamic scripting, making use of a group of four rulebases (see Subsection 7.2.1). The reds approached the blues in the starting formation as was programmed in their rulebases. The blues were scripted to approach the reds as described in their own starting formation, which we call starting formation A. Once the blues detected the reds, the blues were scripted to attack the reds, only interrupting their attack to perform defensive manoeuvres if the blues were under attack themselves. The reds were allowed to learn over the course of 40 encounters. They coordinated their actions by means of the DECENT coordination method. Each encounter ended when either (a) each cgf in a team had been hit by a missile from the opposing team, or (b) a time limit of ten minutes was reached. We applied bin-reward $^2$ as the reward function for the red team: the red team

---

$^2$We preferred the use of aa-reward here. However, at the time, we were unable to correctly implement it in the STAGE simulation environment.
Figure 7.1 The three steps of the generation strategy. Step 1: the reds learn to defeat a four-ship of blues (which use starting formation A) over the course of 40 encounters. After these encounters, the rulebases (shown with dotted lines) are optimised towards defeating blues that use starting formation A. Step 2: the same reds (viz. using the same rulebase and the weights therein) learn to defeat a different four-ship of blues (which use starting formation B) over the course of 40 encounters. After these encounters, the rulebases (again shown with dotted lines) are optimised towards defeating blues that use either starting formation A or B. Step 3: rules are extracted from the rulebases to create a 4M-model.

was awarded a reward value of 1 if the blue team was defeated, and a reward value of 0 otherwise.

Step 2. We took the simulation from Step 1, and replaced the starting formation of the blues by a new starting formation, called starting formation B. The remainder of the simulation was left unchanged, including the (weights in) the rulebases of the reds. Thereby, we essentially transferred the reds and their knowledge (see Chapter 5) from the simulation in Step 1, to the simulation in Step 2. Next, the reds were allowed to learn to defeat the blues with starting formation B over the course of 40 encounters.

Step 3. We formed a script out of the rules of each rulebase. We did so in the following manner. First, we divided the rulebase into groups. Each group contained one of the original rules, plus its variants (see Subsection 7.2.1). Next, out of each of these groups of rules, we selected the rule with the highest weight for inclusion in the script. In case of a tie between the weights of two rules, a rule was selected at random. This way, we ensured that the rules in the resulting script together formed a complete and functional FSM.

By applying the generation strategy, we obtained four scripts. These scripts together form a
single 4M-model. We repeated the generation strategy for each of the four 4M-models that we wished to generate. This resulted in the four 4M-models that were the counterparts to the four 4P-models.

The simulations described in this section were performed in the STAGE simulation environment, which is part of the Fighter 4-Ship simulator (see Appendix D). To allow CGFS in STAGE to learn by means of dynamic scripting, we implemented the dynamic scripting algorithm in the form of a new program. We call this program STAGEDS. STAGEDS used the application programming interface (API) of STAGE to control (a) the CGFS in the simulations, as well as (b) the simulations themselves (viz. starting, stopping, and restarting the simulations) in order to automate the simulations as required for the learning process of the red CGFS.

### 7.3 Human-in-the-loop simulations

We use human-in-the-loop simulations to determine how a four-ship of red CGFS behaves when the CGFS interact with human participants (see Step 3, *Human-in-the-loop simulations*, Section 6.6). The simulations were performed in the Fighter 4-Ship simulator.

The behaviour of the reds was controlled by means of eight 4-models: the four 4P-models (see Section 7.1) plus the four 4M-models (see Section 7.2). Using these eight 4-models, we defined eight scenarios. Each scenario was a simulation configuration in which a four-ship of red CGFS approached the human participants from the simulated north. In each scenario, the red four-ship used either (a) one of the four 4P-models or (b) one of the four 4M-models, so that each of the 4-models was used in one of the scenarios.

The human participants in the simulations were active-duty Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) F-16 pilots from Volkel Airbase (all male, \(n = 16\), age \(\mu = 32.0, \sigma = 5.35\)), and one former RNLAF F-16 pilot (age = 60).\(^3\) No selection criteria were applied. The active-duty pilots were assigned to the human-in-the-loop simulations based on availability. Experience levels ranged from wingman to weapons instructor pilot.

Over the course of three days, five teams of four participants controlled the blue CGFS in the Fighter 4-Ship. Before the simulations took place, the participants received a “mission briefing” document that described (1) the capabilities of the blue CGFS that they would control, and (2) the capabilities of the red CGFS that the participants were to expect in the simulator. The eight scenarios were presented sequentially in a random order. The participants were unaware of the origin of the 4-models controlling the red CGFS (i.e., the simulations were performed in a

---

\(^3\)One of the active-duty participants had to leave after four scenarios. This situation presented us with three options: (1) continue without this participant (viz. with a three-ship), (2) cancel the remaining simulations, or (3) substitute the participant with a former F-16 pilot who was available. Since the participant had a non-commanding role in the four-ship, we deemed his influence in the decision-making of the human participants to be minimal. Still, by controlling the fourth blue CGF, he provided valuable input that allowed the red CGFS to function. Furthermore, participants were scarce. We decided that the collection of data was paramount, and let the former F-16 pilot (mentioned above) substitute the participant in the remaining simulations.
single-blinded fashion). Each scenario ended when either all four red cgfs, or all four human participants were defeated.

The human-in-the-loop simulations were recorded using Personal Computer Debriefing System (pcds). These recordings included (1) the voice communication that took place among the human participants, and (2) video recordings of the multi-functional displays (MFDs) of the ships occupied by the human participants. In total, 33 recordings were stored.

7.4 Behaviour assessments

The behaviour that the reds displayed in the human-in-the-loop simulations were assessed by human experts (see Step 4, Assessments, Section 6.6). Active-duty rnlaf F-16 pilots from Leeuwarden Airbase acted as assessors (all male, n = 5, age $\mu = 35.2$, $\sigma = 5.17$). Assessors were selected on having tactical instructor pilot or weapons instructor pilot qualification. We considered either of these qualifications to be sufficient in order to function as the training specialist that the validation criterion calls for. All five assessors had the weapons instructor pilot qualification.

The assessments were performed by means of the atacc. We implemented the rating items of the atacc as a single-page paper form. In our implementation, we made three additions to the rating items: (1) we added a field for the tactical (i.e., the code name) of the assessors for later reference, (2) we added a field for the operational status of the assessors to gain insight into their experience level, and (3) we added two fields for indicating the specific recorded encounter that was viewed by the assessor. The form is presented as it was used in the behaviour assessments in Appendix F.

Originally, we had planned to let each assessor assess all of the 33 recordings within a three hour time span. However, a pilot study with two weapons instructor pilots (not counted above) revealed that this was infeasible. We subsequently reduced the pool of recordings available for rating to 16 recordings. These 16 recordings came from two teams that completed all eight scenarios (i.e., simulations with the four 4P-models and the four 4M-models) in human-in-the-loop simulations. From this reduced pool of recordings, we assigned ten recordings to each rater, consisting of (1) eight recordings from one of the two teams in random order, and (2) two recordings from the other team. Furthermore, the weapons instructor pilots in the pilot study expressed that they were unable to adequately assess the intelligence of the red cgfs (rating item 8) and the extent to which the red cgfs tested the skills of the pilots in the simulator (rating item 9) without knowing the experience levels of these pilots. Based on this feedback, we made the decision to disclose the experience levels to the assessors during the assessments.

For the assessments, the assessors were provided with (1) a laptop computer with mouse and headphones, (2) a stack of ten ataccs, and (3) an instruction sheet. The pcds recordings were

---

4Two teams were not available to complete all eight scenarios. Together, these two teams completed nine scenarios: the eight scenarios, plus one duplicate.
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opened on the computer. Each ATACC was marked with a unique code that referred to a specific recording in pcds. The assessors were instructed to view the recordings in the order as indicated by their ATACCS.

We planned two analyses on the responses to the ATACC: (1) equivalence testing on the responses to the ATACC, and (2) calculating of the inter-rater reliability. We briefly describe them below.

Equivalence testing. We apply a method known as TOST (cf. Meyners, 2012; Anderson-Cook and Borror, 2016; Lakens, 2017) on the responses to the ATACC to determine the extent of the validity of the 4M-models. Equivalence testing is part of the validation procedure (see Step 5, Equivalence testing, Section 6.6).

Inter-rater reliability. We calculate the intraclass correlation (icc) as a measure of inter-rater reliability, viz. how consistently recordings are rated between assessors. We did not include the calculation of the icc in the validation procedure. However, since the number of assessors in our validation is limited, the icc serves as an indication of the trustworthiness of the assessments.

7.5 Results of the behaviour assessments

A summary of the responses to the ATACC is given in Table 7.1. The responses to the Likert scale rating items were coded as integer values ranging from 1 (Never/Strongly disagree) to 5 (Always/Strongly agree). The coding for rating item four (Blue air was able to fire without threat from red air) was inverted so that the values reflected the occurrence of red behaviour (i.e., red influencing blue’s ability to fire). Below, we present the results of the equivalence tests (Subsection 7.5.1) and the inter-rater reliability analysis (Subsection 7.5.2). Furthermore, we include a brief review of feedback that was received from the assessors during the assessments (Subsection 7.5.3).

7.5.1 Equivalence testing

We applied Schuirmann’s (1987) TOST method to determine the equivalence of (1) the responses given on the ATACC for 4P-models, and (2) the responses given on the ATACC for 4M-models. We calculated δ (as Juzek’s δ) for the responses to each rating item of the ATACC, and then performed the TOST on the responses to each rating item. The TOST was performed using the TOSTtwo.raw function from R’s TOSTER package, with Welch’s t-test as the underlying one-sided test. We chose to use Welch’s t-test here because of the unequal sample sizes. The δ and the results of the TOST

5There is an ongoing discussion on the topic of whether parametric tests such as the t-test are suitable for use on ordinal Likert-scale data. Parametric tests have on multiple occasions been shown to be robust against violated assumptions (such as non-normal, ordinal data) (cf. Norman, 2010; De Winter, 2013; Derrick and White, 2017). Using parametric tests in our TOST allows us to use well-tested, publicly available tools such as the mentioned R package.
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(t-value, degrees of freedom [df], p-value, and the 90% confidence interval (CI) of the difference of the means) are shown in Table 7.2. In Table 7.2, the bold p-values indicate a significant result of the TOST. Based on the results of the TOST, we may conclude that the responses to rating items 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are equivalent between the 4P-models and the 4M-models.

The TOST did not find equivalence for rating items 3, 4, and 6. For these rating items, we conducted a follow-up test to determine if the responses to these rating items significantly differed between the 4P-models and the 4M-models. This follow-up test was a standard two-sided Welch’s t-test. A significant difference was found for rating items 3 and 6. These two rating items read as Red air was within factor range (rating item 3), and Red air acted on blue air’s weapons engagement zone (rating item 6). For both rating items, the responses indicated a higher frequency of the behaviour that was rated for the 4M-models (see Table 7.1). The remaining rating item read as Blue air was able to fire without threat from red air (rating item 4). The responses to rating item 4 were neither significantly equivalent, nor significantly different. Therefore, we may conclude that their relationship is undecided.

7.5.2 Inter-rater reliability

An inter-rater reliability analysis was carried out on the nine rating items of the ATACC. The ICC estimate and its 95% CI were calculated using the ICC function from R’s irr package, based on a two-way random effects model (consistency, multiple raters/measurements) (cf. Koo and Li, 2016). The ICC estimate and its 95% CI are shown in Table 7.3. The reported values indicate moderate agreement between the assessors (Koo and Li, 2016).

7.5.3 Feedback on the assessments

The assessors that took part in the validation provided direct verbal feedback during and after the assessments. The feedback concerned both (a) the ATACC questionnaire, and (b) the simulations that were shown. Below, we briefly review the feedback that we received.

A general topic of feedback on the ATACC questionnaire was its reliance on the insight (or “gut feeling”) of the assessors over quantifiable measures. Assessors noted that they were trained to deal with quantifiable measures, and as such on occasion they found it difficult to assess the behaviour of the CGFs along the rating items of the ATACC. However, the assessors also understood that if the behaviour could be defined completely in quantifiable terms, their insight would not have been required.

Rating item 7 (Red air flew with kinematic realism) was a frequent subject of comments by the assessors. This rating item was either called unclear, or the assessor stated that he did not have the means to assess the flying performance of the red CGFs. Table 7.1 shows that out of the nine rating items, the fewest responses were collected for this rating item.

One assessor commented that several manoeuvres that the CGFs (using 4M-models, unknown to the assessor) displayed were interesting from a training perspective, but also unrealistic.
### Table 7.1  Summary of the ATACC responses: the number of responses ($n$), mean response ($\mu$), and standard deviation ($\sigma$) of the responses to the ATACC rating items for the 4P-models and the 4M-models. The highest means (viz. behaviours that were observed the most) and the lowest standard deviations (viz. the most agreement between the raters) are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating item</th>
<th>4P-models</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>4M-models</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.2  Results of the TOST method per rating item (r.i.). The TOST was based on Welch’s $t$-test. For rating items where the TOST method did not find equivalence, an additional standard (Welch's) $t$-test was performed. Significant $p$-values at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level are indicated in bold. The relevance (rel.) of the outcome of the tests is indicated in the rightmost column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R.i.</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$90%$ CI</th>
<th>TOST</th>
<th>Standard $t$-test</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>2.322</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>[-0.637, 0.208]</td>
<td>eq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>2.307</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>[-0.758, 0.234]</td>
<td>eq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>.198</td>
<td>[-1.251, −0.225]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>[-0.866, −0.032]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>2.551</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>[-0.432, 0.170]</td>
<td>eq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>.262</td>
<td>[-0.953, −0.214]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>2.674</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>[-0.247, 0.483]</td>
<td>eq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>2.779</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>[-0.448, 0.246]</td>
<td>eq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>-2.223</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>[-0.122, 0.502]</td>
<td>eq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eq. = equivalent, diff. = different, und. = undecided

### Table 7.3  Results of the intraclass correlation analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICC</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>value $df_1$ $df_2$ $p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>[0.494, 0.770]</td>
<td>2.86 63 252 .000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


as the manoeuvre did not seem to provide a direct tactical advantage. This is an example of the creativity offered by machine learning. However, in particular this case, the creativity was detrimental to the realism of the behaviour. In the future, it may be possible to detect and filter out such manoeuvres from generated behaviour models.

7.6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results from the behaviour assessments. These results are the foundation on which we base our perception of the validity of the 4M-models. In our validation procedure, we defined the extent of the validity of our 4M-models as the extent to which these models were assessed as equivalent to the 4P-models that were obtained. Below, we cover the following five topics: our key finding (Subsection 7.6.1) and the context in which it should be interpreted (Subsection 7.6.2), the implications of the finding (Subsection 7.6.3), and the limitations of the study (Subsection 7.6.4).

7.6.1 Key finding

Our key finding is that out of the nine rating items of the ATACC, six items are assessed as equivalent between the 4M-models and the 4P-models by expert human assessors. Of the remaining three rating items, the responses to two rating items (i.e., rating items 3 and 6) were found to be statistically different between the 4P-models and the 4M-models, whereas the responses to one rating item (i.e., rating item 4) were found to be inconclusive. Although the responses to these three rating items do not directly support the validity of the 4M-models, the responses to rating items 3 and 6 indicate that the behaviour produced by the 4M-models was perceived as more challenging (rather than less challenging) than the behaviour produced by the 4P-models. Therefore, we nonetheless consider these responses to be a positive signal (and to some extent in support of our key finding) for the use of machine-generated behaviour models in training simulations.

As mentioned in Chapter 6, degrees of success in a validation study must be “recognized and accepted” (Birta and Arbez, 2013), since it is practically impossible to “completely validate” behaviour models. Although the ATACC can certainly be improved, we have successfully used it to demonstrate that machine learning is capable of generating behaviour models that are perceived as equivalent, at least on six out of the nine rating items, to behaviour models that have been manually written by professionals. We interpret these results as a moderately strong indicator for validity of the generated models regarding the application of training simulations.

7.6.2 Placing our key finding in context

In contrast to Chapters 3 to 5, which together demonstrated the problem-solving power of machine learning in automated simulations, this chapter addressed the application of a machine
learning technique in a setting dominated by humans. We applied machine-generated behaviour models in human-in-the-loop simulations, and then worked with human assessors to assess the behaviour produced by the models. Furthermore, the simulations and the assessments that followed were only possible after consulting human subject matter experts on the best ways to assess the behaviour of opponent CGs in training simulations, and then capturing this knowledge in the validation procedure (see Chapter 6). Clearly, applying machine learning in training simulations is as much a social challenge as it is a technical one.

In Chapter 6, we put a large amount of effort in critically considering each step of our validation procedure. We consider this to be a major strength of our validation study, aiding in both social and technical acceptance of our proposed use of machine learning. The inclusion of subject matter experts in the formulation of this procedure enables the procedure to focus on the envisioned usage of the behaviour models, viz. opponent behaviour in training simulations. For contrast, we briefly consider one of the few related studies that made use of human-in-the-loop simulations. Teng et al. (2013) applied both (a) adaptive and (b) non-adaptive machine-generated behaviour models in WVR air combat simulations involving human fighter pilots, with the goal of improving training simulations. The fighter pilots were presented with questionnaires on which they could assess six properties of the behaviour produced by the two kinds of models, i.e., to what extent the behaviour was perceived to be (1) predictable, (2) intelligent, (3) skillful, (4) challenging, (5) adaptive, and (6) aggressive. It is not mentioned why these specific properties were used, or what the desirable assessment scores would be for the intended application of the generated behaviour models. In our view, studies regarding the use of machine learning in training simulations would greatly benefit from involving training experts and other subject matter experts at an early stage, so that the research can be more focused on the potential added value to the training simulations, and therefore to the humans that depend on the simulations.

### 7.6.3 Implications

To the best of our knowledge, the validation study that we present in this chapter is the first of its kind in the context of BVR air combat training simulations, using behaviour models generated by means of machine learning. As such, an important step has been made in bringing a machine learning application to the area of military training simulations. Furthermore, the equivalence of the responses to six of the rating items show, if not complete validity, at least a large potential for the use of machine learning in this area. As a next step, the behaviour models that are currently available for use in training simulations could for instance be supplemented by machine-generated models, in order to simultaneously (1) provide more variation in the training, and (2) gather further experience with applying machine-generated models in a real-world training setting.
7.6.4 Limitations

While we have critically reviewed our validation procedure (see Chapter 6) and implemented it to the best of our abilities with the available resources (this chapter), two limitations affect our study. First, the ATACC questionnaire was only informally validated in preliminary simulations. Second, the number of assessors in the validation was limited. Both can be attributed to our attempt to optimise the use of limited resources. Disregarding these limitations somewhat, we hope that the results of our study may serve as an incentive for further research in this area, including, e.g., a refinement of the ATACC as a research instrument. Such a refinement should increase (a) the inter-rater reliability, and therefore also (b) the value of the assessments. One approach might be the inclusion of mission essential competencies (MECS) for human F-16 pilots (cf. Alliger, Beard, Bennett Jr, Symons and Colegrove, 2013; Tsifetakis and Kontogiannis, 2017) in the ATACC.

7.7 Answering research question 5

In this chapter, we investigated the validation of machine-generated behaviour models. Specifically, we addressed research question 5: \textit{To what extent are air combat behaviour models generated by means of dynamic scripting valid for use in training simulations?}

To answer research question 5, we apply the validation procedure that we presented in Chapter 6. We generated behaviour models by means of dynamic scripting, and then used these behaviour models to control CGFS in human-in-the-loop simulations. Equivalence testing shows that on six of the nine rating items of the ATACC, the CGFS that are controlled by machine-generated behaviour models are rated equivalently to CGFS that are controlled by behaviour models written by professionals.

Answering the research question very precisely proves to be quite difficult. While we could, for instance, translate six out of nine rating items to 66.667\%, we consider such a percentage to be meaningless regarding validity. In our view, the results appear to \textit{moderately} indicate validity, but the responses to the remaining three rating items do not support the notion of validity as we have defined it for ourselves. Therefore, we answer research question 5 as follows: the air combat behaviour models generated by means of dynamic scripting are \textit{to a moderate extent} already valid for use in training simulations. In the future, this will certainly improve.
8 Conclusions

In this chapter we summarise our answers to the five research questions (Section 8.1) and formulate our answer to the problem statement posed in Chapter 1 (Section 8.2). Finally, we provide two recommendations for future research (Section 8.3).

8.1 Answers to the research questions

In Section 1.3, we posed five research questions. Below, we provide a summary of our answers to the five research questions based on the research performed in the previous chapters.

Research question 1: To what extent can we generate air combat behaviour models that produce team coordination?

The answer to the first research question is derived from Chapter 3. We were able to implement three methods within the rule-based framework of dynamic scripting (TACIT, CENT, DECENT) that each produced a form of team coordination. We demonstrated how the three methods lead to a flexible division of roles within a two-ship of air combat CGFS. Out of the three methods, the team coordination produced by the CENT method (viz. centralised coordination by means of communication) resulted in the most effective behaviour that reached the highest win rates. Our answer to the research question is that by means of dynamic scripting, we are able to (a) generate multiple forms of team behaviour, (b) compare the effectiveness of the produced behaviour, and (c) easily inspect the roles assumed by the team members.

Research question 2: To what extent can we improve the reward function for air combat CGFS?

The answer to the second research question is derived from Chapter 4. The common but simple binary reward function such as BIN-REWARD (i.e., 0 for losing an encounter, 1 for winning an encounter) offers rewards that are (a) sparse and (b) unstable. We developed two new reward functions: (1) DOMAIN-REWARD, which offers less sparse but still somewhat unstable rewards, and (2) AA-REWARD, which offers somewhat sparse rewards that are entirely stable. We found that DOMAIN-REWARD did not improve the performance of air combat CGFS over the
use of bin-reward, but the use of aa-reward lead to a performance increase of 12.6% while maintaining the same learning speed as bin-reward.

Our answer to the research question is that we are able to improve the reward function by making the rewards offered by the reward function (a) less sparse and (b) stable. The improvements result in a 12.6% increase in final performance.

**Research question 3:** To what extent can knowledge built with dynamic scripting be transferred successfully between cgfs in different scenarios?

The answer to the third research question is derived from Chapter 5. To answer this research question, we designed a use case for transfer learning in air combat simulations. In the use case, two distinct two-ships learn to defeat two blue opponents in a set of two-versus-two scenarios. One of the two-ships uses transferred knowledge that has been previously built up in a two-versus-one scenario. In practical terms, dynamic scripting allows for very straightforward transfers of knowledge. Knowledge is stored in the form of the weights associated with each rule in a rulebase. Therefore, a transfer simply entails copying the rules and their weights to a new rulebase. We determined the success of the transfer by comparing the performance of the two two-ships (one with, and one without transferred knowledge) by three measures. Each of the three measures indicated that the use of the transferred knowledge resulted in a significant increase in performance. Thus, our answer to the research question is that knowledge built with dynamic scripting can be successfully transferred to a large extent.

**Research question 4:** How should we validate machine-generated air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations?

The answer to the fourth research question is derived from Chapter 6. There is no one-size-fits-all solution to the validation of machine-generated behaviour models. Therefore, our answer to the research question is a newly developed validation procedure consisting of five steps.

**Step 1.** Selecting a sample of professionally written behaviour models (the 4p-models) which exemplify desirable behaviour.

**Step 2.** Generating a sample of behaviour models by means of machine learning (the 4m-models).

**Step 3.** Applying the 4p-models and the 4m-models in human-in-the-loop simulations.

**Step 4.** Assessment of the behaviour produced by the behaviour models by means of the ATACC questionnaire.

**Step 5.** Equivalence testing to determine whether the assessments of the behaviour produced by the 4m-models are statistically equivalent to the assessments of the behaviour produced by the 4p-models.
In Step 5, assuming the assessments are statistically equivalent, we consider the 4M-models to be valid for use in human-in-the-loop simulations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a validation procedure for machine-generated air combat behaviour models has been formulated and documented.

**Research question 5:** To what extent are air combat behaviour models generated by means of dynamic scripting valid for use in training simulations?

The answer to the fifth research question is derived from Chapter 7. We applied the validation procedure from Chapter 6. As the baseline, we selected 4P-models that were designed by subject matter experts. We generated new 4M-models, and then applied both the 4P-models and 4M-models in realistic human-in-the-loop F-16 fighter jet simulations. The assessment of the behaviour of the CGFSs was carried out by active duty F-16 instructor pilots. On six out of the nine rating items on the ATACC questionnaire, the assessments were statistically equivalent between the 4P-models and the 4M-models. On two of the remaining rating items, the behaviour produced by the 4M-models was perceived as more challenging, which we consider to be a positive indicator for the capabilities of dynamic scripting in the air combat domain. Although we have clearly not completely validated the 4M-models in the context of the validation procedure, we must consider that (a) the majority of the assessments of the behaviour were statistically equivalent, and that (b) “degrees of success must be recognized and accepted” (Birta and Arbez, 2013). Therefore, our answer to the research question is that the 4M-models are valid to a moderate extent.

### 8.2 Answer to the problem statement

In this section we answer the problem statement that was posed in Section 1.3. Our answer is based on the answers to the five research questions discussed in the previous section.

**Problem statement:** To what extent can we use dynamic scripting to generate air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations, in such a way that the five challenges of generating air combat behaviour models are met?

In Chapter 1, we stated five challenges (A-E) that must be met by machine learning techniques in order for the techniques to be considered suitable for use in the air combat domain. Below, we briefly restate the five challenges and declare how dynamic scripting, in combination with the research presented in this thesis, meets each challenge.

**Challenge A: Producing team coordination.** The use of the CENT coordination method enables CGFSs that learn by means of dynamic scripting to coordinate their behaviour and specialise into roles.

**Challenge B: Computationally evaluating CGF behaviour.** The AA-REWARD reward function evaluates the behaviour of air combat CGFSs and provides stable rewards. These rewards lead to a performance increase over the conventional binary reward function.
8.3 Recommendations for future research

Based on the research performed in the thesis, we recommend two areas for future research. They are (1) refinement of the validation procedure, and (2) quantification of the training value of cGF behaviour.

Refinement of the validation procedure: In the thesis, we have developed and applied a validation procedure for air combat behaviour models (see Chapters 6 and 7). However, as we have mentioned, there is no one-size-fits-all solution to the validation of the models, and a large part of the design of the procedure consists of the experiences and opinions of subject matter experts. Therefore, collecting more of these experiences and opinions, and putting them to the test in an empirical manner, may lead to a procedure that has more power to establish the validity of behaviour models. In the future, the validation procedure may also investigate the accessibility of the behaviour models as perceived by the subject matter experts (see, e.g., Fürnkranz, Kliegr and Paulheim, 2018). Such an investigation
will allow the comparison of the accessibility of the models that are produced by different machine learning techniques.

Quantification of the training value of CGF’s behaviour: The ultimate goal of generating behaviour models for CGF’s by means of machine learning is to increase the training value of human-in-the-loop simulations. To this end, it is important to identify how the behaviour of the CGF’s influences the learning of air combat concepts by the trainees in the simulations. Once this knowledge can be captured in a reward function (see Chapter 4), it may be possible for the machine learning techniques to optimise the generated behaviour models for the training value for the trainees, rather than towards a concept (e.g., the \( P_k \) value of missiles) that act as a proxy for the training value.
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Appendices
Appendix A

The Lightweight Air Combat Simulator

In this appendix we present the Lightweight Air Combat Simulator (LWACS). The appendix is organised as follows. First, we provide a general description of LWACS (Appendix A.1). Next, we describe the CGFS in LWACS (Appendix A.2), and then briefly introduce the scripting language by which behaviour models for the CGFS are created (Appendix A.3). Furthermore, we present the air combat scenarios that we have developed for use in LWACS (Appendix A.4).

A.1 Description

LWACS simulates a section of airspace. The simulated section of airspace is inhabited by air combat CGFS (see Appendix A.2) that engage each other in predefined scenarios (see Appendix A.4). LWACS was designed to require few computational resources to run, so that it can comfortably run many simulations in parallel on a modern desktop computer. The term “lightweight” in the name of the simulator refers to the low system requirements of the simulator.

The LWACS program is written in the Java programming language. It can be run in two modes: (1) with a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows inspection of the simulated airspace, and (2) with a command-line interface (CLI) (a.k.a. headless). In the headless mode, LWACS is able to run automated simulations in two ways: both (1) in faster-than-real-time and (2) in parallel. LWACS currently does not support human-in-the-loop simulations.

LWACS was developed at NLR in the context of the Smart Bandits (SB) project (see Appendix D). In the SB project, LWACS served as a platform for (1) testing behaviour models and (2) to explore the use of machine learning within air combat simulations. Because LWACS was completely developed at NLR, we had access to the entire source code. This allowed us to adapt LWACS to our research purposes (i.e., the automated simulations in Chapters 3, 4, and 5) as needed.
A.2 Computer generated forces

LWACS supports one kind of CGF, which represents a generic fighter jet. In LWACS, each CGF carries three types of devices: (1) a radar, (2) air-to-air missiles, and (3) a radar warning receiver. We describe the devices below.

**Radar.** The radar is a sensor that detects other aircraft. In the simulation, it produces a forward-looking cone, emanating from the front of the aircraft carrying the radar. Any aircraft inside this cone are detected by the radar. The radar has two modes: (1) the search mode, which produces a wide cone (120°), and (2) the tracking mode, which produces a narrow cone (30°). The search mode is used to find opposing aircraft. The tracking mode is used to track the movement of one specific opposing aircraft. The radar has a detect range of 100 km. Because of the limited range of the radar, deliberate manoeuvring is required to find and track opponents.

**Air-to-air missiles.** Each aircraft carries four air-to-air missiles. These missiles can only be fired at opponents. A prerequisite for firing a missile at an opponent is that the opponent should be tracked by the radar of the aircraft firing the missile. Hitting an opponent with a missile disables their aircraft and removes it from the simulation. Each aircraft only carries four missiles. Furthermore, missiles do not hit in a deterministic manner. Upon impact, each missile calculates its so-called probability-of-kill (P_k, see Chapter 4). The P_k of a missile decreases as the distance flown towards the target of the missile increases. The precise decrease of the P_k is defined by means of a predefined curve. The curve used in LWACS is shown in Figure 4.2. The P_k of missiles in LWACS starts at 1, and stays 1 until the missile has flown 50 km. From 50 km onward, the P_k of missiles declines until it reaches 0 after 80 km. After having flown 80 km, missiles are removed from the simulation.

**Radar warning receiver (RWR).** The RWR is a device that detects whether the aircraft is inside the radar cone of another aircraft. The pilot may use this information to assume that a missile will be fired or has already been fired at him, and then take action accordingly. The RWR has a detection range of 200 km.

A screenshot of LWACS is shown in Figure A.1. The CGFs in LWACS are graphically displayed as F-16 fighter jets. All CGFs belong to one of two teams: either (1) the blue team or (2) the red team. The graphical models of the CGFs are coloured to indicate team membership.

Three different indicators can be shown next to each CGF. The indicators appear as small coloured triangles. They serve to visualise the status of each CGF. The three indicators are as follows. First, a light blue indicator shows whether the CGF has detected another CGF by means of its radar. Second, a red indicator shows whether the CGF has detected another CGF by means of its RWR. Third, white indicators show the number of missiles remaining in the inventory of each CGF.
In LWACS, the CGFs have two restrictions on their movement. The first restriction is the use of a basic flight model. The flight model allows the CGFs to either (1) move at a constant velocity, (2) accelerate, and (3) decelerate, all as if the CGFs were in a vacuum. In other words, the flight model has no notion of aerodynamics or gravity. The second restriction is that the CGFs are only allowed to move in the horizontal plane. The reason for the second restriction is that the radars of the CGFs were unable to operate in a three-dimensional environment at the time of our research. Regardless, vertical movement in LWACS is meaningless because the flight model provides no speed penalties for ascending or speed gains for descending. The two restrictions on CGF movement make LWACS a simulator with a relatively low fidelity. However, the CGFs in LWACS still represent the basic functions that are required in air combat (e.g., manoeuvring, the use of radar and RWR, firing and evading missiles). Many combinations of these functions are possible in LWACS, making it difficult to design good behaviour models manually. Therefore, we consider LWACS an adequate simulator for our investigation into the use of machine learning for the automatic generation of behaviour models.

A.3 Scripting language

In LWACS, CGF behaviour is defined by scripts. The scripts are written in a custom scripting language. The grammar of this language and the available functions are described in Appendix B.

The scripts are collections of rules. Each CGF is assigned a script. At a rate of 50 Hz, the
simulation checks the scripts of all cgfs to determine if any rules should fire. If a rule fires, the actions in the consequence of that rule are executed.

It may occur that multiple rules fire at the same time, e.g., if the rules have overlapping observations in their conditions. In order to provide some control over rule execution in such occurrences, we assign a priority value to each rule. The priority value allows the creators of the rules to specify which rules provide the most urgent or important behaviour. Now, when multiple rules fire, only the rule with the highest priority value is allowed to execute its consequence. In the rare case that multiple rules fire with the same priority value, only the rule that first appears in the script is allowed to execute its consequence.

The cgfs are allowed to maintain a state variable. The state is expressed as an alphanumeric identifier. The scripting language can read and write the state variable, so that (1) certain rules can only fire if the cgf is in a particular state, and (2) rules can change the state of the cgf when certain observations are made. The state variable enables sequential scripting, i.e., firing one rule first, and then a second rule, and so on. For instance, we used sequential scripting to create a script that described a patrol route for a cgf. We assigned the value 'patrolling' to the state variable of the cgf. We defined two points in the simulation airspace that the cgf had to patrol, which we call point A and point B. In the script, we included two rules that defined the patrol between points A and B. The first rule was written as “if I am near point A, and my state is 'patrolling', fly towards point B”. Vice versa, the second rule was written as “if I am near point B, and my state is 'patrolling', fly towards point A”. Additionally, we included a rule that said “if my state is patrolling, and I detect an opponent cgf, change my state to 'engaging'”. The result of these rules was that the cgf would fly its patrol between points A and B as long as it did not detect an opponent cgf. Once it detected an opponent cgf, the cgf would no longer consider firing the rules that were written for its patrol, since its state variable did no longer satisfy these rules (i.e., it was not longer set to 'patrolling').

A.4 Scenarios

We developed four two-versus-one scenarios, and four two-versus-two scenarios. In the two-versus-one scenarios, two red cgfs encounter a single blue cgf. In the two-versus-two scenarios, the two reds encounter two blue cgfs. The scripts that governs the behaviour of the blue cgfs in each scenario are presented in Appendix C. Below, we describe the two-versus-one scenarios (Appendix A.4.1) and the two-versus-two scenarios (Appendix A.4.2) in detail.

A.4.1 Two-versus-one scenarios

We developed four two-versus-one scenarios for use in lwacs: (1) the basic scenario, (2) the close range scenario, (3) the evasive scenario, and (4) the mixed scenario. We describe the four scenarios below.
The basic scenario. One blue CGF flies a combat air patrol (CAP) from north to south (see Figure A.2). When the blue CGF detects an opponent by means of its radar or RWR, it engages that opponent. The blue CGF does not attempt to evade missiles that are fired at it. Two red CGFs fly from east to west and then try to engage the blue CGF.

The close range scenario. The close range scenario is equal to the basic scenario, with one change. The blue CGF only fires missiles from a shorter range. This makes missiles more dangerous, as they need to travel less distance to reach their target, and therefore have a higher $P_k$ on impact.

The evasive scenario. The evasive scenario is equal to the basic scenario, with one change. The blue CGF performs evasive actions when it detects that it is being fired upon.

The mixed scenario. The mixed scenario is a special scenario, because it is a combination of the other three two-versus-one scenarios. Rather than defining new behaviour for the blue, the mixed scenario enables the blue to switch behaviours between encounters. We refer to the mixed scenario as one of the scenarios for convenience. However, in some cases it is helpful to distinguish the mixed scenario from the other three scenarios. In these cases, we refer to the other three two-versus-one scenarios as the individual scenarios.

The mixed scenario works as follows. At the start of a run of encounters, one of the three individual scenarios is selected at random, and then used for the first encounter between red and blue. At the end of each encounter, the following individual scenario is selected based on the winner of the encounter. If blue wins the encounter, the same scenario is used in the next encounter. However, if red wins the encounter, the next individual scenario is selected at random. The mixed scenario is inspired by the consecutive tactic by Spronck et al. (2006, p. 230).
Compared to only using one of the three individual scenarios, the mixed scenario presents
the red team with a moving target learning problem (cf. Buşoniu, Babuška and De Schutter,
2010). In other words, red is pressured to come up with behaviour that is effective against
an unpredictable opponent. We designed that the mixed scenario to form a more difficult
challenge for the red team than only having to find effective behaviour in the three
individual scenarios.

The four scenarios have two properties in common. First, the initial positions of the CGFs are
the same in all four scenarios. These initial positions are shown in Figure A.2. Second, the four
scenarios share their termination criteria. All of the scenarios terminate when either (1) one CGF
on either team is hit by a missile, or (2) ten minutes of simulated time has passed.

A.4.2 Two-versus-two scenarios

We developed four two-versus-two scenarios for use in LWACS. The first three of these scenarios
are based on the three individual two-versus-one scenarios. In these scenarios, we supplied the
single blue CGF with a wingman blue CGF. This made the first blue CGF the lead of the blue
two-ship. In all three of the scenarios, the wingman flies the same CAP as the lead, lagging half a
pattern behind the lead. The remaining behaviour of the wingman is governed by the same rules
as the lead. Thus, during the encounters with the reds, the wingman uses the same tactics as
the lead: either (1) attacking the reds without evading (basic scenario), (2) attacking the reds
from close range (close range scenario), or (3) attacking the reds while also evading incoming
missiles (evasive scenario).

As the fourth scenario, we developed a novel two-versus-two scenario. This scenario is called
the lead-trail scenario. We describe this scenario below.

The lead-trail scenario. This scenario is based on the lead-trail tactic that is commonly used by
two-ship formations. In this scenario, the blue lead flies head-on towards the red two-ship.
The blue wingman flies straight after the blue lead as they approach the reds. When the
reds detect the blue lead, the blue lead turns away, with the intention of keeping the
attention (viz. a radar lock) of the reds. Then, the blue wingman is able to stay undetected,
and then create an opportunity to fire at the reds.

The two-versus-two scenarios have the same two termination criteria as the two-versus-one
scenarios.
Appendix B

The LWACS scripting language

In this appendix, we present the LWACS scripting language. The language is used to write the scripts that define the behaviour of the cgfs in LWACS. Below, we first describe the grammar of the scripting language (Appendix B.1). Next, we describe the functions that are available for use in the scripts (Appendix B.2).

B.1 Grammar

Listing B.1 is a formal description of the grammar of the LWACS scripting language in Extended Backus-Naur form. The boolean functions, numerical functions, and action functions are further explained in Section B.2.

Listing B.1 Grammar of the LWACS scripting language.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{〈script〉} &::= \text{〈list-of-rules〉} \\
\text{〈list-of-rules〉} &::= \text{〈rule〉 end-of-line 〈list-of-rules〉} \\
&\quad | \quad \# \text{ comment-string end-of-line 〈list-of-rules〉} \\
&\quad | \quad \text{end-of-line 〈list-of-rules〉} \\
&\quad | \quad \text{〈empty〉} \\
\text{〈rule〉} &::= \text{〈name〉} \{\text{〈weight〉}\} \text{〈priority〉} \text{〈condition〉} \rightarrow \text{〈consequence〉} \; ', '
\text{〈name〉} &::= \('[\times'] \text{ identifier }'\]'
\text{〈weight〉} &:: = \('[\times'] \text{ integer }'\]'
\( \langle \text{priority} \rangle \) :: = \['integer\']

\( \langle \text{condition} \rangle \) :: = \( \langle \text{boolean-expression} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{boolean-expression} \rangle \) ::= \( \langle \text{boolean} \rangle \)
| \( \langle \text{boolean-function} \rangle \)
| 'not' \( \langle \text{boolean-expression} \rangle \)
| '(' \( \langle \text{boolean-expression} \rangle \) ')
| \( \langle \text{boolean-expression} \rangle \) ('and' | 'or' | '==' \( \langle \text{boolean-expression} \rangle \))
| \( \langle \text{numerical-expression} \rangle \) ('>' | '<' | '==' \( \langle \text{numerical-expression} \rangle \))
| 'state ==' \( \langle \text{state} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{boolean} \rangle \) ::= 'true' | 'false'

\( \langle \text{boolean-function} \rangle \) ::= 'isAlive(' \( \langle \text{cgf} \rangle \) ')
| 'isRadarMode(' \( \langle \text{radar-mode} \rangle \) ')
| 'messageReceived(' \( \langle \text{message} \rangle \) ')
| 'missileFlyingAt(' \( \langle \text{cgf} \rangle \) ')
| 'missilesLeft'
| 'onEvent(' \( \langle \text{event} \rangle \) ')

\( \langle \text{cgf} \rangle \) ::= 'ownship'
| 'wingman'
| 'nearestRadarObservation'
| 'nearestRadarWarningReceiverObservation'
| 'entity(target)'

\( \langle \text{event} \rangle \) ::= 'newRadarObservation'
| 'newRadarWarningReceiverObservation'
| 'newMissileFlyingAtMe'

\( \langle \text{team} \rangle \) ::= 'enemy'

\( \langle \text{message} \rangle \) ::= \( \text{identifier} \)

\( \langle \text{state} \rangle \) ::= \( \text{identifier} \)
The LWACS scripting language

(radar-mode) ::= 'searching' | 'track'

(numerical-expression) ::= (number)
  | (numerical-function)
  | (numerical-expression) ('+' | '-' | '*' | '/') (numerical-expression)

(number) ::= integer | float

(numerical-function) ::= 'countRadarObservations('〈team〉')'
  | 'countRWRObservations('〈team〉')'
  | 'distanceToPoint('〈cgf〉','〈numerical-expression〉','〈numerical-expression〉')'
  | 'heading('〈cgf〉')'
  | 'random('〈number〉','〈number〉')'
  | 'relativeBearing('〈cgf〉','〈cgf〉')'

(consequence) ::= (action-list)

(action-list) ::= (action-function)
  | (action-function) (action-list)

(action-function) ::= 'changeHeading('〈numerical-expression〉');'
  | 'changeState('〈state〉');'
  | 'fireMissile('〈cgf〉');'
  | 'flyTo('〈number〉','〈number〉','〈number〉');'
  | 'radarTrackTarget('〈cgf〉');'
  | 'radarSearchTarget;
  | 'sendMessage('〈message〉','〈cgf〉');'
  | 'skip;
  | 'turn('〈numerical-expression〉');'

Three comments regarding the scripting language and its grammar:

• identifier represents any alphanumeric word. Dashes are allowed in identifiers, but not as leading or trailing characters.

• comment-string represents any comment in natural language.

• entity(target) represents the point in space that is the center of the blue cgf's cap. It can be used in place of a 〈cgf〉 parameter. In some scripts and rulebases, it is used to explicitly steer the red team towards the blue team at the beginning of a simulation.
B.2 Function descriptions

Below, we describe the boolean functions (Subsection B.2.1), the numerical functions (Subsection B.2.2), and the action functions (Subsection B.2.3).

B.2.1 Boolean functions

\textbf{isAlive}(target: \{crg\})

Returns \texttt{true} if \texttt{target} is alive, returns \texttt{false} otherwise.

\textbf{isRadarMode}(mode: \{radar-mode\})

Returns \texttt{true} if the crf's radar is set to \texttt{mode}, returns \texttt{false} otherwise.

\textbf{messageReceived}(message: \{message\})

Returns \texttt{true} if the crf's has received \texttt{message}, returns \texttt{false} otherwise. The message is consumed.

\textbf{missileFlyingAt}(target: \{crg\})

Returns \texttt{true} if a missile is flying at \texttt{target}, returns \texttt{false} otherwise.

\textbf{missilesLeft}

Returns \texttt{true} if there are missiles left in the crf's inventory, returns \texttt{false} otherwise.

\textbf{onEvent}(event: \{event\})

Returns \texttt{true} if the crf has been notified of \texttt{event}, returns \texttt{false} otherwise. The event is consumed.

B.2.2 Numerical functions

\textbf{countRadarObservations}(team: \{team\})

Returns the number of crfs belonging to \texttt{team} that are detected by the crf's radar.

\textbf{countRadarWarningReceiverObservations}(team: \{team\})

Returns the number of crfs belonging to \texttt{team} that are detected by the crf's RWR.

\textbf{distanceToPoint}(target: \{crg\}, x: \{numerical-expression\}, y: \{numerical-expression\}, z: \{numerical-expression\})

Returns the distance (in kilometers) of \texttt{target} to the point \texttt{(x, y, z)}.
missilesLeft
Returns true if there are missiles left in the cgf’s inventory, returns false otherwise.

B.2.3 Action functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>changeHeading</td>
<td>heading: (\text{numerical-expression})</td>
<td>Steer the cgf towards heading (\text{heading}) (in degrees).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeState</td>
<td>state: (\text{state})</td>
<td>Set the cgf’s state to (\text{state}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fireMissile</td>
<td>target: (\text{cgf})</td>
<td>Fire a missile at (\text{target}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flyTo</td>
<td>(x: \text{numerical-expression}), (y: \text{numerical-expression}), (z: \text{numerical-expression})</td>
<td>Steer the cgf towards point ((x, y, z)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendMessage</td>
<td>message: (\text{message}), target: (\text{cgf})</td>
<td>Send (\text{message}) to (\text{target}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skip</td>
<td>mode: (\text{radar-mode})</td>
<td>Do nothing (viz. continue flying on the current heading with the current speed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radarTrackTarget</td>
<td>target: (\text{cgf})</td>
<td>Set the radar to tracking mode and direct it to track (\text{target}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radarSearchTarget</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set the radar to search mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turn</td>
<td>offset: (\text{numerical-expression})</td>
<td>Change the cgf’s heading by (\text{offset}) (in degrees).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Rulebases and scripts

Appendix C contains a listing of the rulebases and scripts that are used in this thesis. The rulebases and scripts are available for download at http://www.armontoubman.com/phd. The rules in the rulebases and scripts are formatted as follows:

```
[name] [weight] [priority] condition → consequence
```

Below, we provide an index of the rulebases and scripts that were used in this thesis. Each starred item has been archived as a separate file. For reasons of confidentiality, we are unable to distribute the rulebases and scripts that were used in Chapter 7.

Red team

- Team coordination (Chapter 3)
  - CENT method
    * Red lead (rulebase)
    * Red wingman (script)
  - TACIT method
    * Red lead (rulebase)
    * Red wingman (rulebase)
  - DECENT method
    * Red lead (rulebase)
    * Red wingman (rulebase)
- The AA-REWARD reward function (Chapter 4)
  - Red lead (rulebase)
  - Red wingman (rulebase)
- Transfer of behaviour models between scenarios (Chapter 5)
– Red lead (rulebase)
– Red wingman (rulebase)

**Blue team**

- **Two-versus-one scenarios**
  - Basic scenario
    - Blue lead (script)
  - Close range scenario
    - Blue lead (script)
  - Evasive scenario
    - Blue lead (script)
  - Mixed scenario
    - Note: in the mixed scenario, the blue cgf used the scripts from the other three scenarios. Therefore, no specific scripts were made for the blue in the mixed scenario.

- **Two-versus-two scenarios**
  - Basic scenario
    - Blue lead (the same script as in the two-versus-one basic scenario)
    - Blue wingman (script)
  - Close range scenario
    - Blue lead (the same script as in the two-versus-one close range scenario)
    - Blue wingman (script)
  - Evasive scenario
    - Blue lead (the same script as in the two-versus-one evasive scenario)
    - Blue wingman (script)
  - Lead-trail scenario
    - Blue lead (script)
    - Blue wingman (script)
Appendix D

The Fighter 4-Ship simulator

Appendix D describes the Fighter 4-Ship simulator. The Fighter 4-Ship is a research fighter aircraft simulator used by the Netherlands Aerospace Centre NLR (Netherlands Aerospace Centre, 2017b). The simulator allows four human fighter pilots to participate simultaneously in a simulated air combat mission. The purpose of the Fighter 4-Ship is to enable concept development and experimentation in the area of training simulations.

The Fighter 4-Ship consists of (a) four cockpit mock-ups (referred to as the ships), and (b) a station for the instructor, i.e., the person who controls the operation of the Fighter 4-Ship. This station is accordingly called the instructor operating station (ios). Below, we describe the hardware of the ships (Appendix D.1), the ios (Appendix D.2), and the software packages (Appendix D.3) that make up the Fighter 4-Ship.

D.1 The ships

The four ships of the Fighter 4-Ship are modelled after the cockpit of the F-16 fighter jet. Figure D.1 shows a schematic top view of a ship, and Figure D.2 shows a photograph of one of the ships in operation. Each of the four ships is comprised of the following nine items. The items are marked in Figure D.1.

1. A seat.
2. A touchscreen monitor in front of the seat.
3. A physical side stick controller to the right of the seat.
4. A physical throttle to the left of the seat.
5. Physical rudder pedals.
Figure D.1  Schematic top view of a ship.

6. Projector screens that present the participant with (1) the outside view, and (2) an overlayed head-up display (HUD). Two of the ships are equipped with three screens: a left screen, a right screen, and a centre screen. The remaining two ships are equipped with a centre screen only.

7. A projector for each projector screen.

8. Computers that (1) generate the outside visuals which are projected onto the projector screens, (2) control the touchscreen, and (3) handle the voice communications.

9. A headset (not depicted in Figure D.1) for (1) sound effects (e.g., engine noise, warning signals) and (2) voice communication with the instructor and the participants in the other ships over simulated radio channels.

The seat, stick, throttle, and pedals are replicas of the equipment in a real-world F-16 cockpit. The touchscreen monitor shows representations of the F-16 consoles and controls. The representations include two MFDS, viz. square screen which provide overviews of the aircraft’s situation, and allow the pilot quick access to various functions by means of hierarchical menus.

The ships are fixed-base, viz. they do not provide any motion effects. Each of the four ships is located in a separate but adjacent room. The aircraft noise that is to be heard over the headsets prevent any verbal communication between the pilots, other than using the simulated radio channels. Furthermore, because of the physical separation, a participant in one of the ships is unable to see any of the other ships.
The simulation is controlled from the instructor operating station (IOS). This station provides the instructor with the capability to (1) control the operation of the individual ships, (2) start and stop scenarios, (3) add and remove CGFS, (4) assign behaviour models to CGFS, (5) communicate with the participants in the ships, (6) view and record the MFDs of the four ships in order to monitor the actions of the participants, and (7) view and record the simulated environment and all entities within it. The IOS is comprised of the following two items.

1. A desktop computer with five monitors.
   i. A monitor that displays EUROSIM, the software that starts/stops/pauses the operation of each of the four ships. The functions of EUROSIM and the other software that is displayed on the monitors are explained in Appendix D.3.
   ii. A monitor that displays STAGE, the software that creates the CGFS.
   iii. A monitor that displays SMART BANDITS, the software that executes the behaviour models of the CGFS.
   iv. A monitor that displays a video stream of the MFDs of the four cockpits.
   v. A monitor that displays the debrief software that records the simulated environment.

2. A headset for voice communication with the participants in the ships. Additionally, this headset monitors all simulated radio channels. So, the instructor at the IOS remains informed of all communication that happens among participants.
The use of five monitors allows the instructor to easily view and access all functions that are relevant to controlling and monitoring the simulations.

### D.3 Software packages

The Fighter 4-Ship runs on four software packages: (1) **eurosim**, (2) **stage**, (3) **smart bandits**, and (4) **pcds**. We describe the four software packages below.

**EUROSIM.** EuroSim (2017) is a simulation framework that provides interfaces for air and space simulations. In the Fighter 4-Ship, **eurosim** executes the models of the flight dynamics of the aircraft that the four ships represent. Additionally, **eurosim** simulates the avionics (e.g., the radar) of the ships. **eurosim** provides a GUI by which the operation of individual ships can be controlled and inspected by the instructor.

**STAGE.** **stage** (Presagis, 2012) is a “simulation development framework” that provides an environment for building and executing scenarios. The instructor can select **cgfs** from a database, and place them into the simulated world. **stage** includes a basic behaviour editor, which is currently not used in the Fighter 4-Ship. Finally, **stage** provides a GUI by which the state of **cgfs** can be inspected and manipulated during simulations.

**SMART BANDITS.** **smart bandits** (Netherlands Aerospace Centre, 2017a) is software by which **cgf** behaviour can be modelled as a **fsm**. In **smart bandits**, the states and transitions that make up **fsm**s can be combined by means of drag-and-drop functionality. This way, it allows professionals such as training specialists to create behaviour models without any explicit programming knowledge. During simulations, the behaviour of **cgfs** can be inspected and manipulated.

**PCDS.** **pcds** (Naval Air Systems Command, 2010) provides record and playback facilities for simulation environments. It is intended to aid debriefing, i.e., the meeting after a simulation session when the instructor reviews the simulation with the participants (e.g., to identify learning opportunities). Video files (e.g., recordings of the MFD streams) can be connected to the playback of simulations, so that the internal situation in each ship can be seen when a simulation is reviewed.

The four software packages communicate with each other and with the four ships by means of the distributed interactive simulation (DIS) standard (IEEE, 2012). This standard defines a common format for the exchange of information regarding, e.g., the location and status of **cgfs**. This information is used by the four software packages to determine, e.g., how a **cgf** should be visualised.
D.4 Dynamic scripting in the Fighter 4-Ship

At the beginning of our research, the Fighter 4-Ship had no machine learning capabilities. Therefore, the integration of a machine learning technique such as dynamic scripting required us to determine the placement of this technique between the Fighter 4-Ship’s software packages. In other words, we needed to consider the architecture of the Fighter 4-Ship’s software.

In the Fighter 4-Ship, STAGE is the software package that generates the CGFS. STAGE exposes an API by which other software packages can (1) read the state and observations of its CGFS, (2) direct the actions of the CGFS, and (3) start and stop predefined scenarios. SMART BANDITS controls the CGFS in STAGE by means of this API. In SMART BANDITS, the state and observations of a CGF are read from the API, and then serve as input for a behaviour model. The behaviour model then outputs the actions that the CGF should take. The actions are sent back to the CGF in STAGE via the API.

To implement dynamic scripting, we require software with a function similar to how SMART BANDITS executes behaviour models for the CGFS in STAGE. However, compared to SMART BANDITS, we require two additional functions: (1) running the dynamic scripting algorithm to generate new behaviour models (particularly, the rule-based FSM models that are described in Appendix E), and (2) control over the scenarios that are run in the simulator.

For our research, we developed a new program which combines the three functions. We call this program STAGEDS. STAGEDS provides us with two capabilities: (1) to let CGFS learn by means of the dynamic scripting algorithm, and (2) to halt the learning process and only execute the learned behaviour models. We make extensive use of these two capabilities in Chapter 7. Ideally, in the future, these capabilities will be built into the software that is currently used for the design and execution of CGF behaviour models (i.e., SMART BANDITS).
Appendix E

Generating finite-state machines

Appendix E discusses the generation of finite-state machines by means of dynamic scripting.

In the automated simulations that were performed in LWACS, the rules in the scripts of cgfs produced behaviour in an ad-hoc manner: whenever the condition of a rule was met, the actions in that rule’s consequence would immediately be executed. As we have shown in the Chapters 3 to 5, the behaviour which is produced in this manner is effective for cgfs in automated simulations. However, since then, we have been informed that this way of producing behaviour is not completely suitable for human-in-the-loop simulations.

During simulations, scripts are sensitive to small changes in the environment. Some of these small changes should have no effect on the behaviour of a cgf, but may still cause different rules to fire. As an example, assume that a cgf is under attack, and a defensive rule fires which causes the cgf to make a defensive manoeuvre. However, during this manoeuvre, the cgf simultaneously detects another opponent by means of its radar, and an offensive rule is prompted to fire. At this point, the cgf is still in danger from the first opponent, and should continue with its defensive manoeuvre instead of preparing an attack on the second opponent. Moreover, from an external point of view, such sudden jumps between rules make the cgf appear erratic and indecisive, i.e., not precisely the way how a formidable adversary should behave. To remedy such a jump in behaviour, the cgf needs to be able to remember what it is doing and why. In other words, the cgf needs a concept such as a state in which it feels situated, so that the cgf can select and display behaviour that is relevant for that state.

Returning to the topic of representation, in Chapter 2, we mentioned FSMs as one of the executable forms that a behaviour model can take. The management of states and the behaviours therein, e.g., the states and behaviours of a cgf, is the prime function of FSMs. Furthermore, since FSMs are comprised of graph-like structures, they are highly suitable for graphical representation
as demonstrated in, e.g., the smart bandits program. Consequently, we have a preference to generate \texttt{cgfs} with dynamic scripting.

Below, we show how the states and transitions that make up an \texttt{FSM} can be readily expressed in the form of rules (Appendix E.1). By expressing states and transitions in the form of rules, dynamic scripting is able to combine the states and transitions into new \texttt{FSMs}, in the same way that dynamic scripting combines “regular” if-then rules into scripts. However, at this point we foresee that the dynamic scripting algorithm needs to be modified so that it can combine these rules into functioning \texttt{FSMs}. We present the exact modifications that we make to the original dynamic scripting algorithm (Appendix E.2). Thereafter, we conclude the appendix by a summary (Appendix E.3).

### E.1 Expressing finite-state machines as rules

In this section, we explain how \texttt{FSMs} can be expressed as rules. We do so by means of the following example. Consider a \texttt{CGF} that performs a patrol between two points, namely point A and point B. Patrolling between point A and point B should take place until the \texttt{CGF} detects some hostile \texttt{CGF}. At that point, it should engage the hostile \texttt{CGF}. Then, when the hostile \texttt{CGF} is defeated, it should return to its patrol.

The \texttt{FSM} for the example above is shown in Figure E.1. This \texttt{FSM} contains two states: (1) the \texttt{Patrol} state, shown at the top, and (2) the \texttt{Engage} state, shown at the bottom. The \texttt{FSM} has two transitions between the states. The \texttt{CGF} starts in the \texttt{Patrol} state, and flies between point A and point B. When the \texttt{CGF} is in the \texttt{Patrol} state and detects a hostile \texttt{CGF}, a transition from the \texttt{Patrol} state to the \texttt{Engage} state takes place. While in the \texttt{Engage} state, the \texttt{CGF} performs some actions with the goal of defeating the hostile \texttt{CGF}. Once the hostile \texttt{CGF} is defeated in some way, our \texttt{CGF} transitions back from the \texttt{Engage} state to the \texttt{Patrol} state, and then continues its patrol.

![Figure E.1](image.png)

**Figure E.1** A basic example of an \texttt{FSM} as a behaviour model.

We translate the \texttt{FSM} from Figure E.1 into rules as follows. The resulting rules are shown in Listing E.1. In the first rule (shown on line 1–3), we define the behaviour that the \texttt{CGF} should perform when it is in the \texttt{Patrol} state. We call this type of rule a \texttt{state rule}. When the \texttt{CGF} is in the \texttt{Patrol} state, it should fly between point A and point B. We capture this behaviour in the rule by introducing control statements (e.g., \texttt{if/then/else} or \texttt{while}) into the consequence of the rule.
In the second rule (line 4) we define the transition from the Patrol state to the Engage state. We call this rule a transition rule. When the CGF is in the Patrol state and it detects a hostile CGF, it transitions to the Engage state.

The third rule (line 5) defines the behaviour for the Engage state. Here, we tell the CGF to attack the detected hostile CGF. Afterwards, when the hostile CGF is defeated, the fourth rule fires (line 6) and the CGF returns to its patrol between point A and point B.

The resulting rules can now be stored in a rulebase, which serves as the input for dynamic scripting. A script with state rules and transition rules then becomes the implementation of a FSM. By creating variations of the state rules and the transition rules, and storing these variations in the rulebase as well, dynamic scripting is able to explore the space of possible FSMs.

E.2 The modified dynamic scripting algorithm

In the original description of dynamic scripting (Spronck et al., 2006), rules are selected in a probabilistic manner, under the assumption that all rules are valid choices for inclusion in a script. However, when the rulebase is filled with state rules and transition rules, a problem arises: namely, the rules that are selected for inclusion in a generated script must together form a valid FSM. We define an invalid FSM as one that contains unreachable states.

To help dynamic scripting create valid FSMs, we restrict the generation of FSMs to those that follow a specific template. We define a template to be a collection of (1) states and (2) transitions between two states, without any specification of the behaviour that these states and transitions represent. Henceforth, we use the term element to refer to either a state or a transition. For example, the FSM shown in figure 7.2 has four elements: (1) the Patrol state, (2) the Engage state, (3) the transition from Patrol to Engage, and (4) the transition from Engage to Patrol. The use of a template allows us to define the structure that a FSM should follow, thereby providing a guarantee that the FSM is valid. However, templates make it possible to leave the choice of implementation...
(i.e., the actual behaviour for states, and the specific conditions on which transitions are made) to dynamic scripting.

We replace the original script generation algorithm (Spronck et al., 2006, p. 224, Algorithm 1) by the new algorithm shown in Listing E.2. The new algorithm takes as input a rulebase and an FSM template. First, an empty script is created (line 3). Next, for each element in the FSM template, an implementation is selected for inclusion in the script (line 4–16). This is done per element by first filtering out the candidate rules in the rulebase that are an implementation of that element (line 8–10). From these candidate rules, an implementation is selected by means of the original weight-proportionate roulette wheel selection (as explained in Subsection 2.3.3).

### E.3 Summary

In this appendix, we enabled the dynamic scripting algorithm to generate FSMS. In some cases, the use of scripts as a behaviour model allows CGFSs to jump erratically between behaviours. The use of FSMS provides the CGFSs with a sense of state, so that the CGFSs will only display behaviour that is relevant to the state they are in.

Two steps were required for generating FSMS by means of dynamic scripting. First, we translated the states and the transitions between the states to the form of rules. This way, the
states and transitions can be treated as rules in the rulebase of dynamic scripting. Second, we altered the mechanism by which the dynamic scripting algorithm selects rules from its rulebase, so that the generated FSMs follow a pre-specified template. The use of this templates ensures that all generated FSMs are valid, i.e., they contain states and the appropriate transitions between the states. By enabling the dynamic scripting algorithm to generate FSMs, we gain the benefits of FSMs (i.e., the concept of state and the possibility of graphical representation) while maintaining the benefits of dynamic scripting (i.e., easily inspectable rules and rulebases, and diverse combinations of behaviour from the rulebase).
Appendix F

The Assessment Tool for Air Combat CGFs

In this appendix, we present our implementation of the ATACC questionnaire. We implemented the ATACC as a single-page form. This form was used by expert assessors to assess the behaviour of CGFs in human-in-the-loop simulations (see Chapter 7).

On the form, we included (a) the nine rating items of the ATACC, and (b) four fields for additional information. The nine rating items of the ATACC are discussed in Section 6.4. The four fields are labelled as follows: (1) Tactical, (2) Set code, (3) Start time, and (4) Operational status. Below, we explain these four fields.

**Tactical**  The tactical is a personal code name that is used for both operational security and convenience. We included the tactical of the assessors to be able to quickly refer to specific forms that were filled in.

**Set code**  In the preparation of the recorded human-in-the-loop simulations, we assigned a code consisting of a letter and a number to each specific encounter (a.k.a. a setup or set by the assessors) that was recorded. Each assessor was provided with a sheet that showed all the set codes in an individually randomised order. The assessors were instructed to (1) take the codes in the order that they were listed on the sheet, then (2) use each code to look up the encounter belonging to that set in the PCDS program that was running on their laptop, after which they were to (3) take an empty form, note down the code, and assess the behaviour of the CGFs in the recording. The set code field on the form acted as a control to ensure that the assessors viewed the recorded encounters in the order that was assigned to them.

**Start time**  When an assessor used a set code to look up a recorded encounter in the PCDS program, PCDS displayed a time index for the start of that encounter. The assessors were
instructed to write down that time index in the start time field. The start time field acted as a control that allowed us to determine whether the assessors had correctly selected and viewed the encounter which was indicated by the set code.

**Operational status** The operational status of the assessors indicates their level of experience. The seven options that are provided (i.e., wingman, 2FL, 4FL, MC, IP, WIP, and TIP) refer to the qualifications that can be obtained by the assessors.

The following page shows the exact form that was used in Chapter 7.
### Assessment Tool for Air Combat CGFs

#### Tactical:

- **Set code:**
- **Position flown:** 1 / 2 / 3 / 4
- **Start time:**

#### Operational status:

- **Wingman** / 2FL / MC / WIP
- **4FL** / IP / TIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red air forced blue air to change their tactical plan.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air forced blue air to change their shot doctrine.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air was within factor range.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue air was able to fire without threat from red air.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air acted on blue air’s geometry.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air acted on blue air’s weapons engagement zone.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air flew with kinematic realism.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air’s behaviour was intelligent.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red air’s behaviour tested blue air’s tactical air combat skills.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By training with virtual opponents known as computer generated forces (CGFs), trainee fighter pilots can build the experience necessary for air combat operations, at a fraction of the cost of training with real aircraft. In practice however, the variety of CGFs is not as wide as it can be. This is largely due to a lack of behaviour models for the CGFs. The lack motivated me to design and improve air combat simulations. In this thesis we investigate to what extent behaviour models for the CGFs in air combat training simulations can be automatically generated, by the use of machine learning.

The domain of air combat is complex, and machine learning methods that operate within this domain must be suited to the challenges posed by the domain. In Chapter 1, we identify five challenges that must be met before newly generated behaviour models can effectively be applied in training simulations. These are: (a) producing team coordination, (b) computationally evaluating CGF behaviour, (c) efficient reuse of acquired knowledge, (d) validating generated behaviour models, and (e) generating accessible behaviour models.

From the above motivation for the research, together with the five challenges, we derive the following problem statement: To what extent can we use dynamic scripting to generate air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations, in such a way that the five challenges of generating air combat behaviour models are met? The problem statement mentions the use of the dynamic scripting algorithm. This algorithm produces human-readable behaviour models, and thus enables us to meet challenge e. Based on the remaining four challenges, we formulate five research questions that we investigate in the remainder of the thesis.

In Chapter 2, we present background information on the process by which behaviour models are created today. Furthermore, we introduce (a) machine learning, and (b) the dynamic scripting algorithm in particular. Additionally, we review earlier work on the subject of generating air combat behaviour models by means of machine learning.

In Chapter 3, we investigate research question 1: To what extent can we generate air combat behaviour models that produce team coordination? Today, the smallest unit that performs air combat missions is the two-ship, consisting of a lead and a wingman aircraft. To succeed in their missions, the lead and the wingman in a two-ship need to carefully coordinate their actions. Therefore, such coordination should be reflected in the behaviour models of a two-ship
of CGFSs. We define three coordination methods within the rule-based framework of dynamic scripting: (1) a decentralised coordination method without communication called TACIT, (2) a centralised coordination method with communication called CENT, and (3) a decentralised coordination method with communication called DECENT. Next, we perform three series of automated simulations. In each series, we use dynamic scripting to generate behaviour models for a two-ship that engages a pre-programmed opponent while coordinating by one of the coordination methods. We find that each of the three methods leads to a flexible division of roles between the CGFSs. Out of the three methods, the coordination produced by the CENT method resulted in the most effective behaviour that reached the highest win rates. Based on our research, we may conclude that by means of dynamic scripting, we are able to (a) generate multiple forms of team behaviour, and (b) easily inspect the roles assumed by the team members.

In Chapter 4, we investigate research question 2: To what extent can we improve the reward function for air combat CGFSs? The reward function is an essential part of dynamic scripting. It evaluates the desirability of the behaviour produced by the behaviour models that are generated, and then produces a reward signal that stimulates the dynamic scripting algorithm to improve the models in a next iteration. A commonly used reward function is the binary reward function: a reward signal of 1 is provided if the CGFSs win a simulated encounter (i.e., show desirable behaviour) using the generated behaviour model, otherwise a reward signal of 0 is provided. However, because this reward signal is both sparse (i.e., a CGF has to display exactly the right behaviour before a reward is obtained) and unstable (i.e., non-determinism in the CGF’s environment may cause the same behaviour to lead to different results), it is possible that more desirable behaviour can be achieved by using a more suitable reward function. We develop two new reward functions for use in the air combat domain: DOMAIN-REWARD which is aimed at making the rewards less sparse, and AA-REWARD which is aimed at making the rewards stable. Both are tested in automated simulations. From the results we may conclude that while DOMAIN-REWARD fails to improve the behaviour of the CGFS over the use of a binary reward function, the use of AA-REWARD leads to a 12.6% increase in win rates.

In Chapter 5, we investigate research question 3: To what extent can knowledge built with dynamic scripting be transferred successfully between CGFSs in different scenarios? The behaviour models generated by the dynamic scripting algorithm contain knowledge about air combat situations. For instance, in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we used dynamic scripting to generate behaviour models for use by a two-ship in a two-versus-one scenario. We hypothesise that the knowledge contained in these models is to some extent reusable between different scenarios. We place a two-ship of CGFSs in scenarios in which they have to learn to defeat two opponents, and then generate behaviour models for the two-ship. We do so twice: once, the two-ship has to learn to defeat the two opponents with a tabula rasa; the next time, the algorithm that generates the behaviour models for the two-ship is initialised with the behaviour models (in the form of weighted rules) that were generated in earlier two-versus-one scenarios. In each of the two-versus-two scenarios, we find that the two-ship using the transferred knowledge learns
more effective behaviour than the other two-ship. Furthermore, they take less time to reach their highest level of performance.

In Chapter 6, we investigate research question 4: How should we validate machine-generated air combat behaviour models for use in training simulations? Validation is an important step in the development of behaviour models, since it provides a structured way to determine whether the models are useful with regards to their intended purpose (in our case, training simulations). However, there is no one-size-fits-all to the validation of behaviour models. Therefore, in Chapter 6, we develop a new validation procedure specifically for machine-generated air combat behaviour models. In brief, our procedure consists of three steps. The first step is recording human-in-the-loop simulations, in which human participants engage cgfs that are controlled by a sample of either (a) behaviour models that have been manually designed by human professionals, or (b) newly generated behaviour models. The second step is a structured assessment of the behaviour displayed by the cgfs in the recordings. The assessment is performed by expert assessors, by means of the newly developed Assessment Tool for Air Combat cgfs (atacc). The third step is the use of the TOST method (two one-sided t-tests) to determine whether the assessments of the behaviour produced by the manually designed behaviour models are statistically equivalent to the assessments of the behaviour produced by the machine-generated behaviour models. If so, we consider the generated behaviour models to be valid for application within training simulations.

In Chapter 7, we investigate research question 5: To what extent are air combat behaviour models generated by means of dynamic scripting valid for use in training simulations? We apply the validation procedure that is developed in Chapter 6 to a set of newly generated behaviour models. As a baseline, we use a set of manually designed behaviour models that has been used in real-world training simulations. We perform human-in-the-loop simulations in which Royal Netherlands Air Force (rnlaf) fighter pilots engage cgfs controlled by the behaviour models. The behaviour displayed by the cgfs in the simulations is assessed by instructor pilots, by means of the atacc. On the atacc, the assessors rate the occurrence of nine examples of behaviour. Between the cgfs using the manually designed behaviour models and the generated behaviour models, six out of the nine examples of behaviour are rated as occurring in an equivalent manner. Based on this result, we can neither conclude to a complete validity of the generated behaviour models, nor to a non-validity. However, since the literature advises us to recognise degrees of success, we may conclude that our behaviour models are valid to a moderate extent.

In Chapter 8, we conclude the thesis by summarising the answers given earlier to the five research questions and the problem statement. Our research shows that dynamic scripting greatly facilitates the automatic generation of air combat behaviour models, while being sufficiently flexible to be moulded into answers to the challenges. However, ensuring the validity of the newly generated behaviour models remains to be a point of attention for future research.
Samenvatting

Het trainen met virtuele tegenstanders (ook wel computer generated forces of cgfs genoemd) geeft gevechtspiloten de gewenste ervaring voor vliegoperaties, zonder de hoge kosten die het trainen met echte vliegtuigen met zich mee brengt. In de praktijk zijn deze cgfs echter niet zo veelzijdig als ze zouden kunnen zijn. Dit komt vooral door een gebrek aan realistische gedragsmodellen. Het ontbreken van gedragsmodellen motiveerde mij om air combat training simulaties te ontwerpen en te verbeteren. In het proefschrift onderzoeken we in hoeverre het mogelijk is om de gedragsmodellen voor cgfs in een luchtgevecht automatisch te genereren, met behulp van machine learning (machinaal leren).

Het domein van het luchtgevecht is complex. Daarom is het belangrijk dat de machine learning methodes die binnen dit veld ingezet worden, opgewassen zijn tegen de uitdagingen van dit domein. In hoofdstuk 1 identificeren we vijf uitdagingen die nieuw gegenereerde gedragsmodellen het hoofd moeten bieden, om bruikbaar te zijn binnen trainingssimulaties. Dit zijn: (a) het produceren van teamcoördinatie, (b) de computationele evaluatie van cgf-gedrag, (c) het efficiënt hergebruiken van opgebouwde kennis, (d) het valideren van gegenereerde gedragsmodellen en (e) het genereren van gedragsmodellen die toegankelijk en leesbaar zijn voor mensen.

Aan de hand van de bovenstaande motivatie en de vijf uitdagingen, komen wij tot de volgende probleemstelling: In hoeverre is het mogelijk om dynamic scripting te gebruiken om gedragsmodellen te genereren voor cgfs in een luchtgevecht, waarbij ingespeeld wordt op de vijf uitdagingen van gegenereerde gedragsmodellen? In de probleemstelling wordt gesproken over het dynamic scripting (dynamisch schrijf-) algoritme. Dit algoritme produceert leesbare gedragsmodellen en komt zo tegemoet aan uitdaging e. Op basis van de overige vier uitdagingen formuleren we vijf onderzoeksvragen die we in het proefschrift verder gaan onderzoeken.

In hoofdstuk 2 presenteren we achtergrondinformatie over het proces waarmee gedragsmodellen tegenwoordig geproduceerd worden. Bovendien introduceren we (a) machine learning en (b) het dynamic scripting algoritme in het bijzonder. Daarbij kijken we terug op eerder werk over het genereren van gedragsmodellen voor luchtgevechten met behulp van machine learning.

In hoofdstuk 3 onderzoeken we onderzoeksvraag 1: In hoeverre kunnen we gedragsmodellen voor cgfs in een luchtgevecht genereren waarbij sprake is van teamcoördinatie? Vandaag de dag
is het two-ship (een combinatie van twee vliegtuigen, ook bekend als het tweetje) de kleinste eenheid die gevechtsmissies in de lucht onderneemt, bestaande uit een lead (leider) en een wingman (volgvlieger). Om in hun missies te slagen, moeten de lead en wingman in een two-ship nauwgezet samenwerken. Daarom is het belangrijk dit soort samenwerking terug te zien in de gedragsmodellen die worden gegenereerd voor een two-ship bestaande uit CGFs. Binnen het raamwerk van het *dynamic scripting* algoritme, definiëren we drie methodes voor dergelijke coördinatie: (1) een gedecentraliseerde methode zonder communicatie tussen de CGFs genaamd tacit, (2) een gecentraliseerde methode met communicatie genaamd cent en (3) een gede-centraliseerde methode met communicatie genaamd decent. Hierna voeren we drie series van geautomatiseerde simulaties uit. In elke serie gebruiken we *dynamic scripting* om gedrag voor een two-ship te genereren dat tegen een voorgeprogrammeerde tegenstander moet vechten, met gebruik van één van de genoemde coördinatiemethodes. Het blijkt dat elk van de drie methodes tot een flexibele rolverdeling tussen de CGFs leidt. Van de drie methodes levert de coördinatie die cent produceert het meest effectieve gedrag met het hoogste aantal gewonnen ontmoetingen. Gebaseerd op ons onderzoek mogen we concluderen dat we met behulp van *dynamic scripting* in staat zijn om (a) verschillende vormen van team gedrag te genereren en (b) de rolverdeling die binnen een team is aangenomen goed te herkennen.

In hoofdstuk 4 bekijken we onderzoeksvraag 2: *In hoeverre kunnen we het beloningsmechanisme voor CGFs in een luchtgevecht verbeteren?* Het beloningsmechanisme (reward function in het Engels) is een essentieel deel van *dynamic scripting*. Het evalueert de wenselijkheid van het gedrag dat voortvloeit uit de gegenereerde gedragsmodellen en produceert vervolgens een belonend signaal dat het *dynamic scripting* algoritme stimuleert om de gedragsmodellen bij de volgende poging te verbeteren. Een veel gebruikt beloningsmechanisme is het binaire beloningsmechanisme (in het proefschrift *bin-reward* genoemd): daarbij krijgt het algoritme een beloning van 1 als de CGFs een gesimuleerd gevecht hebben gewonnen (gewenst gedrag) aan de hand van de gegenereerde gedragsmodellen en 0 als er is verloren. In het gebruik blijkt echter dat een beloning bij dit mechanisme zowel schaars (een CGFs moet precies het juiste gedrag vertonen om een beloning te kunnen verkrijgen) als onvoorspelbaar (onverwachte gebeurtenissen in de omgeving van de CGFs kunnen ervoor zorgen dat hetzelfde gedrag een andere uitkomst heeft) is. Daarom is het goed mogelijk dat een ander beloningsmechanisme meer gewenst gedrag oplevert. Wij hebben daarop twee nieuwe beloningsmechanismen ontwikkeld voor het gebruik in het luchtgevechtsdomein: *domain-reward*, dat zich richt op het minder schaars maken van beloningen en *aa-reward*, dat gericht is op het voorspelbaar maken van de beloningen. Beide mechanismen hebben wij getest in geautomatiseerde simulaties. Uit de resultaten maken wij op dat het de *domain-reward* niet gelukt om de resultaten van het binaire beloningsmechanisme te verbeteren. Het gebruik van *aa-reward* leidt er echter toe dat er 12,6% vaker wordt gewonnen door de CGFs.

In hoofdstuk 5 bespreken we onderzoeksvraag 3: *In hoeverre kan kennis die verkregen is door dynamic scripting succesvol uitgewisseld worden tussen CGFs in verschillende situaties?* De gedragsmodellen die gegenereerd worden door het *dynamic scripting* algoritme bevatten kennis
over verschillende situaties in luchtgevechten. In hoofdstuk 3 en 4 gebruikten we dynamic scripting bijvoorbeeld om gedragsmodellen te genereren voor two-ships in twee- tegen-één-scenario’s. Wij verwachten dat de kennis in deze gedragsmodellen tot op zekere hoogte in andere scenario’s hergebruikt kan worden. We plaatsen een two-ship van cgfs in scenario’s waarin ze moeten leren om twee vijanden te verslaan. Daarbij gebruiken we dynamic scripting om gedragsmodellen voor het two-ship te genereren. Dit doen we twee keer. De eerste keer moet het two-ship zonder voorkennis leren om de vijanden te verslaan. De tweede keer krijgt het algoritme voorkennis mee, in de vorm van de gedragsmodellen die gegenereerd zijn in een eerder twee- tegen-één-scenario. In alle twee- tegen-twee-situaties blijkt het two-ship met voorkennis effectiever gedrag te vertonen dan het two-ship zonder voorkennis. Bovendien wordt dit effectievere gedrag sneller bereikt.

In hoofdstuk 6 bekijken we onderzoeksvraag 4: Hoe moeten we machine-gegenerateerde gedragsmodellen voor luchtgevechtstrainingen valideren? Validatie is een belangrijke stap in de ontwikkeling van gedragsmodellen, aangezien het een gestructureerde manier biedt om de bruikbaarheid van de modellen te beoordelen (in ons geval voor trainingsdoeleinden). Er is echter geen standaardmanier om alle verschillende soorten gedragsmodellen te valideren. Daarom ontwikkelen we in hoofdstuk 6 een nieuwe valideringsmethode, die specifiek bedoeld is voor computer-gegenerateerde gedragsmodellen voor luchtgevechten. De procedure bestaat uit drie stappen. De eerste stap is het opnemen van human-in-the-loop simulaties (vrij vertaald: simulaties met mensen in het terugkoppellingsproces), waarbij menselijke deelnemers het opnemen tegen cgfs die aangestuurd worden op basis van (a) gedragsmodellen die gemaakt zijn door menselijke professionals of (b) nieuw gegenereerde gedragsmodellen. De tweede stap bestaat uit een gestructureerde beoordeling van het gedrag van de cgfs. Deze beoordeling wordt uitgevoerd door experts in het veld, met behulp van een nieuw ontwikkeld scoreformulier voor het gedrag van cgfs in een luchtgevecht. Dit scoreformulier noemen wij de ATACC. De derde stap is het gebruik van de ToST (two one-sided t-tests, oftewel twee eenzijdige t-tests) methode om te bepalen of de beoordelingen van het gedrag dat voortkomt uit de eerder gemaakte gedragsmodellen statistisch gelijkwaardig zijn aan de beoordelingen van het nieuwe gedrag. Als dit zo is, beschouwen we de computer-gegenerateerde gedragsmodellen als valide voor het gebruik in trainingssimulaties.

In hoofdstuk 7 bespreken we onderzoeksvraag 5: In hoeverre zijn gedragsmodellen die gegenereerd zijn met dynamic scripting valide voor het gebruik in trainingssimulaties? We passen de valideringsmethode uit hoofdstuk 6 toe op een groep nieuw gegenereerde gedragsmodellen. Als ijkpunt gebruiken we een selectie van mens-gegenerateerde gedragsmodellen die gebruikt zijn voor daadwerkelijke trainingssimulaties. We draaien human-in-the-loop simulaties waarin vliegers van de Koninklijke Luchtmacht het opnemen tegen cgfs die aangestuurd worden door gegenereerde gedragsmodellen. Het vertoonde gedrag wordt beoordeeld door vlieginstructeurs, met behulp van de ATACC. Tijdens de beoordeling wordt er gelet op het voorkomen van negen soorten gedragingen. Vervolgens worden de beoordelingen van de mens-gegenerateerde gedragingen en de computer-gegenerateerde gedragingen vergeleken. Het blijkt dat zes van de negen
soorten gedragingen gelijkwaardig scoren. Op basis van dit resultaat mogen we de computer-
gegeneerde modellen niet als volledig valide beschouwen. De literatuur adviseert ons echter
om verschillende gradaties van validiteit te erkennen. We beschouwen de nieuw gegenereerde
gedragsmodellen daarom als eniger mate valide.

In hoofdstuk 8 ronden we dit proefschrift af met het geven van een samenvatting van de
antwoorden op de vijf onderzoeksvragen en het antwoord op de probleemstelling. Ons onder-
zoek toont aan dat *dynamic scripting* het geautomatiseerd genereren van gedragsmodellen voor
luchtgevechten faciliteert, terwijl het flexibel genoeg blijkt om de uitdagingen van het luchtge-
vechtsdomein het hoofd te bieden. De validiteit van de nieuw gegenereerde gedragsmodellen
blijft een aandachtspunt in komende onderzoeken.
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